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The nature of transcripts from repetitive DNA sequences in the sea urchin,
Strongylocentrotus purpuratus, is investigated. Hybridization experiments utilizing
individual cloned repeat sequences, as well as fractions of total repetitive DNA,
indicate that the expression of repeat sequences in RN A is specifically regulated
in development. A different set of repeat families is highly represented in each
of three RN A populations examined, the nuclear RN As of gastrula stage embryos
and adult intestine tissue, and the total RN A of eggs. Essentially all the genomic
repeat families are represented in each RN A, but the prevalence of transcripts
representing different repeat families can vary by more than two orders of magnitude
in a given RNA. Both complementary strands of most repeat families are represented
at similar levels, raising the possibility that RN A-RN A repeat duplex formation
occurs in the cell. Two cloned repeat sequences examined were both found primarily
on large transcripts in the nuclear RN A, and many of the nuclear repeat transcripts
are believed to occur on long interspersed RN A molecules.
Several lines of evidence indicate that most repeat sequences in the egg
RN A are contained on transcripts with the properties of maternal messenger RN A.
A large fraction of the repeat-containing transcripts are polyadenylated. Most of
the repeats are found on long transcripts, while in the genome, these repeats are
short and interspersed with single-copy sequences. The repeat-containing RNAs
are isolated and directly shown to consist of short repeats linked to longer singlecopy sequences. These interspersed egg RN As are shown to include nearly all of
the diverse single-copy sequences of total egg RN A, most of which are believed
to be message sequences. Several implications of these findings are discussed.
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Particularly interesting is the conclusion that the single-copy maternal message
sequences must be associated primarily with a restricted group of the diverse
genomic repeat families. The message sequences thus fall into several hundred
sets, each containing transcripts from a different repeat family.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
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In recent years, the organization of repeated DNA sequences in a wide

variety of eucaryotic species has been examined. One general conclusion that has
emerged is that many of the repetitive sequences are interspersed throughout the
genome, among regions of unique DNA sequence. The majority of repetitive
sequences in most organisms are several hundred nucleotides long and are interspersed with single copy sequences averaging 1000-2000 nucleotides (nt) throughout
much of the genome (Davidson et al., 1973; Davidson et al., 1975a). Longer repeat
sequences of several thousand nucleotides usually account for less than half of
the repetitive DNA (Davidson et al., 1975a). In a few species, however, they are
the only detectable type of repeat sequence (Manning et al., 1975; Crain et al.,
1976a,b; Wells et al., 1976). As the functions of repetitive DNA sequences are not
known (with the exception of a few genes that are known to be repeated), the
significance of the observed patterns of sequence organization is not apparent.
The interspersion of repeats among single copy sequences has, however, been a
major stimulus for the suggestion that repeats might be involved in the regulation
of single copy structural gene expression (Britten and Davidson, 1969, 1971; Davidson
et al., 1977; Davidson and Britten, 1979). An interest in this possibility has
motivated our investigations of the transcripts from repeated DNA sequences
in the sea urchin.
Properties of Repetitive Sequences in the Sea Urchin Genome

The repetitive DNA of the sea urchin, as well as all higher organisms,
is an extremely complex collection of sequences, the intricacies of which have
recently become accessible to direct study through recombinant DNA methods,
and are just beginning to be described. Some of the relevant properties of repeat
sequences in the sea urchin, Strongylocentrotus purpuratus, can be described as
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follows. About half of the sea urchin genome displays a short period interspersion
pattern in which repeats are separated by unique sequences averaging 1000 nt in
length. Another 20-30% of the genome has an interspersion distance of 2000-3000
nucleotides, and the remainder consists of longer regions of unique sequence
(Graham et al., 1974). Repeated sequences themselves comprise 25% of the DNA.
70% of the repetitive DNA appears to occur in short interspersed elements with
an average length of about 300 nt, while 30% occurs in longer stretches uninterrupted
by single copy sequence and averaging at least 2000 nt in length (Graham et al.,
197 4; Eden et al., 1977). Most repetitive sequence families consist primarily of
repeats in one of these two categories, either short or long. Nearly all families,
however, appear to include at least a few repeat sequences in both the short and
long categories (Eden et al., 1977; Moore et al., manuscript in preparation).
The sizes of various repeat sequence families, or the number of genomic
sequence elements belonging to -each family, can be estimated from reassociation
experiments with total sea urchin DNA. One such analysis suggests that 16%
of the repetitive DNA consists of repeat families with an average of 6000 members,
44% consists of 250-member families, and 40% of families with 20 members
(Graham et al., 1974). Measurement of the repetition frequencies of 26 individual,
cloned repetitive sequences yielded a roughly similar distribution of frequencies,
ranging from less than 10 to about 12,000. The family sizes appear to occur in
a continuum, _however, rather than forming a few discrete

frequ~ncy

class_es

(Klein et al., 1978).
The members of most repeat families are imperfect copies, presumably
as a result of evolutionary sequence divergence (Britten and Kohne, 1968; Britten
et al., 1976; Harpold and Craig, 1977; Klein et al., 1978; Moore et al., 1978). The
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extent of sequence mismatch between members of a repeat family ranges from
only a few percent in some families to over 20% in other families.
Most repeat families in the sea urchin, as defined by reassociation
experiments, are distinct from other repeat families. Thus, most families do
not appear to acquire new members, or merge with other repeat families, when
the hybridization criterion is lowered. This has been demonstrated by reassociation
experiments with cloned repeat sequences, representing different families (Klein
et al., 1978) as well as with total genomic repeats (Graham et al., 197 4). The
distinct nature of repeat families is also supported by direct nucleotide sequencing
studies (Posakony et al., manuscript in preparation) which showed that eight repeat
families, represented by eight randomly selected cloned repeat sequences, share
no significant sequence homology.
The apparent size of some highly divergent repeat families, however,
can vary considerably depending on the hybridization criterion applied (Klein et al.,
1978). In recent studies, several individual members of such families, isolated
from libraries of genomic clones (Anderson et al., manuscript in preparation) have
been compared. It is now apparent that these families consist of relatively small
groups of repeats, or "subfamilies", whose members are relatively well matched
in sequence. The various subfamilies that together comprise a "superfamily" are
more distantly related, but have enough homology to cross-hybridize at a lowered
criterion (Scheller et al., manuscript in preparation).
The total number of repeat families in the sea urchin genome, or the
total complexity of the repetitive DNA, can be estimated from the fraction of
genomic DNA comprising various repeat frequency classes. Estimates based on
several sets of reassociation kinetic data for total repetitive DNA, at two different
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criteria (Graham et al., 1974; Davidson, 1976; Klein et al., 1978; Chapter 2 of
this thesis), as well as an independent estimate based on randomly selected cloned
repeats (Klein et al., 1978), all range between about 3000 and .about 10,000 families.
The higher estimates may include many subfamilies, while the lower estimates
probably approximate the number of totally distinct families, or superfamilies.
Previot.5 Studies of Repetitive Sequence Transcription

The earliest data concerning the transcription of repetitive DNA sequences
come from studies in which labeled RNA, from various animal tissues and embryos,
was hybridized to filter- bound total genomic DNA. The low Cot values attained
in these experiments permitted hybridization only between repetitive sequences
and their transcripts (reviewed by Davidson, 1976). While these early studies
provided little reliable information concerning the amount, diversity or cellular
loea t ion of the repeat transcripts, they did establish the existence of such transcripts.
They aiso. demonstrated that the repeat transcripts differ either qualitatively
or quantitatively at different stages of development, and hence that their production
mus t be specifically regulated. This conclusion was based on variation in the
extent to which unlabeled RN A from one tissue or developmental stage could
compete with hybridization of labeled RNA from another stage (McCarthy and
Hoyer, 1964; .Glisin et al., 1966; Davidson et al., 1968; reviewed in Davidson, 1976).
Subsequent experiments have revealed that heterogeneous nuclear RNA
(hnRN A) accounts for many of the repeat transcripts in the cells of embryos and
adult animal tissues. Analysis of the kinetics of hybridization of labeled hnRNA
from various sources with excess whole genomic DNA has indicated that about
10-30% of the hnRNA is typically derived from repetitive DNA sequences, while
the remainder is complementary to single copy sequences (Melli et al., 1971;
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Greenberg and Perry, 1971; Smith et al., 1974; Spradling et al., 1974; McColl and
Aronson, 1974; Firtel et al., 1976).

Furthermore, it has been shown that many

hnRN A molecules reflect the interspersed sequence organization of the genomes
from which they derive, in that they contain both repetitive and unique sequences,
linked on the same long transcripts (Smith et al., 1974; Holmes and Bonner, 1974;
Molloy et al., 197 4; Firtel et al., 1976). This is consistent with the observations
that: 1) hnRN A populations consist primarily of large molecules, typically 2000
to 10,000 nt or more in length, and therefore represent long regions of the genome
(Holmes and Bonner, 1973; Derman et al., 1976; Maxwell et al., 1979); 2) a large
fraction of the genome, including between 10 and 40% of the unique sequences,
is expressed in the hnRN A (Getz et al., 1975; Hough et al., 1975; Levy et al., 1976;
Bantle and Hahn, 1976; Goldberg et al., 1978). Many of the repeats in hnRNA
appear to be similar in length to the short genomic repeats (Smith et al., 1974;
Federoff et al., 1977). The presence of some long hnRN A molecules consisting
entirely of repeated sequence, and perhaps transcribed from long genomic repeat
sequences, is neither ruled out nor demonstrated by these data. The diversity of
repetitive sequences transcribed in hnRNA, and the specific numbers of hnRNA
transcripts representing the various repeat families have not been measured in
any of these studies.
Messenger RN A populations from a number of sources have been examined
for the presence of short interspersed repeat sequences, and in most cases they
have appeared to lack such sequences. The fraction of newly synthesized sea
urchin gastrula polysomal mRNA consisting of repetitive sequence, as measured
by its ability to form ribonuclease-resistant hybrids with repetitive DNA, appeared
to be less than 5%. No additional hybridization of mRN A to repetitive DNA was
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detected when hybridization was assayed by binding to hydroxyapatite, without
ribonuclease digestion, and this indicated an absence of mRN A molecules containing
linked repeat and single copy sequences (Goldberg et al., 1973). A somewhat larger
fraction of He La cell cytoplasmic poly(A)+ RN A was found to consist of repetitive
sequence, but similar methods detected no linkage of repeat and single copy transcripts (Klein et al., 197 4). Using a different approach, Campo and Bishop (197 4)
isolated the fraction of rat myoblast polysomal mRN A that hybridized with
repetitive DNA (20%), and they also found that this fraction was devoid of any
linked single copy sequences. These studies suggested that the repetitive sequences
in these mRNA populations comprise a separate class of messages, derived from
repeated genes, and distinct from the transcripts of single copy genes.
On the other hand, there have been reports of mRNAs with an interspersed
sequence organization in a few organisms. The only clear example is in
Dictyostelium discoideum, which has been shown by Firtel and collaborators to
contain many interspersed messenger RN As. At least 25% of total Dictyostelium
poly(A)+ mRN A molecules were found to consist of linked repeat and single copy
sequences, by the usual DNA excess hybridization methods (Firtel and Lodish,
1973; Firtel et al., 1976). More recently two repeat sequences, contained on
cloned segments of Dictyostelium DNA, have been found linked to large numbers
of single copy mRNAs. These transcripts account for about 10% of the total poly(A)+
mRNA (Kimmel and Firtel, 1979; Kindle and Firtel, 1979). Each of the repeats
exists in about 100 copies per genome, and many of the copies appear to be transcribed together with adjacent single copy regions, to produce interspersed mRN As.
The repeat sequences generally account for about 10% of the mRNA lengths,
and on one particular transcript the repeat was shown to be about 120 nt in length,
and located on the 51 end (Kimmel and Firtel, 1979).
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In other systems, evidence for the existence of interspersed messages
is weaker. Dina et al. (1973, 197 4) presented evidence suggesting that Xenopus
neurulae may contain interspersed mRN As capable of hybridizing with filter-bound
repetitive DNA, but their data are questionable on various technical grounds.
There have also been reports that some mRNAs in mammalian cells contain short
sequences homologous with double stranded regions of nuclear RNA (Georgiev
et al., 1973; Ryskov et al., 1976; Darnell, 1976). Many of the double stranded regions
of the nuclear RNA derive from repeated sequences in the genome (Jelinek et al.,
1974, 1978; Federoff et al., 1977), implying that these messages may contain repeats.
The fraction of messages containing such sequences is undetermined in these experiments, however, and may be very small. There is also no direct indication that
this fraction of messages contains regions of unique sequence, rather than belonging
to the totally repetitive fraction of mammalian mRNA seen in the experiments
of Klein et al. (197 4) and Campo and Bishop (197 4).
Repetitive Sequence Tran.scripts of the Sea Urchin Egg

The studies described in Chapter 2 of this thesis were intended to
characterize quantitatively the repeat sequence transcripts of sea urchin eggs,
whose existence had been suggested by earlier e}..'Periments (Glisin et al., 1966).
The RN A of sea urchin eggs has a total single copy sequence complexity of
3. 7 x 10 7 nucleotides (Galau et al., 1976; Anderson et al., 1976; Hough-Evans
et al., 1977), far lower than the complexities of nuclear RNA populations, which
are quite similar (around 2 x 10 8 nucleotides) in all embryonic stages and
adult tissues of the sea urchin that have been examined (Hough et al., 1975;
Kleene and Humphreys, 1977; Wold et al., 1978; Ernst et al., 1979; Davidson
and Britten, 1979). In addition, the rate of new RNA synthesis in the egg is
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extremely low (Dworkin and Infante, 1978), and most of the egg RN A is presumed
to have been synthesized during oogenesis and stored in a stable form (Gross et al.,
1965; Hough-Evans et al., 1979). This is quite unlike the nuclear RNA of sea urchin
embryos which is rapidly synthesized and short-lived (Grainger and Wilt, 1976).
Thus, it seemed that the egg does not contain a transcript population with the
characteristics of nuclear RN A, and that the repetitive sequence transcripts in
the egg must differ from the repeat-containing nuclear RNAs synthesized in the
embryo.
The short and long fractions of total

repetitive~· purpuratus 3H-DNA

were isolated and hybridized with an excess of total egg RN A, and the kinetics
of these reactions were measured. In addition, nine randomly selected individual
repetitive sequences, isolated by recombinant DNA methods (Scheller et al., 1977),
were hybridized with egg RNA to measure the concentration of transcripts complementary to each repeat. The short repetitive DNA hybridized to an extent
of at least 80%, with extremely heterogeneous kinetics. These data indicated:
that most short repeat families are represented in the RN A; that both complementary strands of many of the repeats must be represented (if not, the maximum
extent of hybridization would be 50%); and that the numbers of transcripts
representing different repeat families vary widely, from a few thousand to over
5
3
10 . The long repetitive H-DNA hybridized at a lower rate and to a lesser extent,
about 35%. This difference was not further investigated, but it tends to suggest
that the number of long repeat sequence families represented, and their transcript
concentrations in egg RNA, are low compared to the short repeats. A fraction
3
of the short repetitive H-DNA (20%) complementary to the most prevalent
repeat sequences in the egg RNA (about 100,000 transcripts per egg) was isolated.
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By hybridization with excess genomic DNA, this fraction was found to resemble
total repetitive DNA in its distribution of repetition frequencies, rather than
containing only the more highly repeated sequences. This indicated that the
prevalent repeat transcripts must result from the specific expression of a subset
of repeat families. These conclusions were confirmed by studies of individual
cloned repeat sequences. All nine repeats examined hybridized with egg RNA,
suggesting that most if not all repeat families are represented in the RN A, and
the two strands of each repeat were represented in the RN A at similar concentrations. The prevalence of transcripts complementary to different repeats varied
from 3000 to about 100,000 and appeared to be independent of genomic repetition
frequencies.
To investigate the length of the maternal repeat transcripts, four of
the cloned repeat sequences were hybridized to different size classes of egg RN A,
which had been fractionated under denaturing conditions. All four repeats were
found almost exclusively on transcripts one to several thousand nucleotides in
length, considerably longer than the cloned sequences themselves. This appeared
to be a general property of most repeat sequence transcripts in the egg. In addition,
most repeat sequences in the families represented by prevalent transcripts were
found to be short, and adjacent to single copy sequences in the genome. This
was determined by isolating a fraction of 2000-3000 nucleotide DNA fragments
that hybridized with prevalent repeat transcripts, and examining the sequence
composition of these fragments. Together these observations predicted that many
of the egg RN As might be transcribed from short interspersed repeats together
with adjacent single copy regions.
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The possibility that the egg repeat transcripts might be linked to single
copy sequence transcripts was particularly interesting for the following reasons.
The sea urchin egg is known to contain a large store of messenger RN A, sequestered
in an inactive or nmaskedn state (Spirin, 1966; Gross et al., 1973; Jenkins et al.,
1978) until after fertilization, when it is mobilized. The maternal mRN As serve
as templates for most of the early embryonic protein synthesis (Humphreys, 1971)
and continue to make an important contribution until around gastrulation (Davidson,
1976). Their existence has been demonstrated by a wide variety of methods, including: measurement of protein synthesis in embryos derived from enucleated
eggs (Craig and Piatigorsky, 1971) or in embryos grown in the presence of inhibitors
of RNA synthesis (Gross, 1967); direct in vitro translation of total egg RNA (Slater
and Spiegelman, 1966) or the polyadenylated fraction of egg RNA (Jenkins et
al., 1973; Ruderman and Pardue, 1977). Furthermore, Hough-Evans et al. (1977)
have demonstrated that most of the diverse single copy sequences in the egg RN A
represent maternal message sequences. About 75% of the egg single copy sequences
are found on polyribosomes at the 16-cell stage. The remaining maternal single
copy sequences are found in cytoplasmic but non-polysomal transcripts at the
16-cell stage, and may represent maternal mRNAs translated at another stage.
Our data therefore raised the possibility that the repeat transcripts might
be associated with maternal messenger RN As derived from single copy sequences.
This was not necessarily true, however. The possibility remained that the repeat
transcripts might actually derive from long repetitive sequences in the genome,
although they hybridize primarily to short interspersed repeats. As noted above,
most repeat families contain both short and long members that can cross-hybridize.
It was therefore necessary to directly examine the maternal repeat transcripts
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for the presence of linked single copy sequence transcripts. This issue is pursued
in Chapter 4.
It is interesting to note that the pattern of repeat sequence representation
is quantitatively similar in the egg RNA of a different species of sea urchin,
Strongylocentrotus franciscanus. We have compared the prevalence of transcripts
representing six individual repeat families in the egg RN As of
and

~·

both~·

purpuratus

franciscanus, and find a striking conservation of transcript prevalence

(Moore et al., 1980). In contrast, the genomes of the two species contain different
numbers of copies of most of these repeats (Moore et al., 1978). Thus, the processes
governing repeat transcript prevalence appear to have been conserved during
evolution, despite the changes in repeat family sizes. This finding seems to provide
additional evidence that the repeat transcripts must have an important function.
Stage-Specific Representation of Repeat Families in F.gg and Nuclear RN.As

Chapter 3 is an examination of the stage-specificity of repetitive sequence
transcripts in sea urchins. The numbers of transcripts representing the same nine
repeat sequence families in the nuclear RN As of gastrula stage embryos and adult
intestine tissue were measured, and were compared to the transcript concentrations
in egg RN A. All nine repeat families were found to be represented at some level
in each of the three RNA populations, suggesting that most or all repeat families
in the genome are represented. Both complementary strands of each repeat family
are represented in each RNA population, and the concentrations of the complementary strands usually differ by less than a factor of two. In each of the nuclear
RN A populations, as well as in the egg RN A, the concentrations of transcripts
from different repeat families vary tremendously, by up to two orders of magnitude,
and these differences are not merely a reflection of genomic repetition frequency.
Furthermore, each of the three RN A populations has a distinctive pattern of rare
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and prevalent repeat transcripts. Most of the repeat families are relatively rare
in one RN A population and relatively highly represented in another. These findings
clearly indicate that the expression of repeated sequences in RN A is specifically
regulated during development.
Hybridization of two of the cloned repeat sequences with size-fractionated
gastrula nuclear RNA indicated that both sequences are found primarily on long
transcripts. These presumably represent typical interspersed long nuclear RNAs
(Smith et al., 1974), but the possibility that some of the nuclear RNA consists of
non-interspersed transcripts from either short or long repeats has not been excluded.
It is interesting to consider the transcriptional patterns that might be
responsible for the observed changes in repeat sequence expression, particularly
in the light of our knowledge of single copy sequence expression in sea urchin
embryo RN A. One mechanism likely to be responsible for some of the changes
in repeat sequence concentrations is a change in the number of members of various
repeat families being transcribed. This number cannot be easily measured 1 because
transcripts from one repeat family member can cross-hybridize with other family
members. If the repeats are transcribed together with adjacent single copy
sequences, however, as seems to be the case for many nuclear repeat transcripts,
any change in the number of repeat family members being transcribed would be
associated with a change in the set of single copy sequences transcribed. Another
possible mechanism is simply a change in the transcription rate for a particular
repeat sequence element. This would result in a similar change in the prevalence
of any co-transcribed adjacent single copy sequence.
Since nuclear RN A presumably includes many mRN A precursors, and
most sea urchin single copy structural genes occur in the vicinity of repetitive
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sequences (Davidson et al., 1975b), one might expect to find many repeat transcripts
contained on mRNA precursors in the nucleus. It has been demonstrated, however,
that most mRNA sequences expressed in sea urchin embryos are present in very
similar concentrations in the nuclear RN A populations of various embryonic stages
and adult tissues (Wold et al., 1978). It therefore appears difficult to account for
the observed differences in repeat transcript concentrations between gastrula
and intestine nuclear RNAs entirely as a result of changes in mRNA precursor
concentrations, although a few mRNA sequences may be changing in nuclear
transcript concentration, and a minority of the repeat transcripts might be
associated with these. While the total single copy sequence complexity of nuclear
RN A appears to change very little throughout development, and large variations
in the relative prevalence of different single copy sequences are not evident
(Hough et al., 1975; Kleene and Humphreys, 1977; Wold et al., 1978), there are
significant developmental changes in the nuclear RN A single copy sequence sets.
About 15-20% of the single copy sequences in intestine nuclear RN A, or 3.5 x 10
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nucleotides of diverse sequence, are absent from gastrula nuclear RN A (Ernst
et al., 1979), and similar differences can be presumed to exist between other
stages and tissues. These differentially expressed single copy sequences appear
to consist primarily of nonmessage sequences, given the results of Wold et al.
(1978). Many of the specific differences in repeat transcript concentration between
gastrula and intestine nuclear RN As could be due to expression of repeat sequences
associated with this set of single copy sequences, as discussed in detail by Davidson
and Britten (1979). Other differences could result from changes in the prevalence
of a minority of nuclear single copy sequence transcripts. Of course, the level
of expression of some repeat sequences could be determined quite independently
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of any single copy sequence expression, either by transcription of repeats without
any adjacent single copy sequences, or by post-transcriptional events such as excision
of repeats from interspersed transcripts, and their preferential accumulation or
degreda ti on.
The striking developmental regulation of the nuclear repeat transcripts
seems to strongly imply that they have an important function. One suggested
function is that repetitive sequences may represent processing sites on mRNA
precursors (Georgiev et al., 1973; Molloy et al., 1974; Davidson and Britten, 1979).
Another role which has been proposed is that of a regulatory transcript, which
interacts with specific sites in the genome to regulate transcription (Robertson
and Dickson, 197 4; Davidson et al., 1977) or with other nuclear RN A molecules to
control post-transcriptional processing (Davidson and Britten, 1979). It has been
suggested that intermolecular RNA-RNA duplex formation may occur in vivo
between complementary repeats and could be an important mechanism for posttranscriptional gene regulation (Federoff et al., 1977; Boncinelli, 1978; Davidson
and Britten, 1979; Chapter 3 of this thesis). This idea follows from our observation
that both complementary strands of most repeat families are similarly represented
in sea urchin nuclear RN As, as well as the electron microscopic observations of
Federoff et al. (1977), which showed that many long nuclear RNA molecules from
HeLa cells can form short intermolecular duplexes.
Repeats are Linked to Maternal Message Sequences on Egg RN.As

In Chapter 4, we continue to characterize the repetitive sequence

transcripts of eggs and to ask, in particular, if they are associated with maternal
messenger RN As. Our approach was to isolate the repetitive sequence transcripts,
to examine them for the presence of attached single copy sequences, and to
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determine the complexity of any such sequences. We first showed that
polyadenylated RN As contain a major and representative sample of the total
repeat transcript population in the egg. Since much of the maternal mRN A is
polyadenylated, this was a further indication that the repeats might be associated
with maternal mRN As. It also allowed us to purify repeat-containing transcripts
and directly examine their sequence organization.
The poly(A)+ egg RNA, whose weight average size was about 5000 nt,
was labeled by radioiodination yielding fragments with a weight average length
of about 1400 nt. About 25-30% of the labeled RN A fragments appeared to contain
a repetitive sequence, as determined by hybridization to excess repetitive DNA.
These repeat-<!ontaining fragments were isolated, and were found to consist of
about 89% single copy seqeunce and 11 % repeated sequence, by hybridization to
excess whole genomic DNA and assay by ribonuclease resistance. It was concluded
that each fragment in this fraction must contain a long single copy region, as well
as a covalently linked short repeat sequence.
The interspersed sequence organization of much of the egg poly(A)+ RN A
was also demonstrated by electron microscopy of long, undegraded RNA after
incubation to allow duplex formation between complementary repeat sequences.
Over 65% of the RNA mass was found in large multimolecular complexes with
the appearance of long, single-stranded regions joined by short intermolecular
duplexes, while no such structures were observed in RN A spread under the same
conditions, but after denaturation. The larger fraction of transcripts that appear
to contain repeats by this measure, as compared with the fraction of radioiodinated
poly(A)+ RN A hybridizing with repetitive DNA, is probably explained by the short
fragment length of the labeled RN A, and also perhaps by the greater stability of
RNA-RNA duplexes.
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To determine whether the single copy sequence transcripts containing
short repeats represent a minority or a majority of the diverse single copy
sequences in egg RNA, we prepared a fraction of total egg RNA that was
specifically enriched for transcripts containing repeats. Hybridization of this
selected RN A fraction with "egg DNA" tracer (representing all the single copy
sequences in egg RN A) showed that at least 70% of the single copy sequences
were similarly enriched. These enriched single copy transcripts must be linked
to repeat sequence transcripts in the egg. Such interspersed transcripts include
a majority of the diverse maternal mRN A sequences. In addition, a cloned single
copy DNA sequence representing a highly prevalent transcript in the egg was
found to be enriched in the selected egg RNA fraction. This indicated that linkage
to repeat transcripts is not solely a property of the rare, complex class maternal
mRN A sequences.
Non-Interspersed Repeat Transcripts

Most of the repetitive sequences on polyadenylated egg transcripts
appear to be quite short, averaging 150 nucleotides in length, and linked to longer
transcripts derived from single copy sequence. Only a small fraction, probably
less than 10%, of the repeat containing poly(A)+ RNA might consist of long,
entirely repetitive transcripts. Histone mRN As are, of course, an example of
prevalent, non-polyadenylated RN As in the sea urchin egg derived entirely from
repeated sequences (Ruderman and Pardue, 1977, 1978). It remains possible that
long repetitive transcripts are more common in the poly(A)- egg RN A fraction.
There is no evidence, however, that the poly( A)- fraction differs in sequence
organization from the poly(A)+ fraction, except for the lack of a long poly(A)
tract. As mentioned above, experiments in Chapter 2 indirectly suggested that
most repeat transcripts in total egg RNA had an interspersed organization.
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We have not detected short repeat transcripts the size of typical low
molecular weight nuclear RN As among the repeat transcripts of the egg or in
the nuclear RN A of sea urchin embryos. Our data do not, however, exclude the
existence of a few such RN A species. Nijhawan and Marzluff (1979) have recently
identified three prominent short RN As in sea urchin eggs and embryos. These
RNAs are around 150-300 nucleotides in length, and are transcribed from repeated
sequences. They occur in about 10 8 copies per embryo, which is several orders of
magnitude higher in concentration than any of the repeat transcripts we have
detected. Other low molecular weight nuclear RNAs have been described in a
number of systems (Weinberg and Penman, 1968; Benecke and Penman, 1977;
Jelinek and Leinwand, 1978) and in each case these represent a small number
of different RN A species. While similar RN As may well account for a minor
fraction of the diverse repeat transcripts in sea urchin eggs and embryo nuclei,
they do not appear to be a major type of transcript for most of the repeat families
that are expressed. At least several hundred distinct repeat families are represented
by prevalent transcripts in the egg and nuclear RN As. This is far greater than the
apparent diversity of the small nuclear RNAs in any system where they have been
described. In addition, we have examined the sizes of transcripts containing several
specific repeats, in both egg and nuclear RN As, and in all cases, the repeats are
found predominantly on large RNA molecules.
Comparison With Embryonic Messenger RNAs

The apparent interspersed sequence organization of many maternal
message transcripts in sea urchin eggs contrasts with the reported absence of
such transcripts in the polysomal mRNA synthesized in the gastrula (Goldberg
et al., 1973). Recent experiments, using gastrula polysomal mRNA preparations
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with longer fragment lengths than were previously obtainable, have indicated that
a minor fraction of newly synthesized gastrula polysomal mRN As may actually
contain short repeats linked to longer single copy sequences (unpublished data).
In addition, a number of cloned sequences prepared from gastrula cytoplasmic

poly(A)+ RNA by a cDNA hybrid cloning method (Zain et al., 1979) appear to
contain a repetitive sequence, although most do not (Lasky, unpublished data).
One of these clones that has been well characterized represents a transcript
present on gastrula polysomes in about 20-50 copies per cell, and consisting of
600 nucleotides of single copy sequence with a short repetitive sequence ( < 200 nt)
at its 3' end (Scheller, unpublished data). Evidently, the presence of short repeat
sequences linked to single copy message transcripts is not a unique property of
maternal messenger RNAs in the sea urchin. There does, however, appear to
be a significant difference between the numbers of repeat transcripts in the
maternal RNA and in the gastrula polysomal mRNA. The gastrula mRNA appears
to contain few if any repeat transcripts that are as highly prevalent as the most
prevalent repeats in the egg (unpublished data). This difference has not been
fully quantitated, nor is its meaning clear at this time.
Another property that may distinguish sea urchin maternal mRN A from
the mRNA synthesized during embryogenesis is its length. The maternal poly(A)+
RN A we have isolated has a weight average length of about 5000 nt, in reasonable
agreement with earlier measurements (Slater and Slater, 1974; Wilt, 1977). In
contrast, the reported lengths of newly synthesized cytoplasmic poly( A)+ RN As
isolated from embryos of various stages are somewhat shorter, about 2000-3000 nt,
weight average (Wu and Wilt, 1973; Nemer et al., 1974; Slater and Slater, 1974).
While we cannot eliminate the possibility that this difference is due to greater
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RN A degradation during isolation of embryonic RN A, the size distribution of
isolated sea urchin embryonic mRN As is similar to the size distribution of mRN As
from a variety of sources, extracted by different methods (Davidson and Britten,
1973; Lewin, 1975), which argues against this possibility. The larger maternal
poly( A)+ RN As might represent a special class of message transcripts different
from those synthesized in the embryo, either containing long untranslated regions,
or perhaps coding for unusually large proteins. Alternatively, it is possible that
the large maternal RN As are message precursors and undergo cleavage or splicing
before they can be translated following f ertiliza ti on. The poly(A)+ maternal RN A
can serve as a template for in vitro translation, directing synthesis of diverse
polypeptides (Ruderman and Pardue, 1977; W. Klein, personal communication),
but it has not been shown that the largest molecules in this heterogeneous population, i.e., those considerably larger than typical message size, are template active
transcripts. It is also not certain that some message precursors could not be
translated in vitro to yield polypeptides.
Are Repeats Coding Sequences?

Could many of the short repeat sequences on maternal poly(A)+ mRNAs,
as well as those on embryonic polysomal messages, be codogenic sequences?
Arguing against a coding role is the observation that short repeats are relatively
I

scarce on embryo polysomal RNAs compared to embryo nuclear RN As. While
complex class single copy message sequences typically occur in similar steady
state concentrations in the nuclear and polysomal RNA of sea urchin embryos
(Wold et al., 1978), most of those repeat sequences that are found in gastrula
polysomal mRNA seem to occur in considerably higher numbers (often 10-20 fold)
in the nuclear RN A (Chapter 3 of this thesis; unpublished data). This suggests
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a fundamental difference in the cellular metabolism of repeat transcripts as
compared to single copy sequence messages, and is consistent with , the view that
repeats have some nuclear function rather than coding for proteins.
Another property of the repeat transcripts that seems inconsistent with
a coding function is the fact that both complementary strands of a repeat family
are represented, typically on similar numbers of transcripts. It is difficult to
imagine that both complementary strands of many repeat families could simultaneously serve as coding sequences. One might imagine that one strand could
be a coding sequence, while the complementary strand could have a different
function. But our observation that both complementary strands of many repeats
occur on long, polyadenylated maternal RN As seems inconsistent with such a
model. Additional evidence concerning this issue comes from primary sequence
data on a number of sea urchin repeat families. Posakony et al. (in preparation)
have sequenced several of the cloned repeats used in our hybridization studies,
and find that 6 out of 8 of the cloned repeats contain translation stop signals in
all possible reading frames, on both strands. We cannot, however, eliminate the
possibility that other members of these repeat families lack the stop signals.
In summary, the available data do not rigorously rule out a coding function for

some of the interspersed short repeats, but they argue against this idea.
Assuming that most of the short repeats on long maternal polyadenylated
mRNAs are not codogenic, they could either be located in 3' or 5' untranslated
regions, or else they could occur in regions that are excised prior to translation
in the embryo, in intervening sequences or regions external to the coding sequences.
Some of the intermolecular duplexes formed between poly(A)+ maternal transcripts,
as seen in the electron micrographs of Chapter 4, appear to occur in internal
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regions of the molecules. Since terminal duplexes would not be clearly discernible
in these

structures~

however, it is impossible to estimate the fraction of repeats

which occur in internal vs. external regions. Even repeats occurring at some
distance from either end could conceivably be located in long, external untranslated
regions. Thus, it is not yet clear whether the largest maternal mRNAs would
need to undergo any further processing before they could be translated in the
early embryo.
The most direct approach to this question involves examining the
transcripts derived from a given unique sequence in the egg RNA as well as in
the mRNA of later embryos, and two such experiments have been done. Lee et
al. (1980) have measured the size of egg transcripts containing the cloned single
copy sequence Sp88, as well as the size of polysomal transcripts of Sp88 in the
16-cell embryo. Sp88 represents a rare sequence in the egg RNA which is present
in polysomes at the 16- cell stage but not detected in the polysomes at any later
stage (Lev. et al., 1980). Both the egg RNA and the 16-cell embryo polysomal
RNA include three different size transcripts that hybridize to Sp88, about 3900,
2700, and 1600 nt in length. The ratio of these three species is not appreciably
different in the two RNA populations. Thus, these particular maternal RNA
species appear to enter the polysomes without undergoing any detectable changes
in length. The lengths of transcripts containing another cloned single copy sequence,
SpG30, have been measured in egg poly(A)+

RNA~

gastrula cytoplasmic poly(A)+

RNA, and pluteus-stage cytoplasmic poly(A)+ RNA (Lasky, unpublished data).
In all three RN As, only a single transcript length, about 2000 nt, can be observed.
This is a relatively prevalent transcript in all three RNA populations (Lasky et
al., manuscript in preparation) and at least the egg transcript is believed to contain
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a repeat sequence as well as a single copy region (see Chapter 4). Evidently, the
SpG30 transcripts in the cytoplasm of gastrula and pluteus stage embryos, which
are probably embryonic rather than maternal in origin (Brandhorst and Humphreys,
1971, 1972; Galau et al., 1977) are nearly identical, at least in size, to the stored
maternal SpG30 transcripts.
Neither of these two experiments provides an indication that the maternal
messages must undergo further cleavage or splicing events. In both cases, however,
the removal of short repetitive regions might not have been detected, particularly
since a small decrease in transcript length might be offset by the increase in poly(A)
tract length on maternal messages following fertilization (Wilt, 1973; Slater and
Slater, 1974). It is also not clear that the SpG30 and Sp88 transcripts are representative in this regard, particularly since they are not among the largest maternal
RN As, which may be the most likely candidates for Qrocessing. Additional
transcripts will have to be similarly examined in order to resolve this issue.
A different possibility that cannot yet be excluded is that the long
interspersed maternal transcripts, although they contain message sequences, do
not serve as messengers or message precursors. In this view, a minority of maternal
RN A molecules, that are relatively short and lack repeats, are the actual maternal
messages. While the interspersed transcripts contain the same set of single copy
sequences, they could have some other function, perhaps to regulate gene expression in the early embryo (Davidson et al., 1977; Davidson and Britten, 1979).
Although it seems most likely that transcripts containing message sequences and
stored in the egg are the maternal messages, the possibility remains that only a
minor fraction of the message-like RN A in the egg could serve as message in
the early embryo (Davidson, 1976).
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Association of Message Sequences with Specific Repeat Families

While our experiments do not suggest a function for the repeat sequences
on maternal message transcripts, they do indicate a non-random association
between single copy message sequences and repetitive sequence f amities in the
maternal RNA. Data described in Chapter 2 show that only 10-20% of the diverse
repetitive sequence families in the genome, or about 500-1000 families, are represented on large numbers (about 10 5) of transcripts in the egg, while other repeat
families are represented less frequently. It can be estimated from these data
that the highly prevalent repeat families account for about 90% of the mass of
repeat transcripts, while repeat families present on only a few thousand RNA
molecules per egg could account for only a few percent of the mass. Considering
the maternal messenger RN As derived from single copy sequences, 60-80% of
their mass is accounted for by the rare, or complex class messages, which occur
in 1000-2000 copies per egg while more prevalent single copy sequence transcripts
account for only 20-40% (Hough-Evans et al., 1977; Wilt, 1977; Lev et al., 1980;
unpublished data). Experiments in Chapters 2 and 4 of this thesis indicate that
the great majority of repeat transcripts are contained on large interspersed
molecules, and also that most of the complex class single copy maternal message
transcripts contain linked repeats. It follows from all this that most of the
maternal RN A must consist of rare single copy sequence transcripts linked to
prevalent repeat transcripts. Each prevalent repeat should be found on a number
of different single copy transcripts, so that the total prevalence of a repeat
sequence is determined by the number of different single copy transcripts with
which it is associated, as well as the prevalence of each of these transcripts.
It is probable that this arrangement at the RNA level reflects the genomic
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sequence organization. Thus, many members of a prevalent repeat family would
be transcribed, each with different adjacent single copy regions, to yield the
collection of interspersed transcripts observed. RN A splicing could also be
involved in generating this pattern of transcript organization, although it is not
necessary to invoke such a mechanism, since it has been shown that in the genome,
repeats occur in the vicinity of most structural genes (Davidson et al., 1975b;
Kuroiwa and Natori, 1979).
The number of different single copy sequences associated with repeats
of a typical family, on the maternal transcripts, can be estimated from our data.
7
The complexity of the single copy maternal RN A is 3. 7 x 10 nt (Hough-Evans
et al., 1977), which corresponds to about 12,000 different 3000 nt transcripts
(3000 nt is the number average length of the egg poly(A)+ RN A; Chapter 4).
Most of these are associated with the 500-1000 prevalent repeat families, so
there should be an average of 10-25 different transcripts containing members
of each repeat family. If many of the transcripts contain two or more different
repeat sequences, then each repeat family could be represented on a greater
number of different transcripts, perhaps 50. Another estimate of this number
can be derived by comparing the relative prevalence of typical complex class
single copy messages, 1000-2000 copies per egg, and of typical prevalent class
5
repeat transcripts (10 per egg; Chapter 2). A typical prevalent repeat could
thus be accounted for by about 50-100 different complex class transcripts, each
containing a different member of the repeat family. Some repeat families are
probably associated with only one or a few different single copy maternal messages.
These would include the rare repeat transcripts, present in only a few thousand
copies per egg, as well as any prevalent repeats that are associated with prevalent
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maternal message transcripts. Most of the prevalent repeat families, however,
are probably represented on about 10 to 50 different single copy maternal transcripts.
Interestingly, a similar organization has been observed in the interspersed mRN As
of Dictyostelium. Two repeat families that are prevalent in the Dictyostelium
poly(A)+ mRNA appear to each be represented on about 50-100 different rare
messenger RNAs (Kimmel and Firtel, 1979; Kindle and Firtel, 1979).
The association of groups of structural genes with specific repetitive
sequence families, at the RN A or DNA level, could reflect a mechanism for the
coordinate control of gene expression, as has been previously postulated (Britten
and Davidson, 1969; Davidson and Britten, 1979). Our data indicate that such an
association exists in the maternal RN A of sea urchin eggs, and presumably in the
genome as well. The functional significance of this phenomenon remains to be
explained.
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Repetitive Sequence Transcripts in the Mature
Sea Urchin Oocyte
Franklin O. Costantini, Richard H. Scheller,•
Roy J. Brittenr and Eric H. Davidson
Division of Biology
California lnstiture of Technology
Pasadena. California 91125

Summary
The expression ot Interspersed repetitive sequences in the RNA ot mature sea urchin oocytes
was Investigated. 'H-ONA tracers representing
short interspersed repetitive sequences a few
hundred nuc:leotldes long, and long repetitive
sequences approximately 2000 nuc:leotldes long,
were prepare<3 from genomic ONA of the sea
urchin, Slrongylocantrotus purpuratus. These
tracers were reacted with excess RNA from the
mature oocyte. About 80o/o ot the reactable short
repeat tracer and 35% ot the long repeat tracer
hybridized. Thus most of the repetitive sequence
families In the short repeat tracer are represented
in oocyte RNA, and transcripts complementary to
both strands of many repeat sequences are pres·
ent. The kinetics of the reaction show that some
transcripts are highly prevalent (>10" copies per
oocytel, while others are rare (-10' copies per
oocytel. Nine cloned re1>9titive sequences were
labeled, strand-separated and reacted with the
oocyte RNA. Transcripts ot both strands of all
nine repeats were lound in the RNA . The preva·
lence ot transcripts ot the cloned repeat families
varied from -3000 to 100,000 copies per oocyte.
Studies with both cloned and genomic tracers
show that transcript prevalence Is inde1>9ndent of
the genomic reiteration frequency ot the tran·
scribed re1>9tltlve sequences. Most of the families
represented by prevalent transcripts have fewer
than 200 copies per haploid genome. The RNA
molecules with which the cloned repeats react
are at least 1000-2000 nucleotides In length.
Other experiments show that a majority of the
members ot repeat families represented by prevalent transcripts in the oocyte RNA are Inter·
spersed among single-copy sequence elements
in the genome.
Introduction
The mature oocyte contains a large and heterogeneous stockpile of RNA molecules . These are apparently destined for use in early development.
although little precise information on this point is
available. The best studied component of the het·
•Division ol Chemistry and Chemical Engi,,.,.nnc; . C..lifornia
Institute of Technology. Paaa<1ena. C..lilomia 91125 .
t Also a staff memoer or tM C.1m99~ Institute ot Wasnington .
Baltlmore . Maryland 21210 .

erogeneous RNA of the oocyte is maternal message
(matmANA). Most of the single-copy transcript 1n
the RNA of the mature sea urchin oocyte appears
to be matmRNA . Thus at least 73% of the singlecopy sequence fraction which can be driven into
RNA-ONA hybrids by oocyte RNA also reacts with
the polysomal RNA of c!eavage stage embryos
(Hough-Evans et al. . 1977) . Humphreys (1971) and
other investigators snowed clearly that most of the
mANA molecules translated on cleavage stage
polysomes are maternal in origin (reviewed by
Davidson. 1976). The matmANA represents -1 % of
the mass of the RNA in the mature oocyte and its
complexity is approximately 3. 7 x 10 7 nucleotides.
or -6% of the total single-copy sequence in the
genome (Anderson et al. . 1976; Galau et at.. 1976;
Hough-Evans et al. . 1977) . Thus there are about
20 .000 ditterent mRNA sequences. each of which
is present on the average in about 1600 copies per
egg . Histone matmRNAs are also present in large
quantities in sea urchin oocytes (Farquhar and
McCarthy . 1973; Skoultchi and Gross. 1973; Gross
et al. . 1973). These are. of course . repetitive sequence transcripts . and they may well account :or
the results of some of the early filter hybridization
measurements which suggested that oocytes contain repetititve sequence transcripts (reviewed by
Davidson . 1976). Some of the competition hybndi·
zatron experiments with oocyte RNA. however .
suggest the presence of a greater •1ariety of repeti·
tive sequence transcripts than can be accounted
for as h1stone mRNAs (for example. see Glisrn.
Glisin and Doty . 1966: Chetsanga et al. . 1970).
Hough and Davidson (1972) also showed that a
significant fraction of an isolated repetitive sequence preparation from the Xenopus genome
reacts with Xenopus oocyte RNAs . It can be in~erred from the early hybridization literature that
the maternal RNA of the oocyte contains a relatively
diverse set of repetitive sequence transcripts aside
from matmANA.
This paper describes experiments which demonstrate that sea urchin oocyte RNA includes transcripts of some members of at least 80% of the
repetitive sequence families in the genome . Ditterent repeat families are represented to greatly ditterent extents . so that the number of transcripts per
oocyte varies from a few thousand to over 100 .000 .
In addition. we report that both strands of most
repeat families are represented in the oocyte RNA .
Results
Oocyte RNA Transcripts of Short and Long Repetitive Sequences
The repetitive sequences of the S. purpuratus genome fall into two categories with respect to sequence element length. Approximately 60"!0 of the
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mass of the repetitive ONA consists of sequences
only a few hundred nucleotides long, interspersed
with single-copy DNA (Graham et at. . 1974; Eden et
at. . 1977) . As is characteristic of most interspersed
genomes studied . the average length of these
" short repeats " is close to 300 nucleotides (for
example . Schmid and Deininger . 1975. Chamberlin . Britten and Davidson . 1975; Goldberg et at..
1975) . The remaining 40'¥o of the repetitive ONA
mass is found in ··1ong repeat" sequence elements.
which in the sea urchin genome are ;;,:2000 nucleotide:s in length . The long and short repeat classes
of repetitive sequence are at least partially distinct
sequence sets. Thus renatured short repeats include more mismatched base pairs than do renatured long repeats (Britten et al. , 1976). and crossreaction:s between the long and short repeat fractions show that each sequence class comprises
only a minor fraction (10-30%) of the mass of the
other (Edan et al .. 1977; our unpublished data) .
Long and short repetitive sequence tracers were
prepared for use in hybridization experiments with
oocyte RNA . as described in detail in Experimental
Procedure:s and Figure 1. The kinetics of the reaction of the short repeat tracer with whole sheared
sea urchin ONA indicate that the distribution of
repetitive sequence frequencies in this tracer is
similar to that in the whole genome. as shown
below . The same re:sult was obtained by Eden et at.
(1977) . We also confirmed the conclusion of Eden
and her co-workers that the sequences compri:s1ng
the short repeat fraction are a minor component of
the long repeat fraction. and vice versa. Thu:s an
unlabeled short repeat ONA traction prepared as in
Figure 1 drives the long repeat tracer approximately 3-5 times more slowly than it does the short
repeat tracer . A similar kinetic disparity is observed
in the reciprocal reaction (data not shown) .
A large excess of RNA extracted from mature
oocytes was hybridized with the long and short
repeat 'H-ONA preparations. The reactions were
performed under relatively low criterion conditions
(0.41 M phosphate butter . 55"C) to minimize the
kinetic effects of mismatch in the repetitive sequence duplexes (see Klein et al .. 1978) . Hybridization was assayed by hydroxyapatite binding . and
ONA tracer self-reaction was measured after low
salt RNAase digestion (Galau. Britten and Davidson . 1974; Galau et at. . 1976) as described in
Experimental Procedures. The kinetics of these
reactions are displayed in Figure 2. Here it can be
seen that 73% of the short repeat tracer (open
circles) is recovered in RNA-ONA hybrids at the
highest RNA Cot (55.000 M sec) . and there is no
reason to believe that the reaction has terminated
at this point . The short repeat tracer is approximately 93% reactive (measured with whole ONA

.~
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Figure t . Seonarose CL·2B Frac:nonauon ol S1 Nuc1e..,...Aes1sr..

ant R"""lltrteONA

s.•

Total
urcn1n JH-QNA was sneered ro an average 51nq.-s1rand
1en9tn ot 3300 nucS.Ofldee. renatured to Coe 40 and digested w11n
S 1 nuclease to rem0"'9 ,in9•stranded r991ons. The S 1 nucie .....
res1a~nt duo'-1• lrac:t1on (2 1%) wu ree~ on Mydroxyacaote
and cnromatoqraoned on a Seonarosa CL·28 g.-t ti ltrauon column
in 0 .1 2 Mpg ar 60-C (•L Fractions were collected and an ahauot
ot e.c:n fractson wu counted . ONA in tne excluded peak 1tractions
S-12} we paoled and recnromatoqraoned ( C). and aqa1n tne
excluaed tractions (7-12} wrent OOOled. This matenal consnrured
tne lonq reopet1t1w ONA traction . Simllarty . tne 1nc1uoed peaK
matenal (h'act:IOns 18-261 wu pooled and recnromatoqraon4d
IC.l. •nd tne resultlnq o. .lc 1tracticns 19-<Sl cons11ruted !"9 snon
reoemive ONA traction. From tett to nQht. rne arrows mar• tne
peak etutton poa.nons ot long nao'" ONA. :JOO nucieoude tong
sneared native ONA and "P-onnopnosphale . Tl'\e K•• ol 300
nucJeohd• lonq nahve ONA on rnia column is 0 .74 .

driver). and by Cot 55.000, tracer sett-reaction has
reduced the 'H-ONA fraction available tor hybridizat ion by about 5%. Using these numbers. the
experiment in Figure 2 shows that at least 83% of
the short repeat tracer is capable of hybridizing
with oocyte RNA-that is, almost all of th e short
repetitive ONA sequence is represented in oocyte
RNA. This does not necessarily imply that most of
the short repeats in the genome have been transcribed , but that at least one member of most short
repetitive sequence families has been transcribed.
These data also indicate that both complementary
strands of most short repeat sequence families are
represented in the RNA. Were this not true. a
maximum of only 50% of the tracer could have
reacted .
The kinetics of hybridization of the short repeat
tracer with oocyte RNA are very heterogeneous. It
follows that the concentration of different repetitive
sequence transcripts in oocyte RNA must vary
greatly . For comparison. the pseudo-first-order hybridization kinetics tor the reaction of a single-copy
'H-ONA tracer with excess oocyte RNA are also
indicated in Figure 2 (dashed line) (Galau et al ..
1976; Hough-Evans et al .. 1977) . The short repeat
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Figure 2. Hyon<llution of Short anCI U>ng Aeoeat 'H-ONA wrtn

Excess Oocyte ANA
The snort repeat 'H-ONA ( 0 ) •n<I long repeal 'H-ONA (e11rac.~
were ont01red as decnbed 1n Figu,. I u'4:S the te•r . vld hyond·
•Zed w1tl> ucesa oocyte ANA at 55"C ;n 0 . ~1 M F'S. 0.~. SOS .
0.005 M ECTA . The ff'11ctlon of ·~ '" ANA-ONA l>yllnds
(Ordinat•t ., sl'lown a.a • tunct1on ot ~NA Cot. Thtt lraetion was
measured oy 01nding ro '1ydroxyapante at 50"C '" 0 .12 M PS.
0.05'>'• SOS. The smal! amount of tracer O•ncllng due to ONA-oNA
duol4x tormauon ( <S~. at the l"ltgt'leSt ANA Coo wu meuured u
described in E.xpenrnenrat Prccedurft. and nu OMn suotractect
from the tot.It D1nclln9 to yaetd tne ~au.-. snown . T'he ANA/
ONA m1u rauo
at leur 1O' in ill r•cttona : 1n reactions to
n1gn ANA Col. 1 10' fold ucasa of ANA wu used to pr_,,I

i,.._

w•

tracer sett-re1ction. The data includ• nyo1m1uuons u&1ng .savien.f

ot oocyte RNA. To exctud• tr\e pasa1011ity
trtat the IO'W'er hyoncfiunon ot trte 1onq rec>elt trac81" couk:I De due
to 1ncomote11 Clenaturanon at lon9 seQuences 1n 1n. ~NA pnot co
MyOndiunon . tne tong reoe.at JH-QNA #U nyondiz9d w11n •
sample of oocyte FINA tn•t hed been denatured 1n ao'!'. dim.tnyf

d1ff1ntnt preo.arattonS

sulfoxide al 55"C pnor 10 n-,oridiutton i •l. These data are
indisttn9ui:shaOI• from the d11a oOtained after tt'\e usual aqueous
thermal denacurarion (Sff E..i:per1mental Procedures) . The solid
line uuou9n tne snort f9Qeat dat• snows a ~ast- SoQuarH solu11on
usurn1n9 tnr• sec:OOd-order k1nertc compon-"ts . This 1natys1s

suggests 11>11 11% of tne snon reoen!M ONA n-,oridlzes ""'" a
se<:Ofld-<>rder rale constant (k.J of l.08 x 10-• M-' sec·•. 31'!1.
l>ytlridiZ'eS witl> a k 1 of 2.:Je x 1
M-• sec·' lnCI 37'l!o llytlriditH

o-•

w1tn a k, of 9 .98 x 10-• M 00 1 wc· 1 . The long repeat tracer reactk3n
was !>est tit w1ttl two second-order companents (solid llnel . 13'1(.
ot tf'le long reoe•t lH-ONA aooean to hyOndize w1tn a k. 1 ot 2.4.S
x 10- 1 M- 1 sec:·•. •nd 19". with a k, ot 7 .69 x 10-. ~- 1 sec - 1 . For
these reacttons . it wu assumed mat tne nyotidizing RNA.s were

si9nifleantly •onger tnan Ille 'H-ONA

trace~

(see Figure 7) . incl a

minimum lenqtn correc1ion factor (fJ at 2 was applied as descril>ed in equation ( 1) of T atlle 1. The dafl<ld line regresents ll>e
kinetics ot hyondization ot a sin9&.-.ccpy lH-QNA tracer with
excess oocyte FINA . ftt w1rn a 11n91e pseudo--first-order function
witn a rare constant {k,) of 2.3 x 10- M- 1 sec-• (Hou9n-Evan1 et

al. . 1917). The seaie tor 11>1s rnctlon ;s snown on tne rignt-hand
ordinate .

hybridization data were reduced by a least-squares
procedure. assuming three components . each reacting with second-order kinetics . The assumption
of second-order rather than pseudo-first-order ki-

netics is suggested by the apparent presence of
both complements of most repeat sequences in the
RNA . The kinetic parameters derived from the
least-squares solution are grven in the legend to
Figure 2. and the solution itself is shown by the
solid line drawn through the open circles. The rate
constants obtained for the short repeat hybridization reaction provide an estimate ot the approximate range at concentrations of repetitive sequence transcripts in the oocyte RNA (equation (1)
of Table 1] . Hough-Evans et al. (1 977) calculated
that one S. purpuratus oocyte contains on the
average 1600 copies at each single-copy transcript.
From the rate constants listed in the le9end to
Figure 2. we estimate that 11°.1, of the short repeat
'H-ONA reacts with RNA sequences present in an
average of 1 .5 x 1o• copies per oocyte. 31% reacts
with RNA sequences present in an average ot 3 .3
x 10" copies per oocyte. and 35% reacts with RNA
sequences present in an average of 1.4 x 10•
copies per oocyte. The prevalence of short repetitive sequence transcripts in the oocyte RNA may
well form a broad unimodal distribution. and the
average prevalence classes cited here merely provide a useful description of the data. Whatever the
actual transcript frequency distribution . it is clear
that some repetitive sequence families are represented in oocyte RNA in about the same number of
copies as an average single-copy sequence transcript . while other repetitive sequences are present
in up to 100 times this number ot RNA trascriots
per oocyte .
Figure 2 shows that the long repeat tracer
(closed circles) hybridizes significant ly less than
does the short repeat tracer . The RNA/ 'H-ONA
mass ratio used in the high RNA Cot reactions was
the same for both tracers . Were each transcript
present in only 100 copies per oocyte (less than
one tenth the prevalence of single-copy transcripts) . this ratio would be sufficient to provide a
100 fold RNA sequence excess for a transcript 2000
nucleotides long which is complementary to a
repeat occurring 100 times per genome . The failure
of the long repeat tracer to react more than 33% at
RNA Cot 55 .000 therefore suggests that the oocyte
RNA does not contain transcripts complementary
to much of the long repeat sequence. unless their
concentrations are less than a few percent of the
concentration of single-copy transcripts. It cannot
be determined from this experiment whether the
long repeat DNA sequence which does react is
represented asymmetrically in the RNA . In any
case . the high prevalence component suggested
by the kinetics of the short repeat reaction is not
evident in the long repeat tracer reaction. The
least-squares solution indicated by the solid line
through the closed circles in Figure 2 suggests that
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1J'7o or tne long repeat tracer hybridizes wlth RNA
transcripts present in an average of 3 x 1Q4 copies
per oocyte. and 19% hybridizes with RNA transcripts present in an average of 1100 copies per
oocyte .
Several repetitive genes are known to be represented in oocyte RNAs. such as the h1stone genes
and the ribosomal RNA genes . These genes would
be included in tne long repeat ONA traction. The
aggregate complexity of tne known repetitive gene
sets. however. is much lower than that ot tne long
repeat traction. Eden et al. (19n) estimated tne
complexity of the latter to be at least 6 x 1OS
nucleotide pairs. Highly prevalent oocyte RNA transcripts such as h•stone mANA and rANA clearly
cannot account tor more than a few percent of the
long repeat tracer reaction because the observed
kinetics are several orders of magnitude too slow .
Furthermore. much of all of the long repe11tive
sequence hybridi:zation could be due to contaminating short repeats . Whatever the nature of the
hybridized fragments in tne long repeat tracer. the
clear differences between tne long and short repeat
tracer reactions with oocyte RNA provide additional evidence that these are at least partially
distinct repetitive sequence sets .

Hybridization of Cloned Repetitive S~uences
with Oocyte ANA
The availability of cloned repetitive sequences otters an independent opportunity to confirm the
main conclusions drawn from the experiments of
Figure 2. Each cloned repeat represents a single
repetitive sequence family . According to the data
shown in Figure 2. different repeat families should
be represented in oocyte RNA by transcripts differing widely in prevalence . Furthermore . both complementary strands of many (or all) of the short
repeat families should be represented in the RNA.
Construction of the repetitive sequence clones
used for these experiments has been descnbed
previously (Scheller et al. . 19n) . In brief . S. purpuratus DNA was renatured and the repetitive sequence duplexes were isolated after S1 nuclease
treatment . These fragments were ligated into the
Eco R1 endonuclease recognition sites of plasmid
RSF2124 with the aid of synthetic double-stranded
"linkers" containing Eco R1 sites . Most of the
cloned repetitive sequence inserts are a few
hundred nucleotides in length. as are the majority
of the repetitive sequences in the genome. while a
few (including an 1100 nucleotide sequence used
in the present experiments) are significantly longer
(Klein et al. . 1978) . A set of nine of these cloned
repeats was used in the present experiments. and
the representation of the same nine sequences in

9ea urchin nuclear RNAs is the subject ot the
accompanying paper by Scheller et al. (1 978) . The
tracer derived lrom each clone was reacted with
oocyte RNA to determine the prevalence of the
complementary transcriots .
Two procedures were used to measure transcript
prevalence. First. the strand-separated repeat fragments were reacted with excess oocyte RNA . and
the prevalence of complementary transcripts was
calculated from the ki netics of the hybridization
reactions . These calculations were earned out according to equation ( 1) in the legend to Table 1.
The rate constants for the reactions of the cloned
tracers with the oocyte RNA and the calculated
number of transcripts per oocyte are listed in Table
1 . A second method was to react excess strandseparated tracer with increasing amounts of oocyte
RNA . These reactions were carried out to more
than 10 ti mes Cot ,,, with respect to the "P-ONA
tracer fragments . thus ensuring termination of the
reactions . With this method. referred to here as
"titration ... the fraction of oocyte RNA complementary to each cloned tracer fragment is measured by
the fraction of the tracer reacting as the RNAt"PONA ratio is increased. The calculation of transcript prevalence from titration data was carried
out as described in the accompanying pacer by
Scheller et al. (1978) . Thus the number of copies ol
RNA transcripts complementary to each cloned
sequence in the oocyte was estimated with tne aid
of least-squares methods by application of their
equations (2). (3) and (4) . The numerical parameters used in these calculations are given in the
legend to Table 1. Scheller et al. (1978) demonstrated that the kinetic and titration methods generally agree within a factor of 2-3. which . as they
discuss , is within expectation considering the various errors to wh ich each method is subject. In the
present study . we applied the titration method
mainly to rare RNA transcripts , thereby avoiding
the difficulty of achieving the RNA sequence excess needed for kinetic determinations .
RNA excess hybridization kinetics are shown for
three ol the cloned repeats in Figure 3. The repeat
sequence represented by the most highly prevalent
transcripts is that carried in clone 21098 (open
circles). since its reaction occurs most rap idly . On
the basis ol the rate of the react ion ot the clone
21098 upper strand repeat fragment . we estimate
that there are -8.3 x 104 complementary transcripts per oocyte . The lower strand reacts with
similar kinetics (Table 1). The complementary
strands of the clone 2090 repeat (Figure 3. open
and solid triangles) also react at approx imately the
same rate as each other. The kinetics of these
reactions . however, show that the prevalence of
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Table 1. Numoer of Transcn cts Comolementary to Cloned Reoet1t1ve

~uences

1n Oocyie ANA

Numoer ot Transcri cts oer Oocyte
ANA E.xcns Kineucs

c:on•

Strand•

W07

u

Langin•
(NT?)
1100

Genomic

S.Cond-Order

Reoet1t1on
Fnt(IUencyc

Rate Con1nan1'
(k , )

Titrauons

Transcnpts
per Qocy<e'

400

1.5 x 10-•

L

2034

u

560

1000

220

1.00

320

700

:J.6 x 10"''
5.8 x 10-'

L
2090

u

1.7
1 .7

L
2101

u

l(

,1(

10- 1 •
10- 1 •

:35 .000
:35.000

L
2108

u

190

:J. 8 x 10-•

20

L
2109A

u

1.8 x 102.0 x 10--

2.500
2.800

125

1000

8.0 x 10- 1 •
8.0 x 10-•

83 .000
83 .000

:310

60

190

SJO

u
u

79.000
27.000

900

L
213:38

t. J )( 10·1
WO

L
21098

u

Transcnors
per Oocy<r

11000i·
7000

:3300
$300

2.5 x 10-•i

57 .000

5.2 x 10- • t
1.9 x 10-'t

3000

S.8 x 10-<1
:i.2 x 10-r

160.000
90.000

~

5800
5600

L
21:37

RNA
Fracuon'

9.0 x 10--

1.8 )( 10··

L

19.000
16.000

18.000

· Cata snown 1n Figu,. J .

t

Cata snown 1n F!qura 4 .

t Data snown in Figure 7.
•The rwo comQMamentary 'trends ot eacn cloned reoeutive MQuence were des~nated ·uooer" aod "1 owff .'' according ro ttletr
eiec:troonorenc moo1hry on polyac~amlde 9e11 atter denarurauon l 5ene41er et al. . 1978}. The lower strand is crie strand wn1cn m1qrates
more raoMjly .
•The Jenqtn ot eacn cloned rtoetitiYe seiQ1JM1c.e wa• estim11ed from eleciroonorwttc mot11lity ol the dupHt:r; lniqment on ~arose gels,
relat1w to reh!rence fragments ol known moteeuiar wetgnt (Kletn et al .. 1978} .
~Genomic repernion frequency wu est1ma1ed by Klein et al. (1978} from
1111net1cs of reaaaoc1at1on of eacn cloned seQuence wun excess
sea urchin ONA . The numoers snown Int the occumtnc" ot eaCl'I seQuilflce oer naolold gef'lome .
• Eaen strana was nyondi zetd w1tn excess ooeyt• ANA &S O..Cnbld 1n lhe !lxc. S.cond...araer rate constants , 1n units ot M-' sec- 1 • were
extracted from the kinetic d.lta by tn. 1aast-squa'" method <Jescnbed by Pttarson . Davidson and Sr1nen ( l 9n') .
'The numoe< ot ANA c oo... (or ANA 1rattaeriOt3 eomo .. mentaty to ~c l an.a ONA ~u.ncet per oocyte wu calculated by comoaring tne
obMNlld hyOrid tnnon k1nretic.s w 1tn tne k1net1C3 of /"lyCnc:ltut1on ot ''ngle-ecpy 1H--ONA w1tn axceu OOCV1• ANA . as meeured by Hough·
Evans ot • I. (1977). This calculanon was carried out by
of equation (1) in tne accomp1nyir>Q paper by Scneller et al. ( 1978). ln:sernon
of tne apo<oonare numencal Yatues ytefde:

t,,.

""""ns

.
1ranacnpts per oocyte •

2

k,
.:3 x

_ (1800l{fJ
10

(1)

where k 1 is rhe oOMrwd tai. constant for tne hybridization at tne c loned ONA .sequence wtt,, excess oocyte RNA from co,umn 5 ot tt'tis
ta~e: 2.J :c 10- M-' sec- 1 ia me first'"()~ rate constant for tne "Ytlndlzation of 250 nucleotide .s1n9te--<:opy ONA with excess ooc:yt• Fl.NA
(Hou911-Ev1ns 11 al .. 1977); and 1800 is tne ~number of RNA tranacropts of oacn songte-copy sequence per oocyte. determined by
Mou911-Ev1ns et al. (1977). le Is a factor wnicn corrects lor tne rate "'laroation ooseN.c! wnen me lengtn of Ille driver (tne RNA in tn19 easel
exceeds tl'le len9tn or tl'le tracer . fl is agpro:x1mately equal to (L"" •. J l - l "i (Chamb4111n et al. , 1978). We iiave lound (<Jat1 not snown) that
tne amount of RNA dec;iradatlon during inctJbations of seven! hours (corr9epandin9 10 an RNA Cot of ...,.,.1 tnousand) is minimal. From
Ille ••e>enments of Fi9ure 7. it awears tl\al in. lengrna of RNA molecules reacting witn lour of tne repeliti"" clones (2101 , 2108 . 2090 and
21:37) lYerage
nucleodd". Thus tne RNA dn""r l1n9tn in lheMI llybriclital ions exceeds 1ne ONA tracer lengtn by a !actor of -10.
and a velue lor fc of :3 .0 has been applied . For MQuenc" wnose complementary transc ri pl lengtn has not been measured . we use a
con.seNattw val\J41 of r,_ • 2. An addlticnal minor kinetic uncertainty derives trcm the seciuence mismatch wtth charactert?:es the duplexes
formed by rwact1nq the cloned ,.peats w1tn other genomic (or ANAl eootes of the sequence . Thi.! uncertainty is d iscussed in more detail in
t1'1• accomoa,nying paper by Scheller et al. (1978) . The intratam1lial sequence divergence of these cloned reoetitiw 51equence tam i l i ~ was
,,..uurec:t by 1<1.,n et al. (1978) , and is listed in Table 2 of Scheller et al. (19 78) .
The transcnpc copy numoer per oocyte can also be calculated dit'9Ctty . without reference to t,,e siii9le--copy sequence c onctr1tratlon . by
tne formula

-woo

transcripts per oocyte _

k,_ (3 x
~•-

10-<)(e .02 x 10U)
(350)(L)

12

)
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wtlere 11:, .. _

is tl'le rate constant exoected it tne RNA consisted onty ot rne WQuenca 1n question. catculat&d

5375 1

k, .. _...• 118M-•wc-• - -

L

t,

a.s
13)

tn tnese eQuat1ons. L is rne tragrne-nt tengtn or como1ex1ty ot tne tracer . J x 10-• is rne numo.r of grams of tora1 ANA oer oocvte . 350 is tne

average mo1ecu1ar w..gnt ol a noonucleotide and 11 8 M-' we -• is :ne rate constant measured {Galau et al. . 1917) for tne second..arder
reaction ot tbX 174 RF ONA . tne como1ex1ty ot wn1cn is 5375 nuc1eottdea. Since <n1s 1s ttaenually rn. metnod used to calculate the numoer
s1nql~opy seauence transcrtcts o.r oocyte 1G•1au et al.. t97-' . 1978 : Hougn-Evans et al .. 1977) . ca1cu1ahons by eQuat1on ( 1) and oy
eQUat1ons (21 and (31 a,.. ~urwatent .
r The ANA traction . or tne mass fraction of oocyte ANA complementary to a pan1cu1ar cloned ONA HQUet1Ce. ·Nas measured by utrat1on as
illustrated 1n Fi9ure 4 . The RNA fracuon •S t"Quaa to tne 1mua1 slooe ot rne t11rauon curve (t nar is . the mass ot np_QNA l'r;'Orid1zad d1v-al<l oy
tne mas.a ot ANA 1n tne reactson1 . or can bl extracted from tne f\Jnction snown 1n equation (2l ot Scne11er er at. ( 1978) . ANA tracnons snoWf"
were oorarnec:J Oy leasl-5Quates metnods as described by Scnetlet et al. {1 9781 .
• The numoer ot RN.A co0tff tor ANA transcncts complementary to a parttctJlar cloned ONA sequence) per oocyte is cak:ulated from uie
RNA tractJon as:

ot

transcnots pe< OO<:Yte . 1RNA traetion113 • 10·•11e .02 ' •O"J
1LH:lSOl

!•l

wne,. 3 ':( 10-• is rne <otaf numoer at grams of AN.A oer oocyte. L is trte lengtn ot tne cloned wouence in nucleoudes and lSO is cne
average motecular ....,.tqnt ot a noonucieonde rttSKlue . This •s 9'$.Mnflally ~uauon (4) of Scnetler ~al. { 1978).
•The clone 2007 re-oe11. 1,1 pQef strand. ·..,as not utraled w1tn oocyt• ANA . l(inetiC3 ot 1ncomolete ANA excess reactions w1tn botn strands ot
tne clone 2007 fragment 1nd1care criat OOC'f1• ANA contains a s1m11.ar concantrauon of transcnors complementary to &acn strand .

transcripts complementary to the clone 2090 repeat
is about 3 told lower than that of transcripts complementary to the clone 21098 repeat. In addition .
Figure 3 indicates that transcripts complementary
to the upper strand (open squares) and lower
strand (solid squares) of the clone 2101 repeat
sequence are present at somewhat different concentrations in the oocyte RNA . These transcripts
are so rare in the oocyte that the RNA/ 32 P-ONA
ratio used (5 " 10") was insuHicient to permit
complete reaction.
Titration curves tor the clone 2101 and 2108
repeats are shown in Figure 4. From these data. we
estimate that the upper strand (open circles) of the
clone 2108 repetitive sequence is represented in
RNA by -1 .6 " 101 complementary transcripts per
oocyte. while the lower strand (closed circles) is
about 2 fold less prevalent (Table 1). The titration
data shown in Figure 48 indicate that transcripts
complementary to the clone 2101 repeat are represented only a few thousand times per oocyte. as
summarized in Table 1. This result is consistent
with the incomplete termination of the RNA excess
hybridization reaction shown for this repeat fragment (Figure 3) . While the titration experiments of
Figure 48 show that both strands of the clone 2101
repeat are indeed represented in the oocyte RNA . it
again appears that the complementary transcripts
are present at concentrations which diHer 2-3 fold .
As a demonstration that this is not due to differential reactability of the upper and lower strand
tracers. both tracers were titrated with increasing
quantities of genomic ONA . This experiment is
shown in Figure 4C. Data for the two tracers are
essentially identical . and it follows that the diHerences in the titration curves shown in Figure 48 are

due to differences in RNA transcript prevalence.
Table 1 shows that the number of transcripts per
oocyte complementary to nine individual repetitive
sequences varies from a few thousand to about
1O• - that is. the diHerent repetitive sequence families appear to be expressed to very diHerent extents
as suggested by the expenments with the genomic
repeat tracers (Figure 2) . The oocyte contains di1terent numbers of transcripts complementary to
the two strands of some repetitive sequences
(clones 2108. 2101 and 2034). but approximately
equal amounts of transcripts complementary to the
two strands of other repe!ltive sequences (clones
2109A. 21098. 2090 . 2137 . 21338 and 2007) . An
important point is that neither strand of any of the
nine repetitive sequences examined was unrepresented in oocyte RNA. Transcripts of the two longest cloned repetitive sequences (clones 2007 and
2034) are relatively rare in oocyte RNA. Were these
clones typical members of the long repeat fraction
studied above. however. our results would imply
that both strands of long repetitive sequences are
represented in the oocyte RNA. as are both strands
of short repetitive sequences. This conclusion
should be regarded as tentative until additional
measurements on more long repetitive sequences
are available.
No relation is apparent in Table 1 between the
genomic repetition frequency and the transcript
prevalence in oocyte RNA . For example. the clone
2108 sequence is present in only about 20 copies
per haploid genome. although its complementary
transcripts are highly prevalent in oocyte RNA ; on
the other hand. the clone 2101 sequence has a
genomic repetition frequency of about 700 . while
its complementary transcripts are rare in oocyte
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S«iu...us w•tn Excesa Cocyte RNA
The $90Arated strands at cton.d ffJ041'1tiw sequef"lc.n w~ riybrldi1ed with a t-5 x TO' mass exc- at oocy1e ANA •t 554C in
0.4t M PB. O.~ sos. 0.005 M EOTA. The CIOn«I trace~ _,..
terminally labeled with np . rfyClnd l.taOon wu auayed Cly Clu'tdtnq
to r'l'fdroxyeoatit• at !"'9 indicated vatues ot RNA Cot. The ooservecs hyc2roxyaoaute b11"<2inq was ~95% sen~ltve 10 low s.alt

RNAase treatment (GaJau et al.. 19H) and tl'lentto"' r90resents
ANA--ONA hybrid formation ratner t,,an ONA r9'1atura1t0n . T~
solid linet •re second-order tunC1io09 tit to ltMt data by a leat·

squares procedu"' 1 "-~ ot al.. 1977) . usU<n1ng a s.nqte
lu"-'k: component tn each case. For comoanson. tne daan.d line
r1present1 ,,,. k1nerics ot riyondtution of srn9-..cooy ONA wrtn

exe991 ooc:yte ANA normatind 10 1~ reacnon . nus reactk)n is
p940do-ffrst.o0rder "'form . and 1he ,.,. constant lk1) is 2.J x 10M"' sec·• 1 ~u91>-Evans et al .. 1977). Clone 21098 upper strend
I 0 ) nyonc:tiz'ea w1tn a sec:on<1-order rate constant lk.J ot 6 x 10-'
M·• sec ·•: tor clone 2090. uoe>er strand (6) and tower strand 1.i.1.
I<,• 1.7 x 10·• M"' sec·• . Cl0<1e 210t u~ strand (Cl and tower
Strand ,. , "Voridi•• ;nc:omo1e<ely at the ooc:yt• RNAl'"P-ONA
mau ratios ath11naoie 1n thetMI •xpenm4HitS because lf'\e tracer 11
in s.equence excess (Me text\. Th4t oOS.rved rraction ot ,.P-ONA
bound to ¥roxyaoat1te was normalll1td by 1n. traction ol up In
eaen cloned ONA pf1t1)aratton wntcn ia caoabl• of reuaociat1n9
exena sea urchin ONA (that is. tne tracer reaet1v1ty}. This

••th

traction ranged lrom 0.6 ro 0.8 tor tl'le t race~ snown . Tl)e
non~Kttw ,.P was m11nly y- 11 P-A TP pers1s11nq from 1ne potynucteotide klnue 1aoeHn9 ~tions .

ANA . This observation suggests that the variation
in oocyte ANA prevalence among different repeti·
tive sequences results not simply from the variation
in their genomic repetition frequencies. but from
the greater expression of certain repetitive sequence families. To examine this question further ,
the fraction of the short repetitive 'H-DNA tracer
which is represented by highly prevalent oocyte
ANA transcripts was isolated. and the genomic
repetition frequencies of these sequences were
measured .
Genomic Repetition Frequency of Short Repeats
Whose Tram1crlpts Are Prevalent In Oocyte RNA
A subtraction of the short repeat tracer that is
complementary to the more prevalent RNA tran-

scripts was isolated by two cycles of hybridization
with excess oocyte RNA at Cot 500 (see Figure 2).
The procedure used and the yields at each step are
given in the legend to Figure 5. The selected 'HDNA was 19% of the starting repeat tracer. The
kinetics of the reaction of this selected set of
repeats with excess oocyte RNA is shown in Figure
5 (open circlesl. For comparison. the dashed line
in Figure 5 shows the reaction of the unfractionated short repeat tracer with oocyte RNA. reproduced from Figure 2. The selected tracer c!early
consists of sequences whose complements are
relatively prevalent in the RNA . A least-squares
analysis of the data indicates that the selected
repeats are represented by an average of -1.1 x
10' complementary transcripts of each sequence
per oocyte. Comparison with the data in Figure 2
indicates that this transcript prevalence 1s consistent with expectation . 1f the selected tracer indeed
consists ol the most highly represented 19% ol the
short repeat 'H-ONA. The kinetics of the reaction
shown in Figure 5 indicate that in contrast to the
starting tracer. very little of the selected repeat 'HDNA is complementary to RNAs of lower prevalence.
The selected repeat tracer was reacted with excess sheared sea urchin DNA , as shown in Figure 6
(open circlesl . For comparison. the reassoc iation
of the starting short repeat tracer with excess sea
urchin DNA is also shown (closed circles) . The
reaction ol the selected short repeat fraction is
only slightly taster than the reaction ol the original
unfractionated short repeat preparation . Were
prevalence in oocyte RNA directly proportional to
genomic repetition frequency, the selected 'H-DNA
fraction would consist ot the most highly reiterated
19"o of the short repeats- that is. of sequences
occurring several thousand times per haploid genome. The kinetics of the reaction shown in Figure
6. however . indicate a different result . The data are
consistent with a distribution of genomic repeat
frequencies such that ot the 96% ol the selected
repeat tracer which is reactive . 19% consists ol
repeats occurring only 20 times per haploid genome . and 33% consists of repeats occurring an
average of 250 times per genome . Of the different
repetitive sequence families represented in the
oocyte by prevalent RNA transcripts. the vast majority belong to the lower repetition frequency
classes. since there can be very few different highly
repetitive sequences . In other words , most of the
highly expressed repetitive sequences families are
of relatively small size . There are approximately 5
x 103 of these families in the S. purpuratus genome . Since the selected tracer contains slightly
less than 20% of the small repeat families , we
estimate that several hundred to a thousand of
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Figure " · TitratiOft of Cloned Aeoetlfl,,. SeQIJef'lce-s witn Sea Urcntn Oocyte ANA or Sea Urcrun ONA
(AJ Th• .J•P-ONA reoeat tracer ot clone 2108. uooer strand ( C l or iower strand ( •t. was nybndtZed w1tn 1ncreasmq amounts at total oocyte
ANA. AeacttOM Wttf1t earned out 10 z: 10 x <At ,, 1 w1tn resoeet to cne cloned "'P-ONA tracer. Since only one ot rne tw-o como1ementary
strands of the clan. 2108 seQuence ,., or.wnt in eacn nycndiut1on mixture . ONA renatlJranon cannot occur . The lrac:non ot 1.1P-ONA
liyondi:zed w1tn oocyt• ANA was assayed by O•nc:Jing to ,,ydtollyaoacite . The
traction at np-0NA bound 10 1'tydroxyaoat1te 1n the
aoMnce of ANA. 1ndk:ated oy tne ordinate rnrercaat . is du. !O minor contam1nauon of :ne strand·wpMated ONA orwoarar1on w1tn tne
comolemenwy strand {Sff tne •ccomoanymg ~•oer oY Sen.lier ot al . (19781 tor data 1"e9anl1ng tn. ounty ol tn• stran<1-woara1..:1 rrac•r-sl.
The incre... 1n nyctroxyapat1te 01nding w1tn 1ncreainq ANA/ONA rano is due 10 ANA-ONA nyoncuunon . and is comoietery sensi tive to
RNAa&e d1gesuon under low salt cond1t1ons. The 1nmaJ siooes ot tne curves snown are orooort1ona1 to the lracnon at aocyte RNA caoaole
at nyondmng w1tn eacn ONA slran<J. Tne 50ud linff ire ht to 1ne data a.ccordinq !O &Qu.1tton (2) of
er •I. <19781 .
(6} nP-ONA reoeat tracer of c:one 2101 , uooer ,.,..,,., (Glor lew« srrand {•l. wu nyortd1zed w1tn varying amounts of ooeyt• ANA, u •n

,,,,.ti

Sc,,_. ..,

!Al.
(Cl The reoeat tracer of clone 2101 . uooer strand (Cl or lower str1nc:1 {Ill . wu renatured w1tn 1ncnta1ng amounts at untrac11onarecr sea
urcnin ONA snear.d to a we.qnt mean of s.inq....,trand tl"lgment letigtn at 6.50 nucJeorMjn. The frac:tJOn ot 11 P-ONA 01ndinq to

hydroxv•P•tit• is plotted a.a a. !unction at tne se• urcn1n ONAJUP-QNA mus r.mo . Ta.king into 1c:eount tne effects at cne dnver ONA
fraqrnent length d1stnbut1on relaU"le to tne lengm of the r•act1ng seQUeflCe i Moore et aJ .. 1978l. rne re1t1ratton lreQU911cy me1sur9d '" trus
o-r l"laolold genom. reoorted by KltHn 1t al . (1978) .

1aoenment is'" saristactory a.oreement w1tn the value ot 100 cop..s

them are represented by prevalent transcripts in
the oocyte RNA .
Size ol RNA Molecules Containing Short Repetl·
tlve S~uence Transcripts
Oocyte RNA was fractionated according to length.
and the concentrations of transcripts complementary to several ol the cloned repetitive sequences
were measured in three RNA size fractions . The
RNA was denatured by treatment with 80% (v/v)
dimethyl sulfoxide (OMSO) at 55'C and sedimented
through sucrose gradients containing 60% OMSO
at 25'C . These conditions are sufficient to disrupt
most inter· or intramolecular base pairing in the
RNA (Strauss . Kelly and Sinsheimer. 1968; Bantle
and Hahn. 1976). The sedimentation profile of the
oocyte RNA in the OMSO gradient is shown in
Figure 7A. Most of the absorbance pattern is due
to ribosomal RNA. Fractions were poo led into three
size classes . as indicated : size class I contains RNA
sedimenting between 19.SS and approximately
365 : RNA in size class II sediments between 11 S
and 19.SS : RNA in size class Ill sediments between
approximately 2S and 115. Four of the cloned
repeat fragments included in the experiments sum-

marized in Table 1 were used for these experiments . Figures 78-7E show measurements by the
titration method of the relative concentration of the
transcripts complementary to these repeats in each
RNA size class . As the legend to Figure 7 indicates .
the total numbers of transcripts in the three size
classes agree reasonably well with the measurements listed in Table 1. The relative distribution of
transcripts complementary to each sequence
among the three RNA size classes is represented
by the inset histograms in the figure .
Figure 7 shows that each of the four cloned
repetitive sequences examined hybridizes the most
with RNA of size class II . less with size class I and
still less with size class Ill. Thus most of the oocyte
RNA molecules containing these short repetitive
sequence transcripts appear to fall in the 11 S19.SS fraction-that is . to be -1000 to 2500 nucleotides in length . The same result is obtained with a
rare set of transcripts . those complementary to the
clone 2101 repeat . as with prevalent transcripts.
such as those complementary to the clone 2108
repeat . The sedimentation profile of the ribosomal
RNA in Figure ?A suggests that the oocyte RNA is
slightly degraded. Our measurements may there-
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r.gurw 5. rtyendlzation ot a S...CtllCI F1"11ction
'I-I-ONA wotM fu<c.u Oocyt• RNA

ot Sl'lon Reoeatt...

The snort reoear lH-QMA tnieet" was nyondiXed w11n 1 J x 1O" tokl
uc.u ot oocvt• RNA to RNA C<>t 500 and tract10nat9d t>y 01nc1inq
to nydroxy•oattte. 37-. ot rn. >H-ONA was bound . ~ wu '"
RNA-ONA l'ryond and 7"'. .. ... rttnal\J-.d DNA-ONA dUOleX. Th•
OOUnd matenal wu ~utecl. nyondtnd wnn xtd10on&6 oocyte ANA
to FINA <At SOO .-1d aqarn traeuonaced on nydroxvaoaute . y1eM:1inq
57 5'% bound. This second bounc tractton was etured . .uicJ tne
'I-I-ONA ..... ounttect ot RNA t>y atkatiM nydrotys.. (0 . 1 N N.OH It
J7"C tor 1 nr) tolloweo t>y cnroma1e>9raony on 1 S.Onad•x G-100
column . The trac:uon b1nd1n9 to nydroa:yaoaute at Cot 10-• (i 2%}
wu ren'tOYed. ind !l'le remasf'\cMr ot tn. 'H-ONA . reonnenunq
19% ot tne startinQ snort reoeat tracer. constituted tii. se"-t:red
snort reoeat fractlOf'I . Thi s l~A wu nybrld1zed w11'1 a 10' to6d
maa exceu ot oocy«• RNA to tne 1noic.ated values ot RNA Cot.
T"- tracnon ot 1ne 'Ii-ONA tracer on nyoroda I 0 ) was assayed t>y
btndin9 to hydroxyapaute ind corrected tor 1 smarl amount (05%) ot DNA-ONA renaturation. aa de11Cnl>ed in ExCMn,,,.ntat
Procaduree. The solid line snows tt'MI teut'"5(1uues soiuuon assuming 1 su'91• second'"'°rd•r eomoonent. The WConel""<>rde< ratw
constant 11 7 .9 x 1o·l M- 1 sec- •. The duried line reoresentS the
~iMtlcs ot n-,oridiz.a11on of tr.. stani"9 snon rtti>e&t tracer wot~
o x - oocyt9 ANA . ~reduced from Fi9urw 2.

fore underestimate slightly the true size of the
oocyte RNA molecules bearing the repetitive sequence transcripts . In any case . it is clear that few
RNA molecules containing repetitive sequence
transcripts sediment at less than 11S. We conclude
that the short repeat transcripts are present on
oocyte RNA molecules which are many times the
length of the cloned repetitive sequence elements .
Since the messenger RNAs of the oocyte are about
2000 nucleotides long {reviewed in DavidS-On ,
1976), the observations in Figure 7 raise the possibility that the short repeat transcripts might be
covalently linked to maternal mRNA molecules .
Genomic Sequence Organization around Repeat
Famtlles Represented by Prevalent RNA TranS<:ripts
While many of the repetitive sequences in the sea

of Toral Short ~eoentive lH-QNA and
w1rn E.xceu Whal• S.a Urcn1n

~eoenu .... lH-Q NA

DNA

The cotal snort reoeat lH-QNA preoarauon ( •L or chat traction ot
the snort ~at lH-QNA H"lcer ~tected by IOW Cot hybndlUtton
to oocyta RNA ( 0 ) (" " Figure 5}. wa rttact8d w1m a 1-5 x 10fold rnua 1.xcea

ot total se• urcn1n ONA tf'lat was sne1ntd to a

mean s1nqi.-str:and r ~qment tenqtn of 650 nucleoudn.
The oroin•rft snow lh4t traction of lH-QNA 0~1ng to rtydroxy-

*9tgl'lt

n..

aoa11t• 11 SO'C on 0.12 M PS . 0.05'11. SOS.
C<>t is catcu•atad
wlfh reeoect to the concent~uon of tl"I• 981\0fT'lte driver ONA.
lncJIJded as ~ 1ntem&J k1net1c standan:I 1n eacn reacuon m1x1ure
wu a >ap.iaoeted. cloned reoe11t1ve se<:1uet'lce (c1one 2034: data
not snownJ . The ra<• ot reasaoc1ation ot U"l1s ll?-QNA seQuence
w1tn tne dnwr CHA wu lor ~I reaction rn1xtur.s cons1si.nt w11n
tne 1000 to'd re1terat1on f'r'eQuency measured previoU3fY tor u·us
sequence (Kleon et at.. 1978). Ti.. .ahd 1;,,."""'" a le.ut-squares
501uuon for tl"le reaction ot tne untraetioruued snort re~t tracer .
usunung tnree second"'Order "'nenc comoonenrs. Thrs soiutson
u..s tne thf99 raie constantS measured 'Oy Granam •t al. {197"l
tor in. rwpetoti,.. compan.ntll ot wno1e S. puroural\Js DNA : 8.2 M·•
sec-• for tne fastest companent (6500 occufr9f\Ces ~r nap.iotd
g~omeL O.J M· ' sec-• tor 1ne mlddle comoonent (250 copies per
genome) ind 0 .023 M- 1 sec · ' tor tne s~ cornoonent (20
coo.., per genom•L The 1,..etions ot tne snort repeat tracer 1n
"'" tnrw comoonents •rw. resoectivety . 0.2&. O .~ and 0 .31 (6%
ot tne JH-eom are non,..acnve and 2"l'o ou1d at CDt < 10- 1 }. The
da..at'led line i1 ttwt least·s.Quar•s solution tor the k1neti~ ot the
rMCtion ot tr.. saleetad •nort rttCMat lract•Of'I
lly
p,.....ent oocyte 1ra.nscriotS using tn.e um. three secondaorder
rate constants. The fractions ot the selected Sl'lort reoeat tracer
1nctuded in the'"'" comPonents are 0 .... . O.:l2 and 0.18. roaoec·
11,,.ty !•'II. ot the '1-1-q)m are nonreacto,,.) .

_.......,tec:I

urchin genome are interspersed with single-<:opy
DNA sequences . some occur in long blocks uninterrupted by single-copy sequence (Graham et al..
1974; Eden et al. , 1977). The purpose of the follow·
ing experiments was to determine whether repeti·
tive sequences represented by high abundance
oocyte transcripts were interspersed with singlecopy ONA sequences in the genome . Alternatively .
they could be organized as repetitive sequence
clusters . Sea urchin 'H-DNA of starting length 3300
nucleotides was stripped .o f the "'foldback .. fraction
by hydroxyapatite binding at Cot 5 x 10-•. After
this procedure. its weight mean single-strand fragment length was 2600 nucleotides . The tracer was
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then reacted with excess oocyte RNA. The kinetics
of this reaction are shown in Figure 8 (closed
ci rcles) . For comparison . the dashed curve in Figure 8 shows the fraction of total ONA consisting of
hybridized repetitive sequences at various RNA
Cots. according to Figure 2. At each RNA Cot . the
fraction of the 2600 nucleotide ONA fragments
bound to hydroxyapatite greatly exceeds the fraction of the ONA included in hybridizing repecitive
sequences (dashed line). On the other hand . only
3% of singl~opy ONA sequences can hybridize
with oocyte RNA . and these sequences react with
an RNA Cot,,, of 3000 (Hough-Evans et al .. 19n) .
Essentially all of the reaction seen in Figure 8
below RNA Cot 1000 must therefore be due to
repetitive sequence hybridization . It follows chat
the hybridizing repetitive sequences on most of che
bound 2600 nucleotide fragments are interspersed
with other. nonhybridized sequences. The large
fraction of the tracer involved in the reaction shown
in Figure 8 requ i res that much of the interspersed
flanking sequence be singl~opy .
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tty sedimentation in denaturing

OMSQ..sucrose grlld~nts. Tot11 oocyte ~NA w1s d•SIOl"ed at 1.25

mq1m1 i n~. (vNI dlme1nyl sultoxide (OMSOI . 0.1 M LiCI. 0.01 M
Tr1S4'1Cl (pH e .Sl. 0.005 M EOTA . 0.2". sos. and h911ed at 55'C

for 5 min . It ·•as

then sedimented

tnrouq,, 4-2'0'%. exoonenri1I

suerow grediencs eonta1n1ng 60% OMSO at 25'C . JS,000 rpm for
!! hr in tP'le S.Ckman SW-' 1 Ti rotor . Abeor1)&nce at 260 nm is
pk>ttlld u ,a function of distance, after subtraction of baekQround
aosoroence due 10 OMSO and EOTA in the graalent . The 1n..e
ma1or ribosomal RNA peaks . from lignt to lett. contain 5S Ind
5.85 RNA , 18S RNA an<I 28S RNA . resoeetively . FraC11on1 -re
pooled into tn"" :!IZ• classes . I. II and ltl . as indicated. Size cl.as
I.cont.ins ANA sedimenting b@f'wMf'\ t9 .5S and about JSS : size
clue II contains RNA sedimenting t>erween 115 and 19.55; size
clau 111 contains RNA oectlmenllng t>e-n aoou1 2S and 11 S.
(8) Titraoon ot the clone 2090 rtP9•f rragm.,,t, lower strand.
witn the mree oocyte RNA size clas:.HS . RNA in eacn of uie three
.sin classes descnbed in (A) was concentrated to a votume of 0. 1
ml. 0. 1, 2 or J ~I ot traction 1, II or Ill w-ere mi xed w1tn '2000 eom
of me lower strand lr aqment of the clo,,. 2090 repeat 1•P-ONA

a.a x 10" cpm/ ,..q). The hy0ndl:c111on mix1ures contained 0.41 l.c PB , O.~ SOS •nd 0 .005 M EOTA . They were heated
at 105'C for "5 see and incuoated at SS'C 10 a term inal ONA Cot.
The amount ot "P-ONA in hyorid was assayed Oy Oin<llng to
h)'droxyapatite and is plotted as • lunctlon of the volume of RNA
spec . act.

used in eacn nyotidizat1on mixture (( 4) size class I:( •) size class

II : (•I size class Ill) . The small •mount of "P-ONA Oin<linq 10

--- ----- - - ---------.

hydroxy1oat1te 1n the abSenctt o f added RNA 1s due to minor
contam1nanon of tMe lower scnand of tne cl one 2090 reoeat
fragment w1Ch the complementary uope< strand . rhe increase 1n
11 P-ONA b1nd1nq to l'lycSroxyaoaUte with added RNA •:s Clue 10 tM•
formatJOt"I ot oocyte RNA-"P-ONA nyor\ds al'ld 1:s 1ao1i. to low
satt RN.Aase trMtrnent . The graon snows the re11non t>etw.en the
amount of the HP-ONA nyondi zed and '"- amount ot eac:n ANA
s1i:e c1aa in ttw reacuons . The numoer ot RNA rranscr1pts
com04~tary ro tne L strand of trie cl OtM 2090 reoeat 1n each
Sf.%9 class is c.alci.uated trom the mass of .laP-ONA nytmdi.Z:ed Oy a
91._..., volume ot ANA solution in rne 1n1nat linear req1on of rne
curve (that 1.s , wnen the ap-QNA is 1n 1arge exc:es11 . The inset
snows tM e ,..laUYe numoet ot compleml'ntary lfanscnpts 1n each
RNA ~ze clau u a /ractton {I) ot th• numoer of 1ransc:r1pts
1n size ctasa 11. Tn. total number of complementary tra.n.scr1pts
pet ooc:yt• can oe Ht1mateid trom rne totaJ amount ot iiybrid1zation with tM ,,.,,.... RNA s1:• cl a.asn . tak1n9 into 1c:count rne
quantity of RNA contained in tne oenatun119 i;iracltents {785
JA-9). ,,,. rractton ot each s•z• clua used in the expenment
and ttie amount of RNA per oocyte (:3 x 10-• gJ. The numo.r

oota1ned is 57.000 complementary tranacnpts per oocyte. (C)
Titration of tne u?oer strwnd ot the clone 21 :37 repeat witn !he
11'1fff SIZ. ClHHS of OOc:yt• RNA . The CIOMI 2137 upper strand
trac« was titrated wllh rne three ANA ~%• elas.ses as in (8). ana

1ne data are similarly displayed . The "P-ONA hed • specific
aC1ivity ol 8 .' x 10" cpm/ ,.g, and 1500 cpm - r • used in oach
nyorldizatton mi xture . The number of transcnpts complementary
to this sequence per oocyte. estimated by summm9 the ttlfff size

cluus . is 18 .000.
(Di Titration of 1ne upper strand of 1ne clone 2108 repeec with the
lhr" sin classes of ooc:yte RNA . The titration was pertormed as
descn oed above . 1700 cpm ol "P-ONA (Sl>"C. act. 8 x Ill" cpm/
-"'g) -..re used in each hybridization react~n . The data indicate
tt\at the total number of transcripts complementary to the clone

2108 repeat upper strand is 320 .000 per ooeyte .
(E) Titration ot 1ne uc>oer strand ol the clone 2101 reoeat with the
three size classes of oocyte ANA . The tltnlltion wae performed a.s
at:>ove , except that 0. 1. 3 or S ~I of each ANA size class was used .

Each hyorod iu tlon contained 900 c;>m of "'P-ONA (spec. aC1. J .2
x 10" cpm/ ,.g). The total number per oocyte ot rransC1'ipts
complementary to the clone 2101 upper strand tracer was 90<Xl .
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F;qure S. HyOndiahon ol 2600 Nucleotkle
E..xceu Total Oocyt• ANA

~onq

was carried out with the starting 2600 nucleotide
'H-DNA tracer (Figure 9. closed circles ). Th is experiment demonstrates th at the hybndized and the
unselected 2600 nucleotide tracers are essentially
the same in their content of repe11t1ve and singlecopy sequence. Thus Figure 9 shows that an average of 25-30% of each fragment is repetitive sequence which reacts by driver ONA Cot 100. and
approximately 70-75% is single-<:opy sequence .
Since each selected tracer fragment includes a
repetitive sequence complementary to prevalent
ANA transcripts. it can be concluded that most
members of the highly expressed repeat families
are interspersed with single-copy sequences in the
genome. The ANA transcripts could conceivably
derive from only a few of the family members.
however . and this demonstration does not necessarily mean that the particular fam ily members
which are transcribed are interspersed repetitive
sequences.

'H-ONA with

A JH-ONA tracer ot W9f9nt average sinql..-str&nd traqrnent letiqtn
2600 nucleotides. lrom wnicn tn• fracuon tnnd1nq to l"tydroxy10.
rite at Cot 5 x 10· • f ~l h&d been rento""ld . 1'11'81 rtyOnd1Z9d w1tn
a 10"-10" fokl oxceu ol oocyte RNA. Tne traction ol 'H-ONA
bound to nydroxyaoa11re . riu o..n cotT9Ct9d . as descnbed 1n
E.xoenmenw Procedures . tor any ..u •..,oction ol tne ONA (:SS%).
~ so1M2 line is a leaat~uar• so1ut1on to me nyandtzauon data
auum1n9 [nr" second6()fde< ll.1neuc comocnent3. ~ d.a.aned
line reoteMnts the hybMdlzation of rlfOettti..,.. ONA witn tne oocyt•
RNA . exoreoss.d here as the tracuon ot ._,,o'- sea urcn1n ONA .
Th11 Quantity, H •• was ca1cu1aced at varioua values ot F4NA Cot
from trie data 1n i=i9ure 2. u51ng the r~auon H• • (H. ·Ft) • ('"'FJ, wnere H .. and Ht. a.re cne tractions of snort al'd long reoeut1~
ONA nyOndlnnq wttn oocyte RNA". given RNA Cot. •t\d F, and
F._ a,.. 1ne fract1of1S ot wnote 5ee urchin ONA cons1at1n9 o f snort
and ton9 repeuu-. ,equences (0. 13 and 0 .08 . r-hvely).

The sequence organization of the hybridized 2600
nucl8Qtide tracer fragments was further investigated
as follows. That fraction of the 2600 nucleotide
tracer reacting with ANA by Cot 100 was bound to
hydroxyapatite and eluted without denaturation in
0.5 M phosphate butter. The average fraction of
each fragment in ANA-ONA hybrid was 10%. as
measured by S1 nuclease resistance . This corresponds to about one hybridized 260 nucleotide
sequence per 2600 nucleotide fragment. The S1resistant 'H-ONA fraction was reassociated with
excess total sea urchin ONA (see Figure 9. solid
triangles). and as expected . it consists entirely of
repetitive sequence . In addition . an aliquot of the
2600 nucleotide ONA which had reacted at ANA
Cot 100 was reassociated with excess sheared sea
urchin driver ONA. The kinetics of this reaction
were assayed by S1 nuclease digestion to measure
the amount of the 2600 nucleotide 'H-ONA fragments in duplex regions as the reaction proceeded
(Figure 9. open circles) . A similar determination

Discussion
This investigation provides direct evidence that
transcripts of at least some members of many
interspersed short repetitive sequence famtlies are
accumulated during oogenes1s. An unexpected
conclusion is that all or almost all of the short
repeat families in the genome are represented by
complementary transcripts in the oocyte. We find .
however . that ditterent repeat famil ies are represented to very diverse extents. Transcripts of certain repetitive sequence families are as much as
100 times more abundant than transcripts of other
repetitive sequence families . This result is supported by data obtained wtth both cloned repetitive
sequence tracers (Table 1) and with genomic repetitive ONA fractions (Figure 2). and by two independent methods of measurement. tracer excess
titrations and RNA excess hybridization kinetics.
There can be little doubt that there are highly
prevalent transcripts in the oocyte wh ich represent
a minor fraction. perhaps 20%. of the repetitive
sequence famil ies in the genome. as well as other
repeat transcripts about as rare as single-copy
transcripts . Figure 6 shows that most of the different highly represented repeat families are not
large . They typically include about 20 to about 200
copies per haploid genome . It is clear that the
differences in repeat transcript prevalence are not
a simple consequence of the genom ic reiteration
frequencies . There is. in other words . a specific set
of repetitive sequence families which ends up
being highly expressed in the maternal RNA. The
mechanism lead ing to the spec ific patterns of transcript accumulation which we observe could include differences in transcription rate among di-
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F"oqure 9. Sinql~ Sequence Content ol 2eoo Nuc1eotld•
l.o•"~ 'H-OHA Hyt>ndillnq w 1tn Ooc:vt• ANA at ANA Cot 100
The 2fSOO nuc teoode ~ONA tracer wa nyondized w1tn excasa
ooc:yte ANA (as 1n P.gure 81 10 ANA Cot 100 and pused o nydroxvaoa1ne. The bOund traction {25.8'Jt.) was _.uted wttnout
denaturauon in 0.5 M ?'8. A partton wu treated ·Nttn RNAue
under tow . .11 cond1ti0ns (,.. Expenrnental Proac1ures1 to dkjnl
tne ANA lrom ANA.QNA hyOndl and 1nen p&IMd 0 - nyoroxyaoaute. The ONA wn1cn did not btnd to t,,ts second hydroxyaoattte
column (&4'11o . or 21 .S'llo of tne iwiu>g ON.Al contains ONA quenc.. wn1cn f\ad ceen 1n nyorteis. ;>lua CO"<llai.t"ttty lin111.ecs flank·
inq sacsuences. Th is ONA lr1ct1on ret .. ~ a ,..t9nt mean I~
,,,.,,, 1.ngtn ot 2900 nucleottdff accon:lin9 10 • lkalme sucroM
V9foeiry sedlrnentauon meuurements. Tiie l>yt>ndlzed ONA lrx·
tion ( Ol. or me s&artlnq 2900 nucleotide trxer l•l. wu ,.....,.
ciated w1tn exceu 450 nucteoOde lonq ,.. 1.1rcn1n ONA. Eac,,

reactlon mt•tu,.. wu tntated with 51 nuc.._. 10 dig•t s1n91•
stranded regions ol ONA . wrule soanng duc>'ex r991ons. and
lract1onated by hydroxyaoa11re cnromatOQ,..P"Y . me traction ol
H-ONA bOund to nvctroxyaparite at •acn Cor value reoresents tn•
traction of ,,,. 21500 nucle0t1d• long lH-ONA tnat wa in dnwr
ONA-JM-ONA duclex. "9•0f'IS at tnat Cot. Also snown is rne
1"9aaaoCJatlon w1tn exeesa wno1e we urchm ONA ot 'H-ONA
isolated lrom 1ne ~Yond reg10ns formed 0y ,..c11n9 1ne 2800
nucleotlde ' !-I-ONA and oocyt• ANA 10 ANA Cot 100 ( 4) . This
matenal was isolated 'cry nyond it1ng 2900 nucleot.O. tracer wnn
exceu oocyte RNA to ANA Cot 100. diQeetlng tne mixtu"1 witn Sl
nuc:l•aM and b1n<J in9 tne resistant fract1on (2'Y.) to hydroxyaoattre . The C>ound 'H-ONA was eluted w11n O.S M Pe . digested worn
RN.Aase in low salt and purified ol RN.AaM-<es•stant ONA-ONA
duolexn 0y ftydroxyaoatite binding. Tiie unoaund tracer ln1ct10n
wu own re.cted wttn excess wno~ ,.. urenin ONA Ind uaayed
b'f nyoroxya~tite b•ndin<J witllout S 1 nucl- 1... arment ..
snown . The dllal'\ed tine. ror comoanson . i1 t"'9 r.taction of tf\e
setected snort reQe1itive JH-ONA frac:tiOn w ith •1.cass sea urcrwn
ONA. rei>roduced lrom Figu"1 6 .
1

verse repeat families . differences in the number of
copies transc ri bed per family or differences in the
transcript turnover rate. Oogenesis is lengthy and
complex process . and little is known about the
patterns of accumulation of any of the heterogeneous RNA species stockpiled in the mature oocyte.
It is interesting that both strands of each repeat
sequence are represented in the oocyte RNA . In
the accompanying paper , Scheller et al. (1978)
demonstrate that complementary repeat tran·
scripts also exist in nuclear RNAs . They also ob-

serve a similar specificity in the pattern of repet itive
sequence representat ion in sea urchin nuclear
RN~ . and show that a diHerent set of repeats is
highly represented in two different nuclear RNAs.
Thus the findings we report here are not peculiar
to the maternal RNA of the oocyte. The presence of
both complementary strands of each repeat in the
RNA raises the possib ility that sequence-specific
RNA-RNA or RNA-ONA interactions could occur .
Since only a minor fraction of repeat families is
highly represented 1n the oocyte RNA. the regions
of the RNA or ONA affected by such interactions
might be restricted in an interesting way . The
possible regulatory sign ificance of such interactions is discussed by Scheller and colleagues in
the accompanying paper. and the reader is referred
to their paper tor speculat ions on this subject . The
possibility that the oocyte RNA contains transcnpts
wh ich participate in regularory interactions is. of
course . a fascinating one . The mechanism by
whicn stored components from oogenes1s act to
set up the differenttal patterns of gene expression
1n the early embryo remains a conceptually chat·
Ieng mg, and unsolved . problem of developmental
biology (see review by Davidson . 1976) .
It appears probable . althougn it is not demonstrated in this study . that the oocyte RNA molecules
containing the repetitive sequence transcripts also
contain interspersed s1ngte-<:opy sequence transcripts. We know from the data shown in Figure 7
that these RNAs are at least 1000-2000 nucleotides
in length. sign ificantly larger than the repeat sequences themselves . Furthermore. the experiment
of Figure 9 shows that most members of the highly
represented repeat families are short sequence
elements interspersed among sing le-copy sequences in the genome . We lack direct evidence .
however, that the transcribed sequences are interspersed; as pointed out earlier. the short repeat
sequence set is represented in long repeat ONA
preparations as well . It is not known whether th is is
due to homology between short and long repetitive
sequences or merely to mutual contamination of
the long and short repeat preparations . The RNA
molecules hybridi:zing with the short repeats cou ld
conceivably be transcribed from long blocks of
repetitive sequence which include one or more
members of the interspersed repeat family . In th is
case , the hybridizing RNAs would consist mainly of
repet itive sequence transcript , and the single-copy
transcripts of the oocyte would exist on separate
molecules . As yet there is no evidence to exclude
this or other more complex models . If the repeat
transcripts are linked covalently with single-copy
transcripts. they are likely to be part of the stored
matmANA molecules . From the data of Figures 2
and 6. we estimate that the number of short repeat
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transcripts in the oocyte is roughly equivalent to
the number of single-copy transcripts in the oocyte. The functional potysomal mANAs synthesi:zed
in the sea urchin embryo nuclei lack detectable
covalently linked repetitive sequence transcripts
(Goldberg et al. . 1973). as is also the case for other
organisms (for example. Campo and Bishop. t974:
Klein et al.. 1974; Legler and Cohen. 1976). This
raises the possibility that the matmANA undergoes
some form of processing during which repetitive
sequence transcripts are removed prior to assembly of the message in embryo potysomes. Alternatively, some of the putative interspersed RNA molecules bearing both matmANA sequences and repeat transcripts might perform some other function
in the embryo.
The developmental rote of the repetitive sequence transcripts in the oocyte is now a matter of
great interest. Direct investigation of the origin.
fate and sequence organization of these transcripts
should begin to elucidate their significance.

91ons w1t1iouc destroy1ng most reoet1t1ve SeQuence auc1exes (Brit·
ten•• al .. 1978: Eaen •• a1 .. 19771. Phosonace outterwas aoaed to
0.12 M. and tne ONA was extracted once w1tn JAC (24: 1 cnlo~
to,..,,..soamyl a1cono11. d1lu1ec 2 fold w11" 0.12 M PS. O.Z'!'. SOS
and Pasaed O"-r nydroxyaoatite at 00-C. The bound lracnon was
~ucec1 w1tn 0.5 M P9 .and consntured 21~. ot tne inout ONA.
This matenal was cnromatograone<J on a column of Seonarose
CL·28 1Pharmecia11n 0.12 MP!! at eo"C. Exclu<led and 1nclu<led
peaK fracnons were pOOled , concentrated by extracnon w1tn sec·
butanol (Slatfortl and Sieoe<. 19751. d1alY?ed 1n10 0. t2 .Y P!! and
reenromatograpned as indicated 1n Figure 1. The r9SUlt1ng peaJc:
fractions wefe 51m11any oootec:i ~nd concentrated. The long r909at
fraction
son1cated w1tn a Branson MOdel S 125 son1fier and
microuo tor 8 ' 20 ""' al 2 Amo in 0. I 2 M PS. The resulting
traq""'"ts averaged 570 nucieo!ldes in Ien gm. according <o
memurwnems meoe tJy ~IOOty 5ed1mentaoon 1n a1kal1ne wcrose
9m1..,ts. To remove any contamrnanng sm9Mt-cccy ONA and
ynreacta04e ONA lragm4tt"lts . 1ne ONA was aenarurea and renatured in 0 .41 M Pe. 5 mM EOTA. 0.2". SOS al 60"C to C<:>t 60 . and
......., owr n.,aroxyapan1e at SO-C •n 0. t2 M P'3. 0 .05% SOS. The
OOUnd traction (SO'Y.I was eluted w1rn O.S M PS and con"nu<es
ine long repetitive 1M-ONA !racer used lor the nycr1<21uuon
exoenmerus. The ONA trom tne snort dup .. x peU . consisting at
snort reoetttl'fe s.ciuencas ~raq1ng ~ nuc1eotNlff 1n iengm.
wa S1md•ny ren•turecs to Cot 20. and t,,e fractton bound to
rrydroxyaoauta (80'%l was isolated (since tne snort rec>e•IS compnse ~ut 13". ot
ONA. tl"ltS is comoarao1e to a wnoie ONA
Cot ot abOul 150}. Long and snort reoea1 tractions were 1sc1ated
trom unl.C.'9d .sea yrcn1n ONA 1n tne same 1asn1on,

w•

t,,•

In V1'lo u1Mffft9 and 1.....,11on of S.e Urenm ONA
in vivo by a mOdificatlC)f1 of tt\41
,,,..noc at Kl...,. •nd ><umpn,..,1 119n). S1ron9'fl0C""1ro1ua
purourarua embryo1 were cu1tured it 15 ~ 1n MilliOO,..tilter9d
seaw•t•r conta1nH19 ;>en1c1Uin ~nd streotomyc1n (Hin4'qardner.
1987: Sm11t1 " •I .. 197•1. At tne a cell
1-•.S nr aner
terullut1on1. tmOl'f09 ""'"' "'"'ed and reeusl)ended at 7 < 10amOl'fO• oer mt with 50 ,.Cilmt 'li-IMymldlne (90 Ci1mmo1e1. 50
,.Cilml 2·'1i-eden0s1ne (12.J Ci/mmoleJ 3"d 211 ,.Cl/mt 5.&-'!-1urtdine {3!.4 Cl1rnmo1••· At 12 lit at1er tett1lizat1on. tne same
amount ot tacn 1sotooe was again added ro tt'\e cuit1Jf9. Emoryos
were grown to :tie hatcned Olastula staqe and tnen riarvesteo by
eet'ltnfugation. They were wuned once 1n seawater and Ot1ce in
SEOTA (0.1 M NaCl. 0.~ M EOTA (pH 8.0JI arid tnen resuspended
in a few millilllers of SEOTA. The resulllng slurry wu driO?ed
trom a cuteur 01oene onto a Ded of QOWdered dry ica. so tnat tne
drooa tro:e 1mmediatety. r~ embryo-dry 1ea m1xtu,. wu blended
in a Wanng blendet to a fine nomoqeneous oowder. allow«J to
maw partially and tr..n susoended in SEOTA (-1 mt per tO"
OrQinal emOl'fOIJ. 0.5% SOS wu added w11t1 S11rring to como1e1e
lysls. and ONA was isolaled by stai1dartl procedunos including
phenoknlorotonn-isoamyl a1cono1 extraenon. winding and
RNAaae A and pron ... digesfions 1Gra"am 01 at .• 197•: Angerer.
OllV1<lson and Sntten. 19751. The ONA otllained nac1 • specific
radioactivity ot 1.15 < 10" cpm/.,q.

S.. utc,,1n ONA wu laoeted

•""l•

"'99a,.lloft of ' " -

and Sllor1 A-41ttw OflA F,..,_s
Sea un:n1n JH--()NA in 0.2 M Na acetate was sheared in a Virtis 60
homogenizer (8nnen. Granam and Ne<Jfeld. 197•) lor 20 min at
10.500 rpm. 0-C. It was tnen passed lflrougfl Chelex 100 (Slo-Radl
to remove any eontam1natlnQ heavy me(al ions. Foflow1ng den•
turalion with 0.1 N NaOH lor 10 min ic 25'C. me ONA was
reassociated in 0.•1 M sodium pl'>ospha1e butter (PS). 1 mM EOTA
(pH &.8) at eo"C to Col -0 (Sritten at al.. 197•). The ONA was
dialyzed eJCtens1v9ly to remove pnosonate, heated bnefly to SO-C
in O.J M NaCl. 0.01 M PIPES (pH 6.7) and digested for 45 min al
J7"C w1m S1 nuclease (Vogt. 1973) (10 ,.11m9 of ONA)'" 0.15 M
NaCl. 0.025 M Na acetate. 0.005 M P1P!:S. 0. t mM ZnSO,. 0.002
M ti-mercaQtoemanol (pH 4.4). Tne s1 nuclease conditions cor"'9pend to a OIG of 0.8 . as defined by Sntten et al. (197!l). This
amount of digestion is sufficient to remove single-stranded re---

-re

ONA.OMA A • • All reuaoc:ia110ns

P8 at

5S~.

•n 0.12 MPS (pH 9.8) al 50"'C. orin 0..41 M

uni. . ott\eNf1M noted. Reasaociauon m1xtur'M also

contatnald 2·5 mM EOTA and 0. 1--0.2% SOS. •rid some 1nc1ude<I
calf tnymus ONA aa earner. The mnuunta went sealed in sllico"'"
•zed Qlasa ag1ilaM1. boiled at 99'C (0. 12 M P!!l or 1Q4'C (0.•1 M
?al for JO-dO '41C. 1ncuoeted tor tl"le dnrred lime and frozen 1n
dry ic••catone. For a.saay,
r•asaoc1a11on mnctures were
Ina.....,. diluted into a 100-200 told excas of 0.12 M P!!. 0.05"•
SOS and OASMCI o- nyaroxyaoa111e columns 1n 0.12 .Y PS.
0.~% SOS ac 50'C. Sound traq<Mncs
melted :rom tn.
column at 98-C. md tractions went counted by liquid scintillation
1n Handifluor (Maunckrodt) or as.saved tor ab50rt>anee at 2t50 nm.
31<>-Gel ><TP ONA-Qrad• nyaroxyaoama. :or # 15.535 ( Sio-i'ladl.
was YMd tnrougnout trus stlJdy. All "alues ot ONA or ANA Cot
{ONA or rotat ANA cOt'centration x time. in units of moies ot
nucleotldft per titer :ic seconds) cited in tnts paper are eQurv•lfH't
Cot-mat''· 1f a ntact1on is camed out at a salt concentration
olher than 0 . 12 M PS (0.18 M Na·1. tP'le C<:>t •s corrected by a
factor wl'\icri takes •mo account tf'le increase 1n oie renaturauon
rate constant w1tn incntain9 Na"' concentration (Britten et al.
1974).

t,.,.

-r•

RNA-ONA Hytwldlzatlofte
Incubation conditions and assays for ANA.ONA l'lytmdizations
were es.wntialty tne same a.s for ONA.ONA renarurauon . When
necessary. selt·teaction ot the ONA tracer was monitored, essentially by me melhod at Galau el al. (1974). as tollows. The
~bridtzat~n mixture . in cu bared to the desired RNA Cot. was
diluted into a 100 to'd excess of 0 .02 ~ PS, and tn1a sample was
divided into IWO aliquocs. One aliquol was adjusced to 0. t2 MPS.
0.05% SOS and tractionara<S on nydroxyapatite as usual. Tne
fraction of JH--ONA Oindlng to hydroxyapat1t1. t._., is tne sum of
t,, the fraction of lH--QNA contain1n9 an ANA·ONA nytmd . and f 0.
the fraction of '~A containing i ONA...QNA duplex. To determine f 0 • the second ahquot in 0.02 M PS was rreated with SO µ.qi
mt AN.Aase A at :31"'C tor l nr. a conctit1on sufficient to digest tne
RNA in RNA-ONA nyonds. leaving only tne ONA-ONA duplexes
intact. This aliquot was idjuSled to 0. 12 M PS. 0.05% SOS.
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extracted once with tAC and tracuonated on hydroxyaoaute . The
fracuon of 'H-ONA tunoing 10 nvoroX)'aoaute aner uie ANAase
C2igesuon •S 111 , wn1cn wu usu.lly O•rw"n 0 .01 ano a . 1. The
t~ct1on of 'tot-ONA conta1n1ng a ANA-ONA nyond . t ~ . was calcu·
lated u '" • {t._ - f0 )/( 1 - fa..) . ""nere '~ is ine traction ot tracer
binding to nyctrox)'aoaute ac very iow ~t .
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Specific Representation of Cloned Repetitive DNA
Sequences in Sea Urchin RNAs

Richard H. Scheller
Division al Chemistry
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena . California 91125
Franklin O. Costantini, Michael A. Kozlowski,•
Roy J. Brittent and Eric H. Davidson
Division al Biology
California Institute ol Technology
Pasadena. California 91125

Summary
Nine cloned repetitive sequences were laO.ted,
strand-separated and individually hybridized with
ANA extracted from the nuclei of gastrula stage
sea urchin embryos and of adult sea urchin intestine calls. The concentration of transcripts complementary to each cloned sequence was measured by ANA excess l'lybridlzatlon kinallcs and
by a ONA excess titration method. Transcripts of
certain of the repeat families are present at over
100 times the concentration of transcripts of olher
families in each ANA. The set of repetitive sequence families highly represenled in Intestine
nuclear ANA is different from that highly represented In gastrula nuclear ANA. Together with
the results obtained with mature oocyte ANA and
presented in the accompanying paper by Costantini et al. (1978}, these findings show that quantl·
tatlve patterns of repetitive sequence re1nesentatlon In ANA are specific to each cell type. Both
strands of all of the nine cloned repeats are
represented at soma level In all the ANAs studied.
Usually, though not always, the concentrations of
transcripts complementary to the two strands of
each repeat do not differ by more than a factor of
two. The cloned tracers do not react with polysomal messenger ANA, and the nuclear RNA
molecules with which they hybridize are many
times larger than the repetitive sequences them·
s.tves.
introduction
The presence of a diverse set of repetitive sequence famil ies is an ubiquitous feature of animal
genomes . In the DNA of most groups such as
mammals , amphibians . echinoderms and molluscs . a majority of the individual repeat sequences
are only a few hundred nucleotides long and are
interspersed among singl~opy sequences (Dav• Present addre5$ : OeQartment of NeurobiolOqy. Univel"!l•ty of
California , Irvine . Ca1itom1a 9'2'717 .
t Also a staff member of tne Came9,. Institution of W•nintJton .
Baltimore, Maryland 21210 .

idson et al .. 1974: Schmid and Deininger . 1975:
Goldberg et al .. 1975 : Wu et al .. 1977). At least in
sea urchin ONA . singl~opy structural genes are
located nonrandomly close to the interspersed repeats (Davidson et al .. 1975). The arrangement of
repetitive sequence elements in the genome . and
the finding that evolutionary change in these sequences is relatively restricted . provide indirect
arguments that they must perlorm some generally
important genomic function (for example. see Brit·
ten and Davidson . 1971 : Davidson and Britten .
1973: Davidson et al .. 1975 : Harpold and Craig .
1977: Davidson. Klein and Britten , 1977: Klein et
al .. 1978; Moore et al .. 1978) . In tneir sequence
length . repetition frequenc ies and other characteristics. most of the repeats do not appear to resemble structural genes . No general function has yet
been identified for repetitive sequence lamilies.
and the basic reason for their existence remains
unknown .
A key question is whether repetitive · sequences
are transcribed. and if so . whether the patterns of
transcription have anything to do with the state of
cell diHerentiation . Early hybridization studies
identified repetitive sequence transcripts and sug·
gested that the patterns ot repeat transcription are
indeed tissue-specific (for reviews. see Davidson
and Britten . 1973: Davidson. 1976) . Most of the
data generated in these studies . are only partially
interpretable due to the inadequacy of the methods
used for kinetic measurements. This led to diHiculty in distinguishing between quantitative
changes in repeat transcript sequence concentration. qualitative changes in the sets of repeats
represented in various RNAs and differences in the
genomic reiteration frequencies of the repeats that
are transcribed. Th~e questions can be answered
in a precise way by studying the hybridization with
cellular RNAs of individual cloned repetitive sequences, each representing a specific repeat family. This paper describes experiments which dem·
onstrate that the transcripts of cloned repetitive
sequence families are present at very different
concentrations in the nuclear RNA of sea urchin
embryos. as compared with the nuclear RNA ct
adult intestine cells. The set of cloned repeats
which is highly represented in gastrula nuclear
RNA is different from the set which is highly represented in intestine nuclear RNA . The accompanying report of Costantini et al . (1978) shows that
these cloned repetitive sequences display a still
distinct pattern of representation in mature oocyte
RNA. Taken together . these data lead to the general conclusion that repetitive sequence representation in RNA is highly tissue-spec ific . The repeat
transcripts appear not to be associated with poly·
somal mRNA, and they differ from the latter in that
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both complementary strands of each repeat sequence are always represented in the RNA.

o~ r - ~<

Results

02 ~

Strand-Separated, Cloned Repetitive Sequence
Tracers
The object of the experiments described below was
to measure the concentration of transcripts complementary to individual repetitive sequence families in the nuclear RNAs of two ditterent tissues.
Each family was represented by a cloned ONA
fragment (Scheller et al. . 1977) . For the purpose of
the hybridization experiments and in order to determine whether repetitive sequence representation in the RNA is symmetrical. it was necessary to
separate the two complementary strands of each
cloned ONA fragment. This was accomplished by
electrophoresis in neutral polyacrylam ide gels
loaded with alkali-<1enatured DNA fragments (see
E.xperimental Procedures) . Figure 1 shows that
each of the separated strands is essentially free of
its complement . since no reaction whatsoever is
observed when it is incubated alone.
Table 1 lists some characteristics of the nine
cloned repetitive sequences studied in this pacer
and the repeat families to which they belong . The
data shown are reproduced from the measurements of Klein et al. (1978). Table 1 indicates the
genomic reiteration frequencies . the cloned sea
urchin DNA fragment length . the approx imate base
composition and an estimate of the internal sequence divergence for each family . The latter is the
average traction of mispaired bases in the strand
pairs formed when complementary members of the
repeat fami ly react with each other. It is calculated
by comparing the thermal stability of the native
cloned repeat with the thermal stability of heteroduplexes formed between a cloned ONA fragment
and the complementary sequences in the genomic
DNA . The cloned repeats chosen for the present
study are heterogeneous with respect to all of the
parameters listed in Table 1. Some. such as those
carried in clones 2007 and 2034 . belong to families
displaying very little intrafamilial sequence diver·
gence . The repeat fam ilies represented by clones
2090 . 2109A and 21098, on the other hand, are
relatively divergent . Although seven of the nine
repeat fragments tall in the 100-400 nucleotide
range , those carried in clones 2034 and 2007 are
longer. Reiteration frequency for this set of repeat
families varies from approximately 20 copies per
haploid genome to approximately 1000. With regard to the properties considered in Table 1, the
nine cloned repeats chosen for this study are fairly
representative of the variety of repetitive sequences
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Figu,. 1. Comoiementanty anc P\Jnty ot S1ranc-SeQara1ed Prwo•ranoM ot Rege11hve ONA trom Clones 2137 •nd 2108
EquaJ aHauots ot rad ioactive tow•r and uoper "rand ONA from
cionee 2137 and 2108 ~re m1xe<J. healed at 105"C and 1ncu~ated
at 60-C 1n 0 .S l.4 pl"tOSOnare Outfer . The f1"2ct1on ot ll'?-0NA
t"HUOClated at eacn ti me e>0int wu a.ssayed bv riydroxyaoame
binding . The sottd Hne1 a.re ieasr-SQuares soluttons asaum1nq
..concl-Order kl,,.UCS . i- l - l CIO,,. 2137 . ( -~-) CIO"" 2108.
The nalf-ume lor tne r. .c110n ot tne c10,,. 2137 ONA was 24 2
mrn . and tna1 fer the reacuon of tne clone 2108 ONA was 11.2
min. From "'•.amount ot raclioact1vuy (2.S4 x 10- cpm/ml) and
<l'le trag"""'' tenqtns tT•Ote 11 . tne soec:1flc aetivilies _,. calcu·
lated to 0. aoprox1m1tely 1.7 x 10' cpmt 1'9 tor tne 2137 tr.iqment
•nCI 8.2 x 10" cpmt "9 tor tne 2108 fragment. As a k1ne11c sW>dard
for tntS calculauon. we used tM wcond-ordar rena1urat1on ot
<OX174RF ONA stucsi.d by Galau. Bnnen and Davidson (1971) .
Wiien .,,,,., 2137 uoper sir.ind 1Cl. 2108 uooer •tranc (t.I . 2137
lower strand 1•l or 2108 lower strano ( ~ ) w et9 incubated in tl'le
lbeenc:. of t~ir r.spective compHtmentary strands. no detectatlkt
reaction occurred(-) .

found in the S . purpuratus genome (Klein et al.,
1978) .
Hybridization Reactions with Sea Urchin Nuclear
RN As
The nuclear RNAs chosen for this study derive from
dissimi lar sources-spec ifically . gastrula stage embryos and adult intestine cells. Hough et al. (1975)
showed that the complexity of gastrula hnRNA is
-2 x 10• nucleotides . or approximately a th ird of
the total single-copy sequence length in the genome . and that the average single-copy RNA sequence is present in 0.5-1 copy per nucleus . This
conclusion was confirmed recently in our labora·
tory by independent measurements of the kinet ics
of reaction of a single-copy 'H-DNA tracer with
whole embryo RNA . Wold et al. (1978) found that
the complexity of intestine RNA is at least equal to .
if not greater than . that of the gastrula hnRNA , but
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Taole 1. Some Characteristics of Nine Cloned Reo.cmve
Seauences and The.r G.nom1c Famtlies

Genomic

Clo,,.•

Ae1terat1on

L.Mtgtnc-

Fr~uency,,
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Aoprox1mate
Base
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.&00
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3.7

2090
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7.5

2108

3.5
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190

-13

5.7

2109A

900

200

32

>19.7

21098

1000

125

44

>2:1.J

21:J38
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310

SJO

190
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k, T

T, = ,- ,.fc

1978).

••.ctroonores1s 1n the ores.nee ct sundatd1 at

' Percen1aqe ol 10 • Cl c.alCula!ed lrom the thermal •taottity ol
tn1 native cloned tracar. taJ1t1nq into account rn. duo11x ren9t'1.
Since onmary M<J~CI may •Hect tn1t

(1)

i<..,

• Clones ot t1't1s series constructed 1n tr'HS 1aooratory oy blunt •""
ligauon of ren11urwa reoears a,.. d"tignated CS20()()..C.S.3999. For
conven1enc1. 1ne CS o'9tnc is om1ttld 1n tn1s paoer.
"' Measur9d by (ne '9f'larurat1on lun«ic:I of rwacnona between tne
! a~ cl onec:J 1racer and excess 0•1'0ITl•C ONA (KJe1n et 11. .
' Meaaur.d by 994
known 11ngth .

proximate concentration in the RNA of transc ri pts
those specific repetitive sequence families to
which the cloned tracers belong . This calculation
is carried out oy comparing the rate ot the hybrrdizauon reaction to the rate of the reaction ot the
same RNA with sing le-copy ONA. The numoer of
RNA transcrrpts per nucleus complementary to a
given strand of a cloned repeat. T,. is given by :

ot

ca1eu1111on . 1ne vatua

snown are onty aoorox1mat1 . Suen erro~ are not tike+y 10 oe very
1arg1 . nowewr . inc 1n me case wtwtre the onmary WQuenea •S
:Cnown tcloti• 21098: unouolianed da~L .19~1 1s c:iu1te
saus1ae1ory . See Kle.n et al. (19781.

u•

· v11u.. for tne mean 1ntratam1lW sequence d1Yer9enee
.snown . aa measuf9d Oy ~le1n tf 1J. P978l . This param.ter •s 1ne
mean numoer of m1so111ltd l)ases oer 100 nucleobdes in stra.n<2
pairs berwffn complementary rrwttnoers ot ,,,. s.a1ne repeat family . It is catcuialld assuming that , ._. WQl.leOC• mtSmatcn ruults
1n a 1-C decnt&M •t1 rieter0duol1x tnennai staOtlity reiatlve to a
~'Y ma1cned duotex 1Bri1ten . Granam .,,d Neutel4. t97•).
T"'- da1a used tor tn1s c.a1cu1111on ._,.(,,.Tm al 1ne n1t1ve clon«J

tr19ment and tl"I• Tm of th• he«1roduplexft lormtfd by reec:t1n9

rne clot'\«td fragm.,,t Wllh genomic ONA at 45'C in 0 .1 2 M ;:mo•
pna1e outtw.

the steady state quantity of complex RNA per
nucleus is less . The data ot Wold et al. (1978) show
that there is only about 0.1 copy ot each sequence
per average intestine nucleus. This nuclear RNA
was chosen for the present experiments because
the pattern of structural gene expression in adult
intestine is very different from that in the gastrula.
Galau et at. (1976) and Wold et at. (1978) showed
that the complexity of intestine polysomal mANA is
only -6 x 10" nucleotides as compared with 17 x
104 nucleotides tor gastrula . About half of the
intestine mRNA sequence set is also represented
in gastrula or blastuta polysomal mANA .
The kinetics of reactions between excess gastruta and intestine nuclear RNAs and the strandseparated . cloned tracers were measured . From
these kinetics. it is possible to calculate the ap-

In this equation . T., is the number of transcripts of
an average single-copy sequence per nucleus .
cited above tor each nuclear RNA : fc is a correction
factor tor the effect on the kinetics of disparrty in
tracer and driver length (Chamoerlin et at. . 1978):
k,. is the pseudo-first-order singie-copy hybrrdiza·
t1on rate constant: and k, is the rate constant fo r
tne reaction of the cloned tracer with the nuclear
RNA . Numerical values ot these parameters used
in the calculation ot T, are listed in the legend to
Table 2. The intratamrtiat sequence oivergence ano
the tracer base composition vary for each (Table
1). and this could attect the hybrioization rate
constants used for calculations with equation ( 1l.
The hybrrdizatron conditions which we used (0.5 M
phosphate buffer . 55'C) provide a reaction criterion
significantly below the Tm ct the RNA-"P-ONA
nybrids formed in these reactions (data not shown).
We know from the small intratamrlial divergence in
most cases (Klein et at. . 1978) that the kinetic
effects ot divergence wrtnin tne cloned repeat fam·
ilies cannot be large (Bonner et at .. 1973) . For the
highly divergent cloned repeat families termed
class Ill by Klein et at. (1 978) (that is. clones 2090 .
2109A and 21098) . however . the hybridization ki·
netics could yrelo underestimates ot transcript con·
centration by several fold . We might expect the
kinetic estimates ot transcript number to be low for
these cases. both because of kinetic retardation
and because there may be some family members
and transcripts whose sequences are too divergent
to react at all under our conditions (Klein et al.,
1978). An additional ettect on the reaction kinetics
derives from the disparity in length between the
hybridizing ANA molecules and some of the cloned
tracer ONA fragments . As shown by Costantini et
al. (1978) and below . most of the reactive RNAs are
much longer than the tracers . A length correction
of several fold on the kinetics ct the RNA hybridi·
zation reactions is indicated by the study of Cham·
berli n et al. (1978). who showed that long drivershort tracer reactions are retarded. Where the
average length ot the reacting RNA species is
known by direct measurement . we have corrected
the measured rate constant according to equation
(5) of Chamberlin and colleagues . For other cases.
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a minimum reasonable correction has been applied . as indicated in the legend to Table 2. Despite
these various unceria1nties. the transcriot concen·
trations calculated from the rate constants using
equation (1 ) agree within a factor of 2-3 with
measurements of transcript concentrations made
by the totally independent titration method. as
discussed below .
Kinetic data were obtained by measuring hydrox·
yapatite binding of the cloned tracer fragments as
a function of RNA Cot. Examples are shown in
Figure 2. In each panel of Figure 2. the two right·
hand curves are kinetic standards presented tor
purposes of comparison . The rignt-hand solid line
indicates the kinetics of the reaction of a singlecooy 'H-ONA tracer with excess intestine nuclear
RNA under · the same conditions . and the right·
hand dashed line shows the reaction of the singlecooy 'H-ONA tracer with excess gastrula nuclear
RNA. Each of the cloned tracers reacts at a pariic·
ular rate with each nuclear RNA . Figure 2A shows
that the upper strand of the repeat fragment from
clone 2034 reacts much taster with intestine nu-

clear RNA (circles) than with gastrula nuclear RNA
(triangles) . The opposite case is seen in Figure 28.
Here the clone 21098 upper strand is found to
react more rapidly with gastrula nuclear RNA than
with intestine nuclear RNA. A third situation is
illustrated in Figure 2C . In this case . the upper
strand fragment of clone 2090 is shown to react at
about the same rate with either of the nuclear
RNAs . There is no poss1b1lity that the RNA Cotdependent hybndi:z:auon observed could be due to
DNA contaminating the nuclear RNA preparations.
Prior treatment of hybridi:z:ation samples with nbonuclease under low salt conditions (in which RNAONA hybrids are destroyed though ONA duplexes
are not affected) completely eliminates all hydroxyapat1te binding of the strand-separated tracer
fragments .
A result of major interest in these experiments is
that botfl strands of each cloned repetitive sequence react with the nuclear RNAs . Usually . but
not always . the transcript concentration is within a
factor of two for the two complementary strands.
Since both strands are more or less equally repre-
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F»gure 2. Kinetics

ot A..c11on

oe-n Exe... Nucl..,r ANA aNI StreNl·S.p1rated Cloned F1411>91t Trace~

Eac:n panel displ1y3 tne kinetics ot "'action between a straNl...oarated cloned tracer aNI intestine t•l and gutrula (.6) nuclear ANAs. Tho
reactions_,.. camod out in 0.5 M l)N>apnato Cutte< at SS"C 1nd assayed Cy nydroxyapatite Condlng. The POSl•ble presence ot ONA-ONA
duolex waa rout1nety monitored by meuurtng tne b1ndln9 to hydroxy1pat1te of s.amoles exposed to a low salt RNAase lreatmttf\t . The
metncda used are described in E.xoef'imental Procedures. Oita plotted arw norm1lized to the react1v1ty of tne indiVtduaJ tracers . indicated
betow . The lines drawn through these data. snow beSt le... -sQuares solutions to me data . assuming second--order kinetiC3 (see text) . Aate
constants .are lisled in Table 2. The k1netic:s oft~ reactton1 of :single-copy ' H-ONA tracer w1tl'\ gaatrula nuclear ANA (data from Hou9h et
aJ., 1975: also our unpublisned dara) and w1tn int9St1ne nuclear ANA (data from Wo6d et al.. 1978} are indicated in tacn panel. Pseuda.-tirstotder rate constants tor ttiese reacttons ire: for intestine nuclear ANA. 2 .5 x 10-• ~-· sec-• (solid line). arid ror gastrula nuclear RNA, 1.1
x 10- M·' see-• (dashed linet.

(Al Aeac1tons w•tn the upper otrand

ot tne sea urcnin ONA insert ot clone 2034 . Reactivity ol tne clone 2034 U fragment was T7'% . The

·· nonreactive " 21 P radioactivity in the annealing mixtures is mainly .,.....,•P ... A.TP persisting from the kinase reaction used tor latM!ling the
fragments. The intestine nuclear ANA was pre~t at a 1 x 10' fold mass excess. and the gastNla nuclear RNA at a 4 x 10' fokt mass
IXC8$S with respect 10 tl'te tracer.
(8} Reactions with the upper strand of tt'Mt 5ea urchin ONA insert of clone 21098 . Reactivity ol tnts tracer was 63"'0. The inttt"Stine nuclear
RNA was present in a 1 x 10 1 told mass excasa . and the 9astrul1 nuclear RNA in a S x 10' fold mas.a exee:s.s with respect to the up~A
tracer . The lower termination with the 1ntest1ne ANA is due to the tact tnat the sequence excess tor tnis RNA was onty about 7 told . due to
i13 relati'vely low prevalence in intestine nuclear ANA and to competition tor the upper strand frag ment by a slight e .. cess of RNAs ot the
same complementanty aa tne upoer strand.
(C) Reaction with the upoer strand ot the sea ureh1n ONA insert of clone 2090 . The reactivity of this tracer was 61,.o . The intestine nuclear
RNA was ore:seru in a ~ x 10- fold mass excess. and the 9a.strula nuclear ANA in a 2 .5 x 10' toid m~ exc~ witn respect to the tracer
ONA. . The slignt decrease in me 11rm1nal va11..1e in tn. gastrula reaction is ot !he same cause as indicated in (8) tor the intestine RNA
reaction .
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sented in the nuclear RNA . the kinetics of most o f
the reactions with the cloned tracers are generally
closer in form to second-order than to pseudo- first·
order. The solid (intestine) and dashed (gastrula)
lines shown in Figure 2 for the cloned tracer
reactions are the least-squares solutJons assuming
second-order kinetics . Second-order rate constants and values o f T, calculated by application of
equation (1) arA shown in Table 2.
Measurements of the concentration in nuclear
RNAs of transcnpts complementary to each of the
two strands are shown for several clones in Figure
3. The method here is titration of excess strand-
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F''9ure 3. r.trauon ot Strand-s.oan1ted CloMd R-•t Frag.
ments witll Gastrula and Intestine Nuciear RNA.s

Strand·MQ•rated cloned trac.'3 were reac:t.i in e•ees.s with
varymq vnot.Jnts of 1ntfftlne or g:utn.Jtl nuc,..r RN.A to Cot v1h,..
(Witn respect lo tn• ••cest •p ... QNA) 1utnctent to terminate the
rHetk>n1 . Th41 1bscisaa snows ANA/ONA mua ,.tto x 1Q-4 tor
• 10"' t0< clone 2108. Tna fraction (1/a) of RNA conSt1tin9 of tr•nscri pts complementary to eaen cton«t tracat' lra9"'
rftent wu caJcu111ed as described in tne text. Sohd lines 1r.
the lunctJona dascrob«I by oqu•tion (2). The numf>er ol eomplem9f1tary transcri pts P« nucleus (T, ) wu c1tcul1ted from these
data ua1n9 equation (4) . Value"S ot l / a and T, 11"9 listed in Tao•• 2.
(,t.) The upper stn1nd of the ctone 2034 lnigmant wu reacted w1tn
varyil"lg amount! ot gastn.ila nuclear ANA ( e) . The •?-QNA
ecncen tration was measured by tracer renatura t ~n kinew:s . as in
Figure 1. The ONA spee1fle activity wu 6 .5 x 10" cpm/,..g and its
c l one~ :

reaetlv1ty was 80%.
(8) The upper strand ( C ) and lower strand

!•>

of the clone 2106
fragment were rea et&d w1tt1 vary1n9 amounts of intestine nuclear

ANA . The tracer specific acti"fty was 3 x 101 cpm/ ,11og and its
reactivity was 78~• .

(Cl The same tracers ... in ( 8) ..,.,,. titrated with gaatrula nuelear
RNA .

separated 32 P-ONA tracer with increasing amounts
of RNA. As more RNA is added. a greater amount
of the l2P-ONA is hybridized and can be bound to
hydroxyapat1te . The reactions were ru n to kinetic
termination (that is . ;;,: 1Q x Cot ,,,) with respect to
the excess partner-in this case . the l2P-ONA.
Calculations of transcript prevalence earned out by
this method are not sub1ect to the panicu lar uncertainties which affect the Kinetic estimates . Thus
titration estimates are not as sensitive to kinetic
retardation since the reactions are carried to completion . If . however . a significant number of RNA
molecules are present which are broken within the
repeat transcript seQuence . the ti tration estimates
will yield values which are high . since all the
resulting RNA fragments can cause binding of ONA
tracer molecu!es to hydroxyapatite . Th is should
not cause a severe problem . gi ven the hig h average
ratio between the length of the hybridizing RNA
molecules and the cloned repeats (see Costantini
at al. . 1978: also the data presented below l. Note
that the accu racy of titration measurements depends uoon the accuracy of the tracer-spec ific
activity determinations . A practical ad vantage of
the titration over the kinetic method is that 1t
requires smaller quantities of nuclear RNA . Th is is
important in the use of rare transcr ipts . for which it
is ditticult to ot>tain RNA seQuence excess.
When t>oth strands of the sequence are present
equally in the unlabeled nucleic ac id (here the
RNA) . the form of the titration curve can be described as follows (Wallace . Duce and Sonner.
19n: Moore et al.. 1978):
T

r:

1
3

;-:;a/A

(2)

In this equation . TI T., is the fraction of the strand·
separated 32 P-ONA fragment that can tle bound to
hydroxyapatite at kinetic termination in a reaction
carried out at an RNA/ "P-ONA ratio of R. and 1/ a
is the traction of the RNA complementary to the
tracer fragment . For low RNA/ DNA ratios-that is.
in the initial part of the titration curve when on!y a
small amount of the tracer can react .

2..2(..!.
) R.
to
a

(3)

Thus 1/a is the init ial slope of the titration curve . If
on ly the one strand wh ich is complementary to the
cloned tracer were present in the RNA . equation (3)
wou!d provide a description for the titrat ion curve
which is exact beyond its early phase . In fact . the
concentrat ion of RNAs comp!ementary to the two
strands of the cloned fragments is usually not just
the same (see below) . and for this reason equation
(2) does not always prov ide an exact form for our
present pu rposes . In the large majority of cases .
our data were obtained at sufficiently low RNA/
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DNA ratios so that the difference between the value
ot TIT,, calculated by equation (21 or equation (3)
was insignificant. The value of (a) was obtained by
least-squares methods (Pearson. Davidson and
Britten . 1977) . Values of a·• are shown in Table 2.
Given an estimate of (a1. the number of complementary transcripts tor each cloned tracer strand
per nucleus. T, , is calculated in the following
manner:

sented about equally in gastrula nuclear RNA (data
not shown). Approximately nine transcripts complementary to the 2034U fragment are present per
gastrula nucleus . while according to the kinetic
experiment shown in Figure 2A. there are approximately 20 transcripts per nucleus. Figures 38 and
3C show intestine nuclear RNA and gastrula nuclear RNA t1trations earned out with the upper and
lower strands of the clone 2108 fragment. There
are 10-20 times more transcripts complementary to
both the upper and lower strands of the 2108
fragment 1n gastrula nuclear RNA than in intestine
nuclear RNA. The titration curves. however. show
that concentrations ot transcripts complementary
to the upper and lower strands are only a factor of
acout two apart in each nuclear RNA .
Figure 4 shows the most extreme example of
asymmetric strand representation which we encountered . Figure 4A shows the reaction of the
upper and lower strands of the clone 2109A fragment with each other. and demonstrates the purity
of each strand by the method used in Figure 1.
Figure 4B shows the kinetics of the reaction of
these two strands with gastrula nuclear RNA . Both
strands are represented by approximately 10 complementary transcripts per gastrula nucleus. In

(4)

In this equation. Q is the mass ot RNA per nucleus
in the RNA preparation (in grams: see legend to
Table 2 tor numerical values). a is as defined above
in equations (2) and (3l. N is Avogadro ·s number
and L is the length of tne cloned fragments (from
Table 1) in nucleotides . The values of T, calculated
by application of equation (4) to titration data are
listed in Table 2. where they can be compared to
the kinetic estimates of T,.
Figure 3A illustrates the titration with gastrula
nuclear RNA of the upper strand of the clone 2034
fragment. The form of the complete titration curve.
tit with equation (2). can be seen in this panel. The
lower strand of the clone 2034 fragment is repre-
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Fi<;jure 4 . Kinetics of Reactions of the Uoper and lower Strands of tne Clone 2109A Fragment witn Nuctur RNAs
(Al Renaturation of tne uoper &nd lower strands of the clone 2109A fra9ment . as in Figure t (()) . Failure of seoarated strands to react with
tnemset.es is also shown : 2109A U strand (0) and 2109A l strand(•) . Cata nave Deen normalized for a lracer reactiv.ty of e~• . measured
by reactton with excass tocal sea urchin ONA. The t'9naruration follows second-order kinetics (solid line). Spec11ic activity of these tracers
was calculated to be 9 x 10" cpm/,..g. Tn1s uoeriment was carried out to ensure that tne 2109A U and l tracer preparations used in (8) and
(CJ beliaYed aoorooriately.
(Bl R. .ciion of tne 2109A U (A) and l (J.) tracers w1t11 gastrula nuclear RNA . Botll sets ot data are cons1S1ent wi1n tne 5ame second-<:>rdar
kinetic function {S.Oltd line). The rate constant obtained apoears in Table 2. The mass ratio of ga.strula nuclear RNA to the cloned tracers
was 9 x 10- in this expenrnent. The solid line indicates the Kinetics of the reacnon ot gastrut• nuclear ANA w1th a Sl"91e-copy JH--QNA
tracer (data lrom Hough et al.. t975) .
(CJ Reacnon ot th• same 2109A U (Al and l (4) tracers witn intestine nuclear RNA. Tr1nseripts complementary to the !WO otrands ditter in
concentration by at least 3 told . The lailure of tenn1nation of tne L strand reaction is due mainly to competition from the excess upper
strand complement in the ANA . The mass ratio of RNA to tracer was S x 10' . Estimated s.econd9()rder rate constants tor these reactions are
llsted in Table 2. Due to the unusual strand asymmetry . l"lowever. the kinetic.s of the-se reactions should deVlate tram second·order form .
and the solutions 1.re only accrox1mare- tt\at is. the upper strand reaction should tend toward pseudo--tirst-order kinetics . Other factof3 .
such a.a presence of small nucleic acid tragments . may be anenuat1n9 the taner ponton ot t~ reacuon. tnus yielding the overall second·
order form observed (Solid line1. The maximum difference in the number of complementary transcriots per nucletJs due to uncertainties in
tna rorm of the kinetics will not exceed a factor of rwo . The dasned line shows tne kinetiC3 of the ruction of intestine nuclear FINA wuh
si119le-<opy 'H-ONA cracer (data from Wold et al. . 1978).
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intestine nuclear RNA. however . the uooer and
lower strand of the clone 2109A fragment are very
differently represented. The lower strand reaction
fails to terminate . essentially because of competition from the RNA sequence present 1n excess \t hat
is. the sequence complementary to the 2109A upper strand). The upper strand reacts completely.
We estimate that there are 16-20 transcripts complementary to the upper strand of the 2109A fragment per intestine nucleus. but only aoout 2-6
transcripts complementary to the 2109A tower
strand per nucleus.
The following qualitative conclusions can be
drawn from the series of kinetic and titration measurements summarized in TaOle 2. First. all the
cloned repeat families are represented at some
level 1n both gastrula and intestine nuclear RNAs.
Second . eacn reoet1t1ve secuence family aisolays a
particular pattern of representation with regard to
the number of complementary RNA transcripts per
nucleus - that is, some are represented preferentially 1n intestine nuclear RNA . some in gastrula
nuclear RNA and some are about equally represented in the two RNAs. Finally , both strands of
each clone are always represented in the nuclear
RNAs and are usually, but not always. found at
similar concentrations.

Approximate Length of Nuclear RNA Molecules
Hybridizing with the Cloned Ae1>9at Fragments
Since the cloned repetitive sequences are only a
few hundred nucleotides tong . the question arises
wnether they might react with nuclear RNA molecules of a similar size. Figure 5 snows an experiment in which the gastrula nuclear RNA preparation was separated into size classes (I. II and Ill of
Figure SA) by velocity sedimentat ion in a denaturing DMSO sucrose gradient . The hnRNA in the
gastrula nuclear RNA preparations is probably
slightly degraded. Thus the size distribution shown
in Figure SA may not represent the original in vivo
size distribution . Fractions I, II and Ill were reacted
separately with the upper strand of the clone 2090
repeat fragment (Figure S8) and with the upper
strand of the clone 2137 fragment (Figure SC) .
Equal volumes of each RNA size traction were used
to titrate excess quantities of the cloned tracer .
Thus the amount of a cloned tracer capable of
hybridizing with a given volume of each size class
solution indicates the relat ive concentration of
complementary transcripts in that RNA size class.
Our results are summarized in the inset histograms
of Figures 58 and SC . The experiment shows th at
the clone 2090 fragment reacts primarily with RNAs
of the largest size class (that is. >19 .SS). while the
clone 2137 fragment reacts mainly with the midd le
size class (that is , 11 5-19.SS) . A similar result was
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Figure S. Size of G~strula Nucl••r RNA Transcripts Hyond1zu,g
w11n tne CloM 2090 and Clone 2137 Uoper Slrand Fragments
{Al The gasrru1a nuclnr ANA preQararion wu denatured in 80%
OMSO ar 60-C and traet1onated by velocity sedimentation 1n 60'%
OMSO sucrose gradients at 25'C exactly as descnbed Oy Ccstant1 n1 et 11. (1978l . Three srz:. tractions
c ollected using thtt
poaitW>ns ot tne nboaomat f1NA sucuntts as size marker!. Fraction
115-19 ..SS and Ill is 2s-11S . TlieM fracttons were
I is> 19 ..SS .
dialyzed. precio•tatld and suspended in equal volumes or 0.5 mM
N• acetate (pH 5.5).
(8 and Cl The volume of eacn RNA 0tze fraction (I. II or Ill)
indicated 0t1 tne aosctssa was reacted with constant quantities of
1ne cloned lragments: RNA fraction I ( 8). fraction II I•! and
fraction Ill (A.) . The "tratton curves-re analyzed Oy leui-.ouares
metllods accortllng 10 equation (2) ISff lext) . The inse1 nistogrw.ms snow tne relat~ num~r ot transcripts tor each RNA size
class as a traction (f) of the numcer in the size cla.59 wuh tne
larg"1 numoer of transcriots. ( 8) Upper wand or tne clone 2090
fragment. (C) Upper strand of tne clone 2137 fragment.
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obtained by Costantini et al. (1978) in reactions
between several cloned repeat tracers and mature
oocyte RNA . Considering that some degradation of
the RNA is probable. these data would appear to
exclude the possibility that the complementary
transcripts exist primarily as small molecules of
about the same dimensions as the interspersed
repetitive sequences.
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Quantitative Pattern ot Representation ot Cloned
Repeats
As described in the accompanying pacer . Costantini et al. (1 978) have measured the number of
transcripts per mature oocyte which are complementary to the same nine cloned repeats as were
used in the present experiments . Measurements
are described here tor two different nuclear RNAs .
The nine cloned fragments belong to repetitive
sequence families differing greatly from each other
with respect to genomic reiteration frequency . To
be able to compare the extent to which these
repeat families are represented in the different
RNAs . we define a parameter termed ··representation :"

% representat ion = FTr

'

...

x 100

(5)

where. as above . T, is the number of transcripts
complementary to the cloned tracer per oocyte or
per gastrula or intestine nucleus. T.., is the number
of copies of a typical s1ngte-copy transcript in the
oocyte or the nuclear RNAs and F, is the genomic
reiteration frequency ot the repeat family to which
a given clone belongs . The rationale for equation
(5) is that it all the members of a reoeat family were
being transcribed at the same rate as the average
single-copy sequence . and the repeat transcripts
were processed . turned over and accumulated with
the same kinetics as the single-copy transcripts .
each repeat family would produce transcripts per
cell or nucleus 1n procort1on to its frequency in the
genome . Thus dividing T, by F, normalizes for the
different repeat famil ies according to their size .
and dividing by T., normalizes for the different
steady state levels of single-copy transcripts accumulated in the three RNAs studied . In the oocyle
RNA . the number of copies of each typical singlecopy sequence (T,.,) is approximate ly 1600 (Galau
et al .. 1976; Hough-Evans et al. . 1977) . while as
stated above . in the gastrula nuclear RNA . T,. is 1
or less. and in intestine nuclear RNA. T .. is about
0 .1. Were the repeat transcr ipts which we observe
known to be interspersed among covalently linked
single-copy transcripts which are typical with respect to turnover and prevalence . the representation as calculated by equation (5) would directly
indicate the percentage of the repeat family members being transcribed . As yet . however we have
no direct know ledge ot either the sequence organization or the synthesis and turnover kinetics of
these transcr ipts. Thus we cannot interpret the
representation values obtained by equation (5) in a
simple or un ique way . Calculation of the representation parameter nonetheless yields an interesting
and significant set of comparisons .
Table 2 shows that the numbers of copies of

transcripts comclementary to the c loned repeats
vary from about 3000-100 .000 for the oocyte (average -20 .000) . from about 1-600 tor the gastrula
nucleus (average - 100) and from about 1- 50 for an
intestine nucleus (average - 10) . There are two
important conc lusions to be drawn from these
values. First . in eac!'l RNA . the number o f transcripts of 1ndiv1dual repeat fam ilies per nucleus (Or
oocyte) varies by two orders of magnitude or more .
Second . comparing the three RNAs . the average
numbers of transcripts for given repeat families per
nucleus or per oocyte are in roughly the same
proportion as the numbers of single-copy transcripts. Thus there are an average of about 10
ti mes more single-copy transcripts of each sequence per gastrula nucleus than per intestine
nucleus. and about l Q> ti mes more sing le-copy
transcripts of each sequence per oocyte than per
gastrula nucleus . This rough correspondence provides some empirical justification for the presence
o f T,., in the denominator of equation (5l.
The representat ion values calculated tor each
cloned sequence in the oocyle RNA . gastrula nuclear RNA and intesti ne nuclear RNA are shown in
Table 2. The lowest reoresentation value 1n each
RNA is on the order of 1% . and the highest value is
just under 100% for the intestine and gastrula
nuclear RNAs and several hundred percent tor the
oocyle RNAs . In other words . even when the concentration of transcripts from each repeat family is
normalized for the family reiteration frequency . the
striking differences in the extent to which each
family is represented in a given RNA are not decreased . The large variations in the representation
of different repeat families therefore demonstrate
differences in the transcriptional expression of
these families . Transcript concentration per cell or
nucleus does not depend simply upon whether the
family is large or small .
The pattern of representation among the nine
repeat fam il ies is displayed in Figure 6 as a series
of histograms which show the representation of
each strand of each c loned tracer . In a given RNA.
the d ifferences in representation between t he various repeat families are generally much greater
than the d ifferences between the complementary
strands of each family . Changes in the pattern of
representation when the different RNAs are compared are best illustrated in Figure 7. Here the
representations observed for the nine clones are
normalized for comparison by setting the sum of
the three observations for each equal to un ity . It is
evident that the representation of the clone 2034
fragment is high in intestine nuclear RNA and very
low in the other RNAs (Figure 7A) ; the c lone 21098
fragment is highly represented in gastrula nuclear
RNA but relatively little represented in the other
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RNAs (Figure 7C); the clone 2108 sequence is
represented to the greatest extent in oocyte RNA
(Figure 78) and so forth .
To summarize. these experiments show that the
transcripts of individual repet1t1ve sequence fami lies are present to very diHerent extents in different
cell types . The concentrations of specific repeat
transcripts within each RNA differ by as much as
two orders of magnitude. The factors which could
control representation include the rates of transcription per repeat element in the genome. the
fraction of the genomic copies being transcribed
and the transcript turnover rates. It is clear that
rep resentation is not simply determined by the
genomic reiteration frequency. Whatever the
mechanism . the data demonstrate that the concentration in RNA of the specific repetitive sequence
transcripts is a function of the state of diHerentiation of the cell.
Discussion
These experiments show that different sets of repetitive sequence families are highly represented
in the RNA of each of three cell types . Transcripts
of highly represented repeat families may be present at over 100 times greater co ncentrat ion than
those of relatively nonrepresented families in a
given RNA . Yet it seems important that at least
some transcripts of all nine cloned repeat families
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Reoresentauon data lor eacn c1on«1 reoeat lam11y are lrom Taole
2. Th• data nave been norma11z.o t)y C1iv1a1ng the oerceruaga ot
reore9entauons tor otacn ANA by tne sum of the oercentaqe ot
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U: (C) ( - -)
21096 U. (-·•··I 2090 U: ( di(~ 2109A U. (· -Q- •) 2109A ~;
(el (--•--I 2137 U: 1t) l-+-1 21:JJ U.

were found in all the RNAs. The least prevalent
repetitive sequence transcripts are found at concentrations close to those of typical single-copy
transcripts (Table 2). The experiments of Costantini
et al. (1978) described in the accompanying paper
support these conclusions independently. Their
study shows that a repetitive sequence tracer prepared from genomic ONA reacts almost comp!etely
with e:i:cess mature oocyte RNA at high RNA Cot. A
minor subtraction of this tracer reacts much more
rapidly. however. due to the high concentration of
its transcripts . Thus observations made with both
genomic and cloned repetitive sequence tracers
and relying on several independent methods of
measurement show that repeat transcripts have a
specific pattern of concentration. This complex
situation exceeds the resolving power of the early
hybridization experiments mentioned in the Introduction . Nonethe!ess . the general import of those
experiments - that repetitive sequence representation changes with state of diHerentiation -seems
confirmed by our present results.
A result which is not predictab!e from previous
data is that both complements of every repeat
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family are represented in the RNA. No exceptions
to this rule have been discovered . and usually the
two strands are present in roughly eouivalent concentrations. This is summarized graph ically in Figure 6 . The greatest asymmetry 1n strand representation which we observed is 3-10 fold . Since the
representation of different repeat families may vary
by two orders of magnitude or more . both strands
of each family seem to participate in the cell typespec1fic expression of that family. The simplest .
though certainly not the only . explanation for the
expression of both complements is that multiple
members of each repeat family are being transcribed asymmetrically 1n separate transcription
units. These members are likely to be interspersed
1n distant regions of the genome and would therefore be independently oriented. If both orientations
occur freouently with respect to the oirection of
transcription. the two strands would be represented about eoually in the RNA . as is generally
observed . This explanation is consistent with the
interpretation that many members of each highly
reoresented repeat family are being transcribed.
An alternative explanat1on which cannot at present
be excluded is that repetitive seouence transcription is actually symmetrical at most if not all sites.
Hough et al. (1975) showed that the single-copy
sequences of hnRNA are asymmetrically reoresented in gastrula nuclei. Thus symmetric representation of repeats in the nuclear RNA could not
be explained by symmetric transcription at given
sites if the RNA reoeats are covalently assoc iated
with typical single-copy transcripts. Unfortunately .
the nature of the RNA sequences flanking the
repeat transcripts is not yet known, and this question must remain unanswered until more information is obtained.
Measurements made by reacting single-copy
tracers with the same RNAs as those used in these
investigations show that approximately 6% of single-copy sequence is represented in oocyte RNA.
and perhaps 30% in the two nuclear RNAs (Hough
et al.. 1975: Anderson et al.. 1976: Galau et al ..
1976: Kleene and HumphreylS . 19n; Hough-Evans
et al. . 19n). According to these studies. overlaps
in the single-copy sequence sets among cell types
are large . Thus only a minor fraction of the total
genomic single-copy sequence complement can so
tar be accounted for in RNA transcripts . In contrast. all of the repetitive sequence families appear
to be represented at some level in each of the three
RNAs studied here (see also Costantini et al., 1978).
Furthermore. six of the nine cloned repeat families
are represented to an extent >50% in one or
another of these three RNAs. It does not seem
improbable that every middle repetitive sequence
family in the genome may be represented in RNA in
a cell type-specific way . Perhaps all the repeat

families are used in the sense of transcription of
some members. while only a minor portion of the
single-copy sequence is transcribed.
Repetitive sequences could be included in oolysomal mRNA as short RNA sequence elements
covalently linked to single-copy message sequences. or they could be present on separate
molecules as transcripts of repetitive structural
genes. An example of the latter is the histone
message set. Previous studies have shown that
repeat transcripts are not covalently associated
with single-copy sequence transcripts in polysomal
mRNAs of sea urchin embryos (Goldberg et al. .
1973) . HeLa cells (Klein et al. . 1974) or rodent cells
(Campo and Bishop . 1974; Rabbltts and Milstein.
1975: Legler and Cohen . 1976\ . although Dina.
Meza and Criopa (1974) claimed such an organizati on for the messenger RNAs of Xenopus embryos .
Were transcripts of the cloned repetitive sequences
covalently associated with single-cooy polysomal
message . this assoc iation should be easily demonstrable . The alternative possibility that the cloned
repeats are derived from repetitive structural genes
seems somewhat improbable. a priori. given th eir
short length. their sequence divergence (Klein et
al.. 1978) and the ooservation of Costantini et al.
(1978) that both strands of the cloned repeat
tracers are represented in the RNA of the mature
oocyte. Like other mRNAs . the bona fide maternal
messages of oocyte RNA are present asymmetrically. Th is has been shown most recently in experiments carried out with cloned structural genes for
sea urchin oocyte maternal messages (T . L.
Thomas. R. J . Britten and E. H. Davidson . unpublished observations).
To determine whether their transcripts are associated to a significant extent with messenger RNA .
we reacted several of the cloned repetitive sequences with polysomal RNA from blastula stage
embryos . In a representative experiment. the separated strands of the clone 21098 repeat fragment
were reacted with a 5 x 1o• fold mass excess of
polysomal RNA. Complementary transcripts proved
to be suHiciently rare in the polysomal RNA that
this RNA/ONA ratio resulted in a tracer ONA sequence excess for both strands . Using equations
(3) and (4) . we calculated from the data obtained in
these reactions that about 2.5 transcripts complementary to the upper strand and 4 .1 transcripts
complementary to the lower strand are present in
the polysomal RNA of each typical blastula cell .
These numbers are comparable to the numbers per
cell of rare or complex class mRNAs transcribed
from single-copy genes (Galau et al., 1974). although the c lone 21098 sequence occurs in the
ONA approximately a thousand times per haploid
genome . We believe that the small amount of clone
21098 representation observed in polysomal RNA
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is due to contamination either with nuclear or with
nonpolysomal maternal RNAs persisting from the
oocyte. although ocher explanations cannot be
excluded. Table 2 shows ttiat the clone 21098
transcript appears in several hundred copies per
gastrula nucleus and in almost 83.000 copies per
oocyte. In no case have we observed a high representation of a cloned repeat 1n the blastula polysomal RNA compared with its representation in
oocyte RNA or gastrula nuclear RNA.
What is the biological meaning ot the specific
patterns of repeat transcript concentration? It is
highly improbable that the short repetitive sequences are structural genes. given their charac·
teristics and their symmetrical representation in
oocyte RNA. Furthermore. one of the specifically
represented cloned reoeats studied here. 21098.
contains no less than 18 transtattonal termination
signals. including both orientations and all possible reading frames (J . w . Posakony. R. J. Britten
and E. H. Davidson . unpublished observations on
primary sequence data). Although the interspersed
repeat transcripts do not seem to have tl'le charac·
tenstics of potysomal message . they are clearly
associated with nuclear RNA. as shown by this and
earlier work (for example. Darnell and Balint. 1970:
Jelinek et al .. 1973: Smith et at .. 1974). A hypothesis which may be relevant to our present results is
that hnRNA has an intranuclear regulatory function
mediated by the interspersed repetitive SE'quence
transcripts . In this extension of our earlier gene
regulation models (Davidson et al .. 1977). we argued that the concentrarion of transcripts of different repeat families could control the sequencespecific interactions requi red for each cell to express an appropriate set of structural genes. We
predicted that repeat transcript concentrarions
should vary greatly in nuclear RNAs . comparing
different repetitive sequence families and different
cell types. This prooos1tion. in fact. led us to
undertake the present experiments. and as far as
they go. the prediction is confirmed . We remain
completely ignorant of the way in which the RNA
repeat transcripts are actually used. if at all . Nonetheless. it is interesting to consider the observations summarized in Table 2 and Figure 6 from the
point of view of these regulatory hypotheses. The
repeat transcripts of the hnRNA could perform
sequence-specific regulatory interactions in any of
several ways. One possibility is that they interact
with complementary repetitive sequences in the
DNA and . as previously proposed . mediate struc·
tural gene transcription (Britten and Davidson.
1969: Davidson et al .. 1977). In this case, the
presence ot transcripts of both strands would suggest that promoters of both orientations are used.
A closely related alternative proposition is that
sequence-specific regulatory interactions take

place between complementary hnRNA molecules
rather than with the genomic ONA . Federoff and
Wall (1976) and Federoff . Wallauer and Wall (1 977)
showed that hnRNA of HeLa cells can partially
renature to form RNA-RNA duplexes. Their experiments also indicated that at least a large part of
these duplexes hybridize with repetitive DNA sequences. Our present findings demonstrate that
the set of such duplexes which could be formed in
a given hnRNA would be cell type-specific. since
this process. like any renaturation . should depend
upon the sequence concentration of the reacting
strands. RNA-RNA duplexes could serve as proc·
essrng sites for mRNA precursors. as also suggested by other investigators (for example. Feder·
off et al.. 1977). In terms of the kinetics ct the
putative repetitive sequence reactions. the genomic and hnRNA sequence organizations required
and the cell type specificity of repeat transcript
concentrations. the RNA-ONA and RNA-RNA regulation models are very similar . This is shown diagramatically in Figure 8. There is. of course. no
evidence tl'lat either RNA-ANA or RNA-ONA complexes exist in the nucleus. nor is there any convincing reason to rule out the possibility of either.
It is interesting to consider a purely hypothetical
calculation in which the real time for completion of
either type of reaction is estimated from the tran-
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Figure 8. Simplified Regulation Models ~uinng C..11 Type-Soec1fic Concen tration of "11nieular Repetitive ~uence Transcnpis

The top line ,_,resents a r&g ion ot genomic ONA contatn1n9 two
stl'IJCtUral genes U>d •alious snort repelilive sequences liH!I.
indteated by double wavy lina. inters~ with 31ngle-copy

sequences. indicated Oy douOle straignt

!in~ .

In (A). an RNA-ONA

interactlon setieme is indicated. Transcriplion of genes (1) and (2)
on tne ONA occurs wnen tne contiQuous repetltiw seq~nce .. a··
reacts w1tl"I an hnANA mol9C1Jle containing an l"lomologous repeat
etement. "a .. (single wavy line) . An A looe>-llke triplelC or some
other sequence-spec ific structure could be rormed. The tai led
sotid circle indicates a Potymerase transcription complex. In {8).
tne sequenc•specific interaction is at the nuclear RNA level. Key
as at>o~ . The RNA· RNA duplexes at " a .. would ~r.re as process·
ing sites for excision ot tt'le same mRNA sequences as formed in
(A). Eitner lhe (A) or (6) type of interaction would Oe mediated Oy
tne concentration of tf'MI "a·· repeat transcript in the hnANA. These
models botn reQuire that specific repeats~ ad jacent to structural
9enes. as shown in tt'w! top line. For discussion. see ttie text and
Britten an<I Da•idson (1969). Davidson U>d Britten ( 1973) an<I

Davidson et al. (19 77).
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script concentration listed in Table 2. To carry out
such a calculation . we suppose arbitranly that the
RNA-driven rates ot reaction in the milieu within a
gastrula nucleus are those observed under standard conditions in vitro. The highly represented
clone 21098 repeat provides an example . Table 2
shows that there are 640 copies ot each strand of
this transcript per gastrula nucleus . and the volume
of each nucleus is aoproximately 4 µ:' . At the
resulting transcript concentration. the reaction of
transcripts of the 21098 families with complementary ONA or RNA targets would be 90% complete in
only 30 sec. In comparison . the reaction ot transcripts present at <1% of this concentration- tor
example . these complementary to the clone 21338
fragment-would reQuire about twice the hnRNA
half-lite to reach completion .
Whatever its functional significance. cell type
specificity in the representation of soec1fic repeat
families appears to have important impl ications tor
the study of genomic sequence organization . It the
differences in repeat tam ily representation in
hnRNA result trom ditterences in the extent to

which they are transcribed . there must exist an
organized relation between the location of tran scription units and the loca11on of the members of
each repetitive seQuence tamily in the genome .

i>Tepanotloft, uOellnq and Strand Separation ol Cloned R-dttve Sequence Fragments
Superneuc:a.1 plumt<I ONA ·. wu iso lated on C.sCI gradtents
(Scnotler ot al. . 1977). Tne ONA was dialyzed onto 5 mM Tris (pH
7.5) and stored trozan at -20'C . Plasmid DNA was c leaved woln I
,.J Eco RI (Eco Al was• gilt from P Green arid H . Boyer) per 20
l'-9 ol ONA at Jrc for :JO min on 100 mM Tris-l'<CI (pH 7.8) . 100
mM NaCJ and S mM MgCJ,. The reaction mixtures were orecro,..
tated with 1 vol of isoOfopanol at - 20-C tor at least 2 hr . :ouowed
by centnh.tgauon. The prec1011a.utd ONA was reo1s.solved 1n 10 mM
Tns at a concentrauon <50 µ.91m1 . ano 10 µJo t bactenat alkaline
pn09pna11.. (Wortn1nqton. Code SAPF) werw added per 40 ~g of
nucleic ae1d . The reaction mnlture was incubated lt 37''C tor JO
1T11n . tnen extractecl twtea w1tn .in equal "~ume al cneno1 .. s.vag
1: 1 tS.Vaq 1
., a 2 4 · 1 cntorotorm-.tsoamy1 a1cono1 soluuon1 an<S
one• wit'1 •t'1er.
ONA was prec101tated WttM isoprooanol as
aoove. ONA fra9ments w•re 11oejed ov !he oolynueleoode kinase
raaction . 95Mt\UaJly as descri Oed oy Maxam arid Gilbert (1977) .
The ONA pellet was diUOIVed on 5 mM Tns iPH 9.5). 0.01 mM
COTA . 0. 1 mM soermtdine at a ONA coneentrat1on ot 50 µ gJml
and heated at 100-C for J min . The solution was rnen orougnt ro
50 mM Tns (pH 9 5) . 10 mM MgCI, and
mM OTT. y- "P-.>.TP .
synt,,esizttd by tne excnanqe procedure (Maxam a.no Gilbert .
1971'j . waa dned down . 01s.so1ved an H,0 and aaded to t,,• reaction
monure at • conc.ntraoon not lower tnan J µM . 3-5 µ.l ot
C>Oiynucteotide kinase solution {Pl Suxnem1cal1) were added .
and tne re1et1on was incubated tor 45 min at
and tMen
extracted witn pnenol·S.Vag t : 1 U'd w1tn emet . as aOoV'8 . The
nucleic acid wu prec1p1tatltd with 2 \IOI ot etf\.anol tor at least 6 hr
at -20-C .and tnen centntuqed . The o.ifet was ocsso1ved in O.J M
N.OH . l el"o 91yeero1 and 1 mM EOTA. ano nea1e<1 10 Jrc tor 10
min . Samptes were strand-seoaratlld Oy ehtctroononrsis on 1 x 20
cm cylindrical po1yacry1am1de gels. The 001yacrytamlda concen.
tratlon used de~nded uoon tne size of tne fragment : all gels
contained 0 . 2~. 01s-•cry1amlde. Electroohont91'1 was 1n SO mM
Tris t>ora1e (pH 8.3). I mM EOTA al 15-C tor 18 nr at 50 V . Geis
were stained w1tn etn+dium oromfde and autorac:sioqraoned . and
rndiv.ciuat bands were excised with a razor Olade.
Tyo-cal examples ot the strand seoarauon gels are snown •n
Figu,.. 9. Gel slices....,.,.. cruaned w1U1 a s1licon1::ed glass rod in a
1.5 ml Ependorff lube. 1 m1 of 0 .1 2 M SOdtum pnosonate outter
(PS). 0 . 05~. SOS •nd 10 ,.9 of purofled call thymus ONA ca.,,.,
were added lo each samole, af\d the mixture wiu incut>ated
o..rni9nt at 37'C. Tne acrylamode was removed by ri1ter1ng
tnrough silicon1zld glass wool and rinsing wittl an additional 1 ml
of 0. 12 M PS . 0 .05% SOS. The eluate contained rrom 80-95~. or
ll'>e rad ioactivity in the gel band . The 2-2 .S ml samcle was
concentrated 4 fold by extract ion w1tn sec·t>utanol. result ing in a
M PB . ONA was then incubated tor 10
satt concentrauon of
nr at 55"C to renature any contaminating complementary strands .
The reaction mixtures were subsequently dilu1ed to 0 .12 MPS
and paa.sed over a 1 ml column of hydroxyapatite at 50'C . Tne
unt>ound tr;chon contained tne purified straru:t·woarated ~oeti ·
tive seQuence . iap spec ific activities of tnese materials ranged
!rom J x 10- to :J x 10 7 com / µ.g , depending upon the size ot the
fragment and rh~ extent of me various react ions. T~ final strandsaoarated preoarations were contaminated 0-4% with their com-plemen tary strands . Reacuvity ot ttiese ONA preparations with
excess total sea urchin ONA ranged trom 55-95¥0. The ··nonreac tive " radioactivity was shown to be of tow molecular weight and is
almost certainty .,-MP-ATP persisttng from the kinase react ion .
The "P-ONA w .. stored in 0 . 12 M PS at -20'C. ONA reactivities
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Fio;iure 9. Slran<I S.oantlon ot Cloned Repetitiw SeQuen<:fl by
Po1yacry11mtde Get Electro0no...iis
Suoereoiled ONA wu cleaved w1tn Eco RI to release the reoentn..
ONA insert and tnen treated wrth bacterial alkaline pnoson•tase
as deacnbed in Ina text. Tl-. 5' ·hydroxyl termini Ol lhe tnigments
_,. labeled w11n y-"P·-' TP . and tl'>e ONA was concentnited an<I
loaded on the denatured state on polyecrylamtde gela. (A and S)
Show ethkiium bromide staini"9 ot the strand·seoan11ted clone
2090 and clone 2101 lraQrnents. resoectlvety . Tne clone 2090
reoeat fragment in (A) is 190 nucleotides long (Taote I) . This get
waa S'!'o polyocrylamtde. Tne clone 2101 fragment ot (8) ia 320
nucJeotides long and was run on a 4% gel. Tne slower mo.,;119
!land of the douOtet is rolemtd 10 as uoper st1'3nd and the last
movlng complement is reterntd to as lowe r strand . The ~natured ,
douole-stranded ONA mows morw rapodly t11an tne sepamed
single strands . in agreement with pntYtOUS observations on fragments of tn1• le<>gtn (Maniatia. JeHtty and van de Sande. 1975).
(C . O and El demonstrate autO<ad iograpny of otner strand-.. p~
rating gels . (Cl contains the 2007 fragment . wnicn is 1100 nucteo-tidos long and was run on a 2.5% gel. (0 an<I E) contain tl'>e
reoetiti've seQuenee fragments of clones 203-4 and 2090. These are
560 and 190 nucleotides long . respectively . The 560 nucleotide
fragment was .strand~parated on a 4.0% gel and the 190 nucleoUae fragment on a 6". gel. as aoove.
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decreased 'towty w1tn time but were IJ$Ually acceotable ior at

tea.st 3 weeks.
The tollow1n9 exoenment was camed out tor eacn ONA oreca.
ration to aeterm1ne :ne ounty of uie seoatated strands eluted
from the pclyacry1amlde ge1s. Eo1.1a1 quant1t1es ot .up-ONA lrom
tl'te upoer ( U) and lower !L } strands ot eacn clone were renatured.
or the U and L strands were 1ncucated atone. The kinetics of rrie
reactions 't¥9nt measured. Since tn11 two comoictmentarv strands
had been enzymat1cat1y t ~O.tftd rogetner . tneir soec1tic act1v1t1es
are exc:>eeted 10 oe ttQUal and were found 10 be so (see Figure ~
ot tne accomcany1n9 oaoer 'Jy Costanun1 et al. . 19781. The
absolute soec11ic act1v1r, could Oe ca1culated from rne ktneuc.s ot
!he reacttons oerween eacn cair ot eomoktmenrary strands. 91ven
ine cloneci r~at fragment lengtn 1thlt :s. the fragment comotex·
•ty>. The ex1ent of tM1s reaction or tt'te reaction wttl'\ tot_. sea
urcn1n ONA d•tenn•,,. cne (eactrvtty ot ,,,. ctoneo tracers . and
tne amount ot reacuon ootatnea wnen eacn Slrand 15 1ncuo.1ced
alone indicates its aunty w1fl'\ r199oect to ine ccmolementary
strand . ReQresantar1ve data tor cton9'S 2137 and 2108 are ,nown
1n Figure I The reactions berween comolementary sminds utrmtnare at aoout ~" a.nd tollow second---ortler K1nencs. The s.a.me
temunat1on v11un are oosef"Ved wnen tne cloned l~qrnentS are
reacted w1rn excess sea urcn1n ONA (KleHi d( al. . 1978} . The
incomolete (1 ~1 reaction ot tMe tracer is due to tne oers111ence
ot a minute lract1on of rne y-..UP-ATP oru;1natty c~r 1n me
kinase 1aoet1n9 1.act1ons.
RNA Preo.,•tlone

G.•llVI• HfM:1-M RNA
1 .3 x 10- Stronqytocentrotus ourouratus ~01 ._.,.. susoencsec1 1n
thr" ' 11rer 1ars of wawater conta1n1ng pen1c1t1in 1no streotomyc1n t Sm1U• et al.. :974) and tett1li:eci . Alter 2.S nr . 95 .5% ol tn•
eggs were ac tirst c1eavaqe. 0 .8'1. w«• at second cleav~e V'td
3.N were unt•n11tzed . ..lttet" J8 iir (tarry c;ascru11 staget. rne
emoryos were wasned 1n cold C.s-M9-tnte seawater tPM Jl and
coileeted by cenmtu9at1on ar 3000 rom tor S min . The emoryo
~let

was resuaoet"ded 1n 200 mt of coki 2 mM MgCI". 10 mM
i:>1PES. 10 ~9/mt pc1yv1~ sulfate . and sneared 1n a W1n1"\9
ti lend et" unnl most of t!'le cells were d1sruoteci . as assayed Cly
phas.contrast m1cra.cooy . Glucose wu added to a c0f"tcentrat1on of t M . and tne nuct.. wer• pelleted by centnfu91t1on at 5000
rpm tor 10 min . The nuctet went •ysed w1tn 7 M urea and extracted
wun p~1-crosoi-s.-toq soluhOn 10. 1510.85/1 .0) . The inter1ace
was t'ffxtraeted and como1ned w1tl'\ 1ne aQueous pnaae. wn1ch
wu reextracted rw1ce with an eaual volume of ~ag solution .
The RNA wu prec1puar1<1 w11n 2 vol ol 100% etnanol at -20-C
and then collected by cenmtuganon at 10.000 rpm for 1 hr. The
e>eHet wu ruuspended and treated with pancreauc ONAase ( 100
,w.gJml) tor 2 nr at room temperature ••th stow stirrinq . The
solution wu then broygnt to SO µ9/ mt prote1nas. K ana 1ncu·
bated at 37-C tor 1 nr. The RNA wu ext,.,.Ctlld and preeip1!ated as
above . The resulting matenal was cnromatograoned on S.onaaex
G-100 . and tne 1xc1us10n oeak tractions were OOOled and precipt.
lated. The 0~ and prote1nase o< treatrn•nt IOllowed by . . 1rac·
tlon and prec1p1tatton W4tre then repeated . The RNA was stored in
5 mM sodium acetate (pH 6 .8) at - 20-C . Yields lrom a preparauon
tnis size ranged lrom 25-35 mg . The complexity and pseudo-lirs1·
order rate constants oDtained in reactions of the nuctear RNA
w1tl'\ s1n91~ocy ONA tracer we,. always "ery close to those
measured 0y Hougn et al. (1975).

RNA.ONA HyOri<llzatlon
All hyorldu;auon reacttons ·Nere earned out 1n 0 .1 2 M P9 at 50-C
or 1n 0.5 M ?9 at 55"'C . All Cot v alu~ referred to in ttt1s wor• are
eQu1vatent Cots (that is . the C.,,r ot the reaction corrected !or tne
re1at1Y'9 increase •n rate due to salt concentrations aoove 0. 18 M
Na ·/. The mixtures contained I mM EOTA . 0 . 05~ SOS .snd calf
triymu. ONA earner . RNA-ONA ratios were S < 1 to 1 x i 0' tor
reactions 1n wn1cn RNA excess )(1net1cs were to be measuteo.
Ti trat1ons were carrntd out 1n uP-ONA s&Quence 1txces.s-1nat is.
at rower ANA10NA rac1os . Reaction mn;ture-s were sealed in 5---50
~ c.ao1il"nes ana boi led at 10S""C tor 2 mrn pnor to 1ncuoauon .
The reactions were 11rm1natecl at aooropnare umes oy instant
frMzrng in dry ice acetone. T1ie poss10dity of ONA·ONA reacuon
was monitored by trie low salt AN.Aase metnOd of Hougn and
Davidson (1972) and ~ l au . Bntten an<! Oavidson (1 974). The
reactJOn mixtures were diluted into 2 ml ot 0.02 M PB and divided
into rwo 9Qual aliauotS. One sample was brougnt to 50 µ.QI ml
~NA.au A . 1ncut>ared tor 1 hr at J7-C. utracted w1tn Sevag
solunon and ad1uated to 0. 12 M PB . The otrier was ~rouqnr to
0. 12 ~ ?9 #1triout trea1mef"t wrtn MNA.ase . Sorn san"IOfeS ...,et'!
cnromatoqraonea on nydroxyaoaute columns df coneenuaoons
•"IOI grea1er 1n1n SO " g1ml nucleic acJd cer m1lhliter ot l'iydroxy·
wat1te. Six 2 ml wunes were collected at SO-C lnd inree 2 ml
.,.,...,,. • ....,.,.e collecteo at 99-C . Tlie fractions were counted ~
hquld SC1nt1llatlon . and me traction ot rad1oact1vwty eluted at 99-C
reoreaentecJ tne fraction ot ONA 1n riyond 5tructurn. The ONAONA duolex content wa:s .aJway9 very smalf ( < s~.) compantO w1tl'\
tne ONA-ANA /'\ybnd gort1on ot 1rie reaction .
Titranon reacnons and OMSO sucroM grad ient centnfuqaoon
..,,.,.,... earned our exact ty u descnbecl 1n tne accomoany1ng paoer
Oy <Astan11n1 et al. (1 9781.
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Message sequences and short repetitive sequences are interspersed
in sea urchin egg poly(A)+ RN As

Franklin D. Costantini, Roy J. Britten&: Eric H. Davidson
Division of Biology, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91125
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ABSTRACT

Most of the single copy maternal mRNA sequences in the sea urchin egg are
covalently associated with transcripts of short repetitive sequences, belonging
to a restricted group of the diverse genomic repeat families. The messages fall
into several hundred sets, each containing transcripts from a different repeat
family.
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The sea urchin genome includes over 10 5 short repetitive sequence elements
12
1
interspersed among the single copy DNA regions . Renaturation kinetics ' , as
well as primary sequence data 3, indicate that the genomic repeats belong to several
thousand distinct sequence families, which in general share little or no homology.
Though the biological role of these sequences is unknown, recent studies have
shown that almost all of the diverse repeat families are represented in a tissue
5
4
specific manner in sea urchin nuclear RN As , and in unfertilized egg RN A . The
work described here was undertaken to determine the nature of those repeat transcripts stored in the egg. We found that many of these transcripts are covalently
associated with RN As which have the characteristics of egg maternal messengers.
Thus, repetitive sequences are interspersed in egg poly( A)+ RN A (p(A)+ RN A) and
they are included in a large majority of the diverse species of egg message. This
l

finding has basic implications for the general problem of interpreting repetitive
sequence interspersion in the genomes of higher organisms.
Repeated sequence transcripts are included on many egg poly(A) mRNA molecules

5
According to earlier studies most of the transcripts of short interspersed repetitive
DNA sequences in the sea urchin egg are present on RN A molecules several thousand nucleotides (nt) long. The possibility thus arose that the repeat sequence
transcripts are located on maternal message molecules. The egg of Strongylocentrotus purpuratus contains about 50 pg of maternal mRNA (about 1.5% of
the total egg RN A) bearing poly(A) tails sufficiently long to promote binding to
678
oligo(dT) cellulose columns ' ' . We refer to the egg RNA collected on such
columns as the "p(A)+ RN A", though the flow-through or "p(A)- RN A" fraction
apparently includes an approximately equal mass of maternal message, much of
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which is terminated by short 31 oligo(A) tails which bind to poly(U) Sepharose and
not to oligo(dT) cellulose 6171819 . Isolation of the p(A)+ fraction of the egg RN A
provides a convenient experimental enrichment for at least a large subclass of
the maternal message. In addition, use of this fraction minimizes the contribution
of known repetitive gene transcripts such as the histone mRNAs, which in the sea
urchin do not copurify with p(A)+ RN A1O.
The p(A)+ RNA of the egg was isolated and purified by successive rounds
of oligo(dT) cellulose chromatography. Determinations of the denatured size of
this RN A fraction by gel electrophoresis and electron microscopy, are shown in
Figs. lA and B. The weight average length of the p(A)+ RN A was about 5000 nt,
7 11
in general agreement with previous measurements ' .
The concentration of repetitive sequence transcripts was examined in
the p(A)+ RNA and the p(A)- RNA fractions. Figs. 2A and B display titration
reactions with two cloned repetitive sequences, CS2109B and CS2108, shown
5
earlier to be represented by prevalent egg transcripts . The cloned probes were
labeled and strand separated, and one strand of each was reacted with increasing
4
amounts of egg p(A)+ RNA or p(A)- RNA . Transcripts complementary to the
CS2109B sequence (Fig. 2A) are 32-fold more concentrated in p(A)+ RN A than
in p(A)- RN A, and a similar degree of concentration, 38-fold, is observed for
the CS2108 sequence (Fig. 2B). Given that 1.5% of egg RN A is included in the
p(A)+ RN A fraction, these results require that at least a third of the RN A molecules reacting with the two cloned repeats contain long p(A) tracts. It is interesting that members of both the 2109B and 2108 repeat families which have been
3
sequenced contain translation stop signals in every possible reading frame . This
suggests that if repeat sequences such as these were generally present in the egg
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p(A) mRNA molecules, they would be located elsewhere than in codogenic portions
of the sequence.
To determine whether these two cloned repeats are representative, we
3
measured the kinetics of the reaction of a H-DNA genomic repetitive sequence
tracer with excess egg p(A)+ RN A, p(A)- RN A, and total egg RN A. As shown in
Fig. 2C, all three reactions were heterogeneous in rate, due to variation in the
5
prevalence of different repeat transcripts . However, it is clear that transcripts
of most repeat families significantly represented in egg RN A are concentrated
in the p(A)+ RN A fraction. Considering the initial 30% of each reaction, i.e., the
more prevalent repeat transcripts, the reaction with p(A)+ RN A occurs about 33
times more rapidly than with unfractionated egg RN A. Hybridization with p(A)RN A is not detectably slower than with total egg RN A, so not all

repeat~ontaining

molecules are included in the p(A)+ RN A fraction. As calculated in the legend to
Fig. 2, this set of measurements indicates that about 50% of the transcripts of
each average prevalent repeat species copurifies with the p(A)+ RN A fraction.
For comparison, the distribution of single copy sequence transcripts in the p(A)+
RN A and p(A)- RN A of the egg is shown in Fig. 2D. The tracer in this experiment
3
is a fraction of single copy H-DN A selected by prior reaction with egg RN A
("egg DNA" or "eDN A11 )

29

. Analysis of the kinetics (see legend), shows that roughly

half of the diverse species of single copy sequence transcript present in the egg
are heavily represented in the p(A)+ RNA fraction. That is, an average of about
75% of the molecules of each RNA species in this class is recovered as p(A)+ RNA.
The other half of the mRN A species is mainly found in the p(A)- RN A fraction,
though a small percentage of these molecules as well is included in the p(A)+ RN A
fraction, so that the two reactions ultimately terminate together. These classes
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may not be clearly separable, since many RNA species may have intermediate
degrees of polyadenylation. Additional evidence has been obtained with cloned
single copy DNA probes. As reported elsewhere

12

, about 50% of the prevalent

transcripts of cDNA clone SpG30 are found in the egg p(A)+ RNA fraction.
Similarly, about 35% of the rare transcripts of the cloned Sp88 single copy
sequence are recovered as p(A)+ egg RNAs 13 .
The distribution of repeat sequence transcripts in p(A)+ and p(A)- mRNA
fractions is consistent with the view that the repeats are found on p(A)+ mRNA
molecules. Thus, at least for those repeat families which are represented by prevalent egg RN A transcripts, about half of the molecules bearing 'each repeat sequence
are recovered in the p(A)+ RNA fraction. Furthermore, note that all the diverse
repeat transcripts appear to be relatively concentrated in the p(A)+ RN A fraction,
while only about half of the different species of single copy sequence transcript
are recovered to a large extent as p(A)+ RN As.
mectron microscopy of renatured egg p(A}+ RNA

A dramatic visualisation of the interspersed sequence organization of egg p(A)+
RNA is presented in Fig. 3. These electron micrographs illustrate the multistranded
branched structures formed when p(A)+ RNA molecules are renatured. The RNA
was first fully denatured, then incubated to an equivalent

c 0t

of 600 M sec in

a buffered formamide medium and spread for electron microscopy, as described .
in the legend to Fig. 3. Almost no complicated structures, such as those shown,
were observed in control samples spread immediately after denaturation (C t
0
< -"2 x 10 -3 M sec ).
Interpretation of the structures shown in Fig. 3 is greatly assisted by
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5
the previous observation that both complements of each repeat sequence are
represented in sea urchin egg RN A, as in nuclear RN As 4. This is almost certainly
not due to symmetrical transcription but to the presence of RN A molecules
deriving from different transcription units oriented oppositely with respect to
the repeat sequence. In contrast, all single copy sequences so far analyzed in
sea urchin egg or nuclear RN As are asymmetrically represented. This includes
a number of specific sequences complementary to cloned probes 14 , 15 , as well as
the total single copy sequence sets of nuclear RN A16 . With this background, it
is clear that the multistranded structures shown in Fig. 3 are networks consisting
of several individual p(A)+ RN A molecules held together by renatured complementary repeat duplexes. The structures shown bear a strong resemblance to the
structures formed when DNA from an animal displaying short period repetitive
sequence interspersion is renatured at low

c 0t 17 .

RNA networks held together

by renatured interspersed repeats were described previously by Federoff et a1. 18 ,
who observed them in HeLa cell nuclear RNA.
As detailed in the legend to Fig. 3, about 65% of the total contour length

of the p(A)+ RNA in the sample studied ( 1.2 x 10 6 nt) is included in branched
structures displaying 4 or more ends, and apparently composed of 2 or more
molecules. This should approximately estimate the mass fraction of p(A)+ RNA
bearing repeats, since most of the RNA contour length appears to consist of
single stranded regions. Though it is impossible to unambiguously interpret most
of the RNA complexes, some qualitative implications follow from their general
structure. The presence of complementary repeat sequence transcripts previously
observed in total egg RN A is seen to be a property of the p(A)+ RN A. Over 2/3
of the molecules participating in intermolecular duplexes were present in'. structures
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displaying 6 or more ends, and therefore consisting of at least 3 or more molecules.
It follows that many p(A)+ RNA molecules bear more than one repeat sequence
element. Otherwise almost all renatured structures would include only two
molecules and very large networks such as some of those shown in Fig. 3 would
never have formed. Another general implication is that most of the length of
those p(A)+ RNA molecules which contain repetitive sequence elements consists
of single copy sequence transcript. This is demonstrated directly in the next
section.
Interspersion of repetitive and single copy sequences in egg p(A)+ RNA

To examine the sequence organization of p(A)+ RN A molecules containing repeat
transcripts, it was necessary to purify these molecules with respect to the remainder
of the RNA. The following strategy proved effective. Egg p(A)+ RNA was labeled
21
· v1't ro w1'th 125 1 19 , 20 ,' an d hy b rI'd'IZe d WI'th excess repetitive
. . DNA wh IC
' h ha d
m

previously been mercurated by the procedure of Dale and Ward

22 23
, (Hg DNA).

After denaturation in 67% formamide, 0.3 M NaCl at 75-80°C, the reaction
mixtures were incubated to Hg-DNA C t 50 and fractionated on a sulfhydryl
0
agarose (SH-agarose) column, as described in the legend to Fig. 4. RN A molecules
hybridized to the repetitive DNA are bound to this column, while nonhybridized
RNA flows through. When mixed with the Hg DNA (denatured or native) but not
permitted to anneal, <1 % of the

125

1-p(A)+ RN A bound to the SH-agarose column.

The kinetics of the hybridization reaction between the

125

1-p(A)+ RN A

and the repetitive Hg DNA are illustrated in Fig. 4. To provide relative kinetic
standards, Fig. 4 includes reactions with the same Hg DNA driver of a genomic
3

H-DNA repeat tracer and of a single copy

32

P DNA tracer. The reaction of
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the

125

1-p(A)+ RN A occurs at approximately the same rate as the reaction of

the repeat tracer. As expected, single copy sequences are more than 10-fold
reduced in concentration in the repetitive driver DNA compared to whole DNA.
There is no reaction whatsoever of the
100. Therefore, the
at

c 0t

2
10- -

c 0t

125

32

P-DNA single copy tracer until

c 0t

>

1-p(A)+ RNA molecules which hybridize with the Hg DNA

2
10 (Fig. 4) must contain repeat sequences. The kinetics exclude

the possibility that the trapped RN A molecules were bound by virtue of hybridization with residual single copy sequences contaminating the repetitive Hg DNA
driver. Furthermore, when the bound RN A is eluted with mercaptoethanol and
again reacted with the repetitive Hg DNA driver, the same kinetics are observed
as in the initial reaction.
While binding the p(A)+ RNA - Hg DNA hybrids to SH-agarose effectively
isolates molecules which include repeat transcripts, the yield of the procedure is
low. After hybridization, only 16-19% of the

125

1-p(A)+ RNA binds to the SH-

agarpse column. In the presence of excess sea urchin rDNA, the fraction of

125

1-

RNA bound falls slightly, to 11-16%. There are a number of reasons to believe
that this value seriously underestimates the true fraction of p(A)+ RNA molecules
which include repeat sequence elements: a) The repetitive DNA driver was
prepared by incubation of the starting DNA to

c 0t

50, resulting in underrepresen-

tation of repeat sequences whose frequency of occurrence is less than 10-20 copies
per genome. b) The reaction criterion (50% formamide, 0. 75 M NaCl at 30°C)
probably precludes duplex formation within the less closely related classes of
repeat sequences found in the sea urchin genome

24

. c) The p(A)+ RN A was

unavoidably subjected to some strand scission during iodination. The length of
the total iodinated p(A)+ RNA is shown in Fig. lC, compared with the length of
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125

1-p(A)+ RNA which had been hybridized with Hg DNA, bound to SH-agarose,

and eluted. While it is clear that these hybridization procedures result in no further
strand scission, the weight average fragment length of the p(A)+ RN A after iodination is only 1400 nt, less than 1/3 its starting length. Unless the repeat sequences
in the RN A are distributed less than 1400 nt apart, on the average, this amount
of breakage would have resulted in a decrease in the fraction of p(A)+ RN A
bound after hybridization with the repetitive Hg DNA. d) The SH-agarose
column binds only about 40% of the available repetitive RNA-DNA duplexes.
As shown in Table 1, when RNA that fails to bind after reaction with Hg DNA is

rehybridized, another 8-13% can be bound. When once bound RNA molecules,
all of which must contain a hybridizable repeat sequence, are eluted and rehybridized, only 40% bind to a second SH-agarose column. A probable explanation,
according to experiments not shown here, is that duplexes between mercurated
and nonmercurated nucleic acids bind with less than 50% efficiency to SH-agarose.
This phenomenon was also reported earlier by Nguyen-Huu et a1

25

. Using the data

of Table 1, we estimate that about 35% of 1400 nt p(A)+ RN A fragments actually
contained recognizable RNA-DNA hybrids (i.e., 15% initial binding normalized
for a 40% SH-agarose binding efficiency). This estimate is still twofold below
that obtained from our electron microscopic observations. The most likely explanation is the > 3-fold difference in RN A fragment length in the two experiments.
In addition, more repeat duplexes may have survived the conditions of the electron

microscope experiment than could be recovered as Hg DNA-RNA hybrids, due to
the relatively high stability of RNA-RNA duplexes in formamide media.
The repetitive and single copy sequence content was measured in a sample
of

125

1-p(A)+ RNA which had been twice reacted with the repeat Hg DNA driver,
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in the presence of rDNA competitor, and bound to SH-agarose (preparative data
are shown in Table 1). After elution, the RN A was hybridized with excess sea
urchin DNA, and the ribonuclease resistance of the
as a function of DNA

c 0t 26 , 27 .

125

1-RNA was determined

Data are shown in Fig. 5. Least squares analysis

of this reaction indicates that 85-90% of the mass of the

125

1-RN A is single copy

sequence transcript, which becomes resistant to ribonuclease at high DNA

c 0t.

However, these single copy sequences must be linked to repetitive sequences,
since every RNA molecule in the selected

125

1-RNA fraction contains at least

one repeat sequence element.
The repetitive sequences in the bound p(A)+ RN A are in general short,
though a small fraction of the RN A could consist entirely of repeat transcripts.
Fig. 5 suggests that the average 1400 nt

125

1-RNA fragment bound to SH-agarose

includes less than 200 nt of repetitive sequence. In other experiments

125

1 p(A)+

RNA was reacted with the Hg DNA, bound to SH-agarose and the hybrid molecules
were eluted and digested directly with ribonuclease. Only 8-12% of the
was resistant, again indicating that there is

~

125

1-RNA

170 nt of repeat sequence on the

average bound RN A fragment.
We conclude that at least 35% (and perhaps twice this fraction) of sea
urchin egg p(A)+ RNA has an interspersed sequence organization, in which short
repetitive sequences are covalently associated with longer single copy sequence
transcripts. This conclusion is consistent with the structure of the renatured
p(A)+ RNA molecules shown in Fig. 3. The remainder of the egg p(A)+ RNA
probably contains only single copy sequence transcript, since Fig. 5 also shows
that only 5-10% of unfractionated p(A)+ RNA is repetitive by mass. The latter
result is expected on the basis of earlier data, which had indicated that 90-95%
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of later sea urchin embryo mRN A is transcribed from single copy DNA sequences

27 28
, .

Complexity of single copy sequences linked to repeats in egg RNA
In this section, we demonstrate that the interspersed egg RNAs include most of

the diverse species of single copy sequence transcript found in the egg, and therefore, most of the diverse maternal mRN As. This result is not required by the data
so far presented, since a relatively small number of different single copy sequences
7 14
appears to account for 20-40% of the egg p(A)+ RNA ' . The possibility existed
that only these few prevalent species of egg RN A have an interspersed sequence
organization, while the vast majority of maternal mRN A species does not. To
test this proposal, we measured the complexity of the single copy sequence transcripts associated with repeats in the egg RNA. Thus, a selected fraction of total
egg RN A was prepared in which the interspersed RN A molecules were relatively
concentrated, and this fraction was hybridized with an eDN A tracer. Hough-Evans
et al.

29

showed earlier that at least 75% of the single copy sequence represented

in total egg RN A is included in the mRN A of early embryo polysomes. The eDN A
tracer is therefore a probe for the complex assemblage of single copy sequences
comprising the maternal message set stored in the sea urchin egg.
The RN A fraction required for this complexity measurement was
obtained by hybridizing total egg RN A with repetitive Hg DNA, followed by
chromatography on SH-agarose. The egg RNA/Hg DNA mass ratio was sufficient
to permit hybridization of most of the diverse repeat transcripts, but very little
of the egg ribosomal RNAs or tRNAs (see legend to Fig. 6). After hybridization,
2.2% of the total egg RNA bound to the SH-agarose column. The Hg DNA was
eliminated by DNase treatment, and a measurement was made of the enrichment
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for repeated sequence transcripts actually obtained in the fractionation. Thus,
the concentration of transcripts complementary to two cloned repetitive sequences
was determined by titration with the selected RN A fraction. Fig. 6 shows that
transcripts complementary to the repeat sequence of clone CS2109B are present
at an 11-fold higher concentration in this RN A fraction than in total egg RN A.
Similarly, the repeat sequence of clone 2111 is 9 times more concentrated in the
selected RNA fraction. We expect, therefore, that single copy sequence transcripts
linked to repeats will also be concentrated in the selected RN A fraction by a
factor of about 10, with respect to total egg RNA.
In Fig. 7a are shown the kinetics of reactions between a

tracer and the selected RN A fraction, as well as reaction of the

32
32

P-eDN A

P-eDN A

with total egg RN A. This tracer contained no detectable repetitive sequence
component (data not shown). Both of the eDNA hybridization reactions in Fig. 7a
terminate at about 85% of the tracer bound. Therefore, the selected RN A fraction
includes essentially all the diverse single copy sequences in total egg RN A. The
experiment clearly shows that the single copy sequence transcripts driving the
eDN A reaction are concentrated in the selected RN A fraction. Least squares
solutions to the kinetic data indicate that 70-80% of the reaction is accelerated
10-fold compared to total egg RN A, while the remaining 20-30% is accelerated
2-fold. It follows that at least 70-80% of the diverse single copy sequences in
egg RN A exist on transcripts also containing repeated sequences. Since the
large majority of the same single copy sequences are represented in polysomal
mRN A after fertilization, most if not all, of the interspersed egg RN As are
maternal messages. Furthermore, interspersed transcripts are the major form
of these maternal mRN A species, rather than a minor variant. If, for example,
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only 25% of the transcripts of a particular single copy sequence contained a
repeat sequence, a 10-fold enrichment for that repeat would result in only a 2.5fold enrichment for the single copy sequence. It is possible that the 20-30% of
single copy sequences that appear to be less enriched in the selected egg RN A
fraction reside on transcripts which lack repeats. Alternatively, these sequences
might simply represent regions of transcripts that are relatively distant from
repeats and are often separated from them by a strand scission.
Interspersed repetitive sequences are apparently not an exclusive property
of rare or complex class maternal messages. This was shown by titration experiments with a cloned cDNA fragment, SpG30, which represents a highly prevalent
5
egg p(A)+ mRNA. There are about 2 x 10 molecules of this RNA per egg. The
cloned SpG30 fragment is about 700 nt long and consists entirely of single copy
sequence

12

. Fig. 7b illustrates titration measurements of the sequence concentra-

tion of transcripts complementary to the strand separated SpG30 probe in total
egg RN A, and in the repeat-enriched selected RN A fraction. Like most rare
single copy transcripts, this highly prevalent single copy sequence is also about
10-fold more concentrated in the repeat-enriched RNA fraction. A repetitive
sequence therefore must be located somewhere on the SpG30 transcript.
Discusfilon

We show here that a substantial fraction of sea urchin maternal mRNA consists
of short repetitive sequence transcripts covalently linked to longer single copy
message sequences. Most of the diverse message species in the egg display this
interspersed sequence organization. Essentially all of the mass of the heterogeneous
5
repeat sequence transcripts in the egg can be accounted for as interspersed RNA
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molecules. The precise physical organization of these maternal mRN As is not
yet apparent. This will require further analysis of individual transcripts using
cloned DNA probes. We know , however, that the repetitive sequence elements
or the mRN A are relatively short, averaging only 150-200 nt. According to
primary sequence data, 6 out of 8 cloned repeat elements contain translation
3
stop codons in all reading frames , and as noted earlier, this observation suggests
that the repeats may be located elsewhere than in translated regions of the message.
It is also likely that more than one repeat sequence element appears to exist on
many of the mRN A molecules. A possibility not yet excluded is that the repeat
sequence elements are excised or otherwise removed by cytoplasmic processing
events prior to polysomal translation.
Is interspersed sequence organization a feature peculiar to sea urchin

maternal mRNA? Earlier studies on the newly synthesized polysomal mRNA of
gastrula stage sea urchin embryos failed to reveal a significant fraction of message
containing linked repetitive and single copy sequences 27128 . The literature includes
various reports with respect to the sequence organization of messages from other
animal cell types (e.g., refs. 30-32). With the aid of cloned probes, Firtel and his
associates recently achieved a clear demonstration that short repeat sequence
elements exist on certain predominantly single copy Dictyostelium mRNAs

33134

.

Reexamination of sea urchin gastrula mRNA by the methods described in this
paper, as well as those previously used reveals a small fraction of polysomal mRN As
which contain interspersed repeats (unpublished data). However, a major distinction
exists in the amount of repetitive sequence transcript in egg maternal mRNA as
opposed to gastrula polysomal mRN A. While the egg contains many highly prevalent
5
repeat transcripts , which we now know to be interspersed in maternal mRNA
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molecules, the gastrula mRN A seems to contain few if any repeat sequence transcripts of equally high prevalence. The only highly prevalent interspersed repeat
transcripts observable in the sea urchin gastrula are found in the nucleus, as con4
cluded earlier by Scheller et al. . The process by which this remarkable intracellular
distribution of repeat transcripts is achieved during development is unknown, as
is its functional significance.
The most important conclusion to be drawn from this work pertains to the
basic functional organization of the sea urchin genome. We found earlier

28

that

the single copy sequences represented in embryo m RN A tend to be located nonrandomly close to interspersed repetitive sequences in the genome. Our present
data require the further conclusion that most of the structural genes represented
in egg RN A belong to sets, each of which is defined by the presence of homologous
sequences of a given repeat family. This can be seen as follows: According to
previous measurements, transcripts of 10-20% of the diverse repetitive sequence
families in the genome, or 500-1000 different sequence families, are prevalent
5
5
in the egg RN A . There are about 10 transcripts representing each of these
prevalent repetitive sequence families per egg, and together these account for
~

90% of the mass of interspersed repeat transcripts. No more than a few percent

of the mass of the repeat transcripts are accounted for by rare repeat sequences,
3
4
5
i.e., those represented in only 10 - 10 copies per egg . On the other hand, over
half the maternal mRN A of the egg consists of the complex set of single copy
7 29
sequence transcripts studied in the experiments of Fig. 7 A ' . At least 70-80%
of these single copy transcripts are covalently linked to the prevalent RN A repeats.
7 29 35
Since the complexity of the egg single copy sequence set is 3. 7 x 10 nt , , while
there are only a few hundred kinds of prevalent repeat transcripts, each of these
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repetitive sequence families must be represented on many (probably between 10
and 50) different rare messages. It follows that the prevalent repeat transcripts
belonging to each family must have derived from many distinct transcription units,
each including a different single copy gene (or a few such genes). Thus, both the
structural genes expressed during oogenesis and the many thousands of mRN A
species produced by their transcription are distributed among several hundred
sets, according to the particular repetitive sequence family represented on each
mRN A molecule. A similar organization has been observed in Dictyostelium

33 34
, ,

where two prevalent repeat transcripts each appear to be associated with 50-100
different rare mRN As.
The organization of structural genes in sets, each associated with a specific
repeat family (or families) was specifically postulated for the 11gene batteries" of
the Britten-Davidson regulation mode1s

36 37
, . It was proposed that the shared repeats

of each battery provide the physical basis for coordinate control of its expression.
It is easy to see that the distribution of only 10-20% of the different repeat se4
quences in the genome among the more than 10 single copy message species
in the egg implies a nonrandom arrangement of certain repetitive sequences
among those genes which are expressed during oogenesis. However, there is no
evidence whatsoever regarding the actual function, if any, of the transcribed
interspersed repeats. Their presence in the maternal RN A provides an unexpected
opportunity for further examination of the physiological meaning of genomic
sequence interspersion. A number of possible functions might be envisioned for
these repeat transcripts, including: suppression of mRN A utilization prior to fertilization; translational control affecting the timing of utilization of specific mRNA
sets following fertilization; control of the differential distribution of maternal
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mRNAs to various regions of the early embryo; or sites for specific RNA processing
events prior to translation. Alternatively, they might be remnants of transcriptional or post-transcriptional regulatory signals

36 37
' , incompletely removed from

germinal vesicle precursors. A different possibility is that some of the maternal
repeat transcripts could serve in a regulatory capacity in early embryo nuclei,
where they might be involved in imposing initial patterns of gene expression which
. ·1
.
. oogenes1s
. 29,35,52 .
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Table 1

Fraction of

125

1-p(A)+ RN A binding to sulfhydryl-agarose

after hybridization with excess mercurated repetitive DNA
% bound

First reaction

Re-reaction of

Re-reaction of

bound fraction

unbound fraction

Experiment

+rDNA

+rDNA

-rDNA

+rDNA

1

15

42

40

8

2

16

30,35

40

13

Hybridization and assay conditions are described in the legend to Fig. 4. All
hybridizations were carried out at DNA
125

c 0t 50. In each experiment, egg

1-p(A)+ RNA was hybridized with a 100-fold mass excess of mercurated

repetitive DNA, in the presence of a large sequence excess of non-mercurated
ribosomal DNA prepared from the cloned ribosomal RNA genes of the sea urchin
Lytechinus variegatus

38

. The reaction mixtures were then chromatographed on

an SH-agarose column. Aliquots of the bound fraction were denatured and rereacted with additional mercurated repetitive DNA, plus or minus ribosomal
DNA competitor, as indicated. The unbound fraction was similarly re-reacted
in the presence of ribosomal DNA competitor.
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Fig. 1. Size of p(A)+ RNA of sea urchin eggs. Total RNA was isolated from sea
urchin eggs as previously described
chromatography

39

35

, and fractionated by oligo(dT) cellulose

. The RNA which bound on three successive passes was the

p(A)+ RNA fraction (about 1.5% of total egg RNA). RNA which failed to bind in
three successive passes was the p(A)- RNA fraction (98%).

~'

Agarose gel electro-

phoresis of egg RNA fractions denatured with methly mercuric hydroxide. RNA
was denatured with 10 mM methyl mercuric hydroxide and subjected to electrophoresis in a 1.5% agarose gel containing 10 mM methyl mercuric hydroxide

40

, and

stained with ethidium bromide. Lane 1, p(A)- RNA. Lane 2, RNA bound once to
oligo(dT) cellulose. Lane 3, 3X bound p(A)+ RN A. Electrophoresis is from top to
bottom. The two prominent high molecular weight bands in the p(A)- RN A are 18S
and 26S rRNAs, as indicated. These are still visible in the partially purified p(A)+
RNA (lane 2) but not in the final p(A)+ fraction (lane 3). The band at about 15S in
the p(A)+ RNA may be a mitochondrial RNA species. !?_, Size distribution of p(A)+
RNA measured by electron microscopy. Poly(A)+ RNA was heated at 55°C in 80%
formamide, 0.1 M Tris, pH 8, for 3 min to denature any duplexes, then spread for
electron microscopy

41

from a hyperphase containing 80% formamide, 0.1 M Tris,

1
pH 8, 5 mM EDTA and 100 µg mC cytochrome Cat 24°C. The lengths of 183
randomly selected molecules were measured, using as a length standard circular,
single-stranded ¢ Xl 74 DNA molecules included on the same grids. A correction
for the approximately 10% difference in the linear densities of RNA and singlestranded DNA under these spreading conditions has been applied

42

• The RN A

had little visible secondary structure, and no intermolecular duplexes were observed
in this sample. To display the mass distribution of the RN A, the fraction of molecules, F, in each size class of the histogram has been multiplied by the average

94

length in nucleotides, L, of the size class (ordinate). The molecules measured
had a number average length of 3400 nucleotides and a weight average length
of 5000 nucleotides. £_,Size of
with

125

125

!-labeled p(A)+ RNA. Poly(A)+ RNA was labeled

! by a modified Commerford method

19 20 21
, , to a specific activity of 2-5

6
125
x 10 cpm µg- 1 . Total
1-p(A)+ RNA (e) and the fraction of 125 1-p(A)+ RNA

that bound to SH-agarose after hybridization to Hg repetitive DNA (0) were
denatured with 696 formaldehyde at 37°C and sedimented in formaldehyde sucrose
gradients
markers.

43

• The arrows show the positions of internal 58, 188 and 268 rRNA
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Fig. 2. Distribution of repetitive and single-copy sequences in egg p(A)+ RN A

and p(A)- RNA fractions.

~'

Titrati?n of p(A)+ and p(A)- RNA with the cloned

4 24
repetitive sequence, CS2109B ' . The repetitive sequence cloned in plasmid
CS2109B was excised with EcoRI, 51 end-labeled with

32

P and strand separated

32
4
as previously described . Excess lower strand P-DNA tracer was hybridized to
termination with increasing amounts of p(A)+ (0) or p(A)- (e) RNA. All hybridization reactions in this paper were assayed by hydroxyapatite binding, unless
otherwise noted. The curves represent least squares solutions to the form for
the titration reactions given in eq 2 of Scheller et al.

4

The specific fraction of

p(A)+ RNA, f , and the specific fraction of p(A)- RNA, f , consisting of CS2109B
2
1
4
transcripts were thus determined. The values obtained are f = 1.3 x 10- ; f =
2
1
6
4.1 x 10- • The fraction of transcripts complementary to the CS2109B lower
strand that are polyadenylated, C, was calculated as
Eq 1
where x is the fraction of total egg RN A in the p(A)+ RN A preparation (x 1
1

=

0.015), and x is the fraction of total egg RN A in the p(A)- RN A preparation
2
(x

2

=0.985).

The value of C is thus 0.33, indicating that one-third of the tran-

scripts complementary to the CS2109B lower strand are polyadenylated, that is,
by the criterion of oligo(dT) cellulose binding. 2_, Hybridization of p(A)+ RN A and
4 24
p(A)- RNA with the upper strand of the cloned repetitive sequence CS2108 ' .
Procedures used and data presentation are as
measured are f

1

in~·

=1. 8 x 10 -3 , f 2 =4. 7 x 10 -5 , and

The specific RNA fractions
the calculated value of C is

0.37. £, Hybridization of excess p(A)+ RN A (0), p(A)- RN A (e) or total egg RN A
3
(•) with repetitive H-DN A tracer representing most of the short repeats in the
5
genome. This tracer was prepared, as previously described , by reassociating
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Figure 2 continued
3
sea urchin H-DN A fragments which had been sheared to a weight average fragment length of 3300 nucleotides to

c 0t 40, digestion with Sl nuclease, binding to

hydroxyapatite, and fractionation according to molecular size on a Sepharose CL2B column. The "short repeat 11 tracer resulting from those procedures displayed
a weight average length of 300 nucleotides. Hybridization was at 50°C in 0.12 M
phosphate buffer. The data were fit assuming second order kinetics 4' 5 with two
kinetic components, but since the reactions are not terminated only the faster
component of each reaction, representing the more prevalent repeat transcripts,
is meaningful. A fast component terminating at 30% hybridization was arbitrarily
selected for analysis. The observed rate constants for this component are: p(A)+
RNA, k

=1.54 x 10-l M-l sec- 1; total egg RNA or p(A)- RNA, k =4.6 x 10- 3 M-l

sec -l. The distribution of these repeat sequence transcripts between the p(A)+
and p(A)- fractions was calculated as
C =Rx

Eq 2

1

where R is the ratio of the rate constants observed for the reactions with p(A)+
RN A and total egg RN A, and x is as above
1

(~).

R is equal to 33 for these reactions,

and C, the average fraction of transcripts of each prevalent repeat sequence that
is included in the p(A)+ RN A preparation, is thus 0.5. 9_, Hybridization of excess
3
p(A)+ RNA (0) or p(A)- RNA (e) with H-labeled "eDNA" tracer. The eDNA tracer
3
was prepared by enriching for the fraction of total single-copy H-DN A that hybridizes with total egg RN A (about 3%). This particular eDN A tracer hybridized to an
extent of 45% with total egg RNA and was thus about 15-fold purified relative to
the starting single-copy DNA. Reactions with p(A)+ and p(A)- egg RN As have
been normalised to the 45% terminal value. All RN As were sheared with alkali
to about 1000 nucleotides before hybridization. Total and p(A)- egg RN As were
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Figure 2 continued
treated with DNase. The dashed line indicates the kinetics of the reaction of
eDN A with total egg RN A, i.e., a single pseudo-first order kinetic component with
a rate constant of 2.3 x 10- 4 M-l sec- 1. This rate was previously determined with
several eDN A preparations

29

(see also Fig. 7a). The reaction with p(A)+ RN A is

heterogeneous and is fit with two components (solid line), a fast component representing 41 % of the tracer, with a rate constant of 1.2 x 10

-2

-1

M

sec

-1

, and a

slow component representing 43% of the tracer, with a rate constant fixed at
2.3 x 10

-4

-1

M

sec

-1

. Comparing these rate constants to the rate constant for

total egg RNA, and applying eq 2, we calculate that the fast component represents
sequences 75% of whose transcripts are recovered in the p(A)+ RN A fraction,
while the slow component represents sequences that are mainly (> 95%), though
not exclusively, confined to the p(A)- RNA fraction. Note that the sequence
concentration of almost half of the single-copy species is lower in the p(A)- RNA
than in total egg RN A. These are presumably the species predominantly found
in the p(A)+ RN A fraction.
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Fig. 3. Electron microscopy of multi molecular structures for med by renaturation
of egg p(A)+ RN A. Total p(A)+ egg RN A (same preparation used for Fig. le) was
denatured by heating at 70°C in 67% formamide, 0.3 M NaCl, 0.01 M PIPES, pH 6.6,
10- 4 M EDTA for 1 min, then incubated at 30°C in 58% formamide, 0. 75 M NaCl,
0.025 M PIPES, pH 6.5, 10 -4 M EDTA, to an equivalent
was then diluted and spread for electron microscopy

41

c 0t

of about 600. The RNA

from a hyperphase of 80%

formamide, 0.1 M Tris, pH 8, 5 mM EDTA and 100 µg mC 1 cytochrome C, at 24°C.
Many multimolecular RN A structures, including large networks, were observed.
The montage shown includes several relatively simple examples, which appear to
consist of long single-stranded RN A regions joined by short (several hundred nucleotide) intermolecular duplex regions. The bar represents a single-strand RNA length
of 1000 nucleotides, estimated as in Fig. 1 from circular single-stranded ¢X174 DNA
included on the same grids.
To estimate the fraction of RNA in multimolecular structures, random
areas of the grid were photographed, and the total contour length of each structure
was measured using a Hewlett-Packard digitizer. Since single- and double-stranded
regions could not be clearly differentiated, all regions were scored as single-stranded
and this could result in a minor underestimate of total RNA mass in the partially
duplex structures. The structures measured had a total contour length of 1197 kb,
of which 65% was contained in structures having four or more discernible ends and
judged to consist of two or more RN A molecules. When the RN A was spread under
3
the same conditions almost immediately following denaturation (C 0t <2 x 10- )
no networks were observed, and less than 4% of the RN A length was in structures
containing possible intermolecular duplexes. Sea urchin rRNA did not form networks when incubated to the same

c 0t and spread under

identical conditions.
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103

Fig. 4. Kinetics of hybridization of
repetitive DNA.

125

125

1-p(A)+ RNA with excess mercurated

1-p(A)+ egg RN A was hybridized with a 100- to 1000-fold

excess of mercurated repetitive sea urchin DNA and hybridization was assayed
by binding to sulfhydryl agarose at the indicated

c 0t values. To facilitate kinetic

comparisons between the various experiments shown, hybridization values are
normalized to the maximal extent of reaction in each curve. All reaction mixtures
were denatured in 65-7596 formamide, 0.3 M NaCl at 75-80°C, then incubated in
4
50% formamide, 0. 75 M NaCl, 0.025 M PIPES (pH 6.5), 10- M EDTA, 0.196 SDS
5
and 5 x 10- M NaCN, at 30°C. Binding to SH-agarose, prepared as described by
Dale and Ward 22 , was performed in 0.5 M NaCl, 0.01 M Tris (pH 7.5), 10- 3 M
EDTA, 0.0596 SDS, and the bound nucleic acids were eluted with the same buffer
containing 0.1 M 8-mercaptoethanol. Repetitive sea urchin DNA was prepared
by Sl digestion of total DNA after reassociation to
DNA was covalently mercurated

23

c 0t

50

44 45
, , and the repetitive

85-9096 of native or denatured mercurated

DNA could be bound to SH-agarose. The abscissa indicates equivalent

c 0t

values

44

including an estimated 2.5-f old rate retardation due to hybridization in 50% formamide

46

. • , hybridization of

125

1-p(A)+ RN A in the presence of excess non mer-

curated rDN A competitor (normalized from a 13% terminal value);

e, same, but

without rDNA competitor (normalized from a 20% terminal value); +,re-reaction
of hybridized

125

1-p(A)+ RNA with more repetitive Hg-DNA driver, plus rDNA

competitor (normalized from a 3596 terminal value). For comparison are shown
3
the hybridization kinetics of short repetitive H-DN A (0) (normalized from a 90%
terminal value), and single copy

32

P-DNA tracer (..6.) (normalized from a 95%

terminal value obtained with unfractionated DNA driver), with the same repetitive
Hg-DNA driver. The latter two reactions were assayed by binding to HAP.
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Fig. 5. Repetitive and single copy sequence content of repeat-containing egg
p(A)+ RN A. A fraction of p(A)+ RN A, consisting of transcripts containing repeated
sequences, was selected by hybridization with mercurated repetitive DNA and
chromatography on sulfhydryl agarose (see text). Hybridization of contaminating
125

1-ribosomal RN A was blocked by competition with non-mercurated cloned

sea urchin ribosomal DNA. This selection procedure was then repeated to assure
purity (see Table 1). The final selected

125

1-RNA(e), or total 125 1-p(A)+ egg

6
RNA (O), was then reacted with a 10 5 - 10 -fold excess of total sea urchin DNA
to the indicated DNA Cot values. Hybridization was assayed by digestion with 10
µg/ml ribonuclease A for 1 hr at 37°C in 0.24 M PB, 10- 3 M EDTA, followed by
precipitation with cold 10% trichloroacetic acid and collection on Whatman GF/C
filters. Hybridized RN A sequences are resistant to digestion under these conditions, while single strand regions are hydrolyzed. To estimate the fractions of
125

1-RN A hybridizing with repetitive or with single copy sequences in the driver

DNA the data were fit using a function that takes into account the retarded
hybridization of RN A tracers

47

, as well as the effects of a nuclease-resistance

assay on the observed kinetics 43 - 5o, The fraction of the selected

125

1-RNA

hybridizing as a repetitive component appears to be between 10% and 15%, depending on the allowed average repetition frequency. A reasonable estimate,
assuming an average frequency of 100 copies per genome, suggests that 89% of
the selected RN A fraction consists of single copy sequence transcript, and 11 %
of repeated sequence transcript, while the total p(A)+ RNA is 93% single copy
sequence transcript and 7% repeated sequence transcript. These solutions are
indicated by the solid lines shown. The total

125

1-p(A)+ RNA preparation contained

about 1% ribosomal RN A measured by hybridization with cloned ribosomal DNA.
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Fig. 6. Concentration of repetitive sequence transcripts in a selected fraction

of egg RN A. To yield a fraction enriched for transcripts containing repeated
sequences, 1 mg of unlabeled total egg RNA plus 8 µg of

125

I-labeled total egg

RN A was hybridized with 1 mg of mercurated repetitive DNA. This is a sufficient
DNA/RNA ratio to provide a DNA sequence excess for any repeat present in more
5
than 20 copies per genome and contained on fewer than 2 x 10 transcripts per
egg. The reaction mixture was incubated to Hg-DNA

c 0t

50, then chromato-

graphed on a sulfhydryl agarose column, as described in Fig. 4. The bound fraction, 2.2% of the input RN A, was eluted with 0.1 M 8 -mercaptoethanol, and the
mercurated repetitive DNA was completely removed by DNase digestion. Two
32

P-labeled cloned repetitive sequences were then titrated with total egg RN A

and with the selected RNA fraction.

~'Titration

of the repeat sequences from

clone CS2109B, lower strand ( •), and clone CS2111, lower strand (e) with total
egg RN A.

£,

Titration of the same two repeat sequences with the selected repeat-

enriched RNA. The complementary RNA fractions are: CS2109B, 2.1x10-

6

5
of total egg RNA and 2.3 x 10- of repeat-enriched RNA; CS2111, 1.5 x 10- 5 of
total egg RN A and 1.4 x 10

-4 of repeat-enriched RN A.
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Fig. 7. Complexity of single copy sequence transcripts included in the selected
repeat-enriched RN A fraction. ~' Hybridization of an negg DN N'

32

P-labeled

tracer containing all the single copy sequences represented in total egg transcripts
with excess total egg RNA (e) or with the selected repeat-enriched egg RNA
fraction (0) described in Fig. 6. The
previously described

29

32

P-labeled eDN A tracer was prepared, as

, by hybridizing total single copy

32

P-DNA with total egg

RN A and purifying the hybridized fraction. The eDN A preparation used in this
experiment was about 30-fold enriched for egg RN A sequences relative to the
starting single copy

32

P-DNA preparation. Hybridization was dependent on added

RN A, and hybrids were sensitive to RNase digestion in low salt

51
• The curve shown

for the total egg RN A reaction describes a single pseudo-first order kinetic component with a rate constant of 2.3 x 10- 4 M-l sec -l. In the kinetic solution shown
here for the reaction with the repeat-enriched RN A fraction two components were
assumed. The rate constant for the faster component was fixed at 2.3 x 10

-3

M

-1

sec -l or 10 times the rate constant obtained with total egg RNA in order to estimate
the fraction of simple copy sequences enriched to the same extent as repeats. This
component included 70% of the reaction, while 30% displays a rate constant of
4.1x10

-4

-1

M

sec

-1

. £,Titration of the

32

P-labeled single copy DNA sequence

of clone SpG30, upper strand, with total egg RN A (e) or with the repeat-enriched
5
egg RNA fraction (0). The complementary fraction of total egg RNA was 3.0 x 10- ,
4
while the complementary fraction of repeat-enriched RNA was 2.9 ;x 10- .
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